






The Syntactic Typologr of Newar and Tamang Languages*

T.R Kanmkor
Cmtral DeWrtment of Linguistics, Kirtipur

1. Intnoduction: Ethnic and Linguistic Beclrground

The Newar and Tamang people have always lived in close geographical
proximity and there is historical evidence to show that the Kathmandu Valley was
their original homeland sinqe ancient times. The Newars today constitute about
3.7%o of llrc country's population of some 19 million peoplg and the Census
Report of l99l records a total of 10,41,090 ethnic Newars (i.e. 5.63 %) and fixes
the number of active speakers at 6,9Q007 which indicates a decline of 33.7/o in
language use. The peroentage ofNewrr speakers in the Valley has also declined in
rec€nt years due to migration of Newars to urban areas and trade centres in
different parts of the country, and the growing influx of other ethnic groups from
the highlands and lowlands of Ne,pal over the past 40 years. fire majority of
Netvar speakers however continue to live in tlre Kathmandu Valley where ihey
used to constitute some 55 peroent of the Valley population in 1952154. Newar
speakers living outside Nepal are to be found mainly in the Darjeeling Distria and
sikkim of India, Bhutan and ribet where their speech forms have been
increasingly influenced by language @ntact situations. No reliable data however
are available to date on the internal or qrternal migration of the Newar population.
The Newars in general are bilinguals or multilinguals more pervasively due to
their urban orientation and their professional needs in business, administration and
technical fields. As the speakers are spread over a wide geographical area, there
are several distinct dialects with corresponding variations in social and cultural
practices. These dialects have not been futly zurveyed and may be important in
understanding the earlier morpho-syntactic forms of the language. The Dolkha,
Bandipur, Paluri (Badikhel) and citlang dialects are considerd to be the oldest
and most significant for diachronic studies of the language. Kathmandu Newar,
however, has been recognized as the standard form in wtrictr a variety of literature
and 

-linguistic descriptions including its phonology, gtrarnmar, lexicography and
teaching materials are available. The Newars of Kathmandu valley in particular
have had a very long history of literary traditionq both in thek oral and written
forms. The oral tradition has only been recorded fairly recently by writers,
anthropologists and folklorists, but it is often difficult to deterrnine the social
settfurg or the origin of these myths, legends aqd folk tales. The fact that these
stories from an indefinite past have survived to the present time testifies to the
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literate ctlture and tradition of the Newars. The origin and growth of written

literature is a natural outcome of this oral tradition that is deep-rooted in the Newar

.""iJ "rg*i-,i* 
and culture. Manuscripts continued to be written by had in the

N.pJ ."rtpt @hujimoi, pracalit ol nanjanaa Scrip| yntil the d"e11 of printing in

tt.'inttri"oO" Vuff"v around the beginning of this ae-n-tury' These texts are

historically anA finguistically importait, and classical Newar is obviously an

essential tool in the strrdy of'tUe Aeretop-ent of the Tibeto-Burrnan langUages in

general and the Hirnalayan language,s in particular'o-"--- -fr*v 
schol# inctudiing-IlodgBon-(1s74/199r_: 30) Toffin (1976 : 36,

cited in Varenkamp f eSO : if 1, *,ur'nu-1t9ti, cited in P. Tamang^lg2 : 10) and

Gautam and Thapa-Uatar liWn :263; cited in Varenkamp 199! : 11) firrny

rrgd, that the .ofiotkiA.nts of the Vall:y.were.prob,afll the-Tamangs (also

referred to in literature ; th" Murmis) and they shared the environs with the

Newars. The Tamangs constitute 5.51 percent of the country's populatioq and the

1gg1 census ,""ora*-s,o43iO r"-*! mother-tongue speakers oY of a total of

10,18,252 ethnic Tamangg which is i decline of 11'l percgnl'. lvlany scholars

including Malla (19t9), Vg. Xansakar (l?89), P' Tamang !.992)' Toba (1992)

and others have questioned the validity of these figures and claim that the Tamang

pofuUtio, has been gro*sly oraoestimatgd. Thelonservative estimates place the

_,ffi;fig*" ,o-"*to" between two l1d three million Tamangs. The Tamangs

are now"tlispersed to tne sunounding hill areas of the valley with concentration in

u*iou. distrias of theCentral Oevilopment Region name$ Y*1u (96'.9 Y:!'
tt trrrrp.r, (++.25),-Nuwakot (34:&D1 Kabhrt (32'17), Sindhupalcok (31'32)'

iiror,Jiii:.d1, r"***0" valley (22:ao), Dhadin g Qo.oT, Ramectrhap (19.87),

;;i.Lh" irO.Ol ""4 
G";kh" (1.66i. Thgscfigures indicaterhe nrlnoal strength of

the Tamangs who undoubtidly constitute the largest Tibeto-Burman language

fu; t" Narar ana trre nnh r*e"*t language spoken in the country as a mother-

f.;g,;"6,. i .89 yoin t99t comlared {1 +s in tsatl. V,erenkamp's (1996 : 17)

;;ff;;* of tne statiJcs in the 1981 Census with the Census of 19o1 sfrongly

supports the language's vitality. m,e lft census also recorded the language

,"t*tioo *ongturi*g speake"s at 88.82 percent thich is greh higher ttyn O!. t

p"r.*i *rrgr"i to tl," fr"iu speakers ln F" on," Report. The current migration
'oi t"-*gJto aty 

"iotto 
rot ioUs and the Terbi area .el fTti'g has alienated

them from their traditional *it*., their religion and their^langrrage as they

gradually *on" 
"*uy?o. 

tf'" 
'nuio 

Tamang ar"a 6nfa'a'aon 1973 : 18' as quoted

,=, v.r"nt*p lgg6 : 16, and yhonjan 1gg5). The.areas where the Tamangs are

settled in fairly t.rge o.r-U€rs outslde ttr" countty include the- 1r*ern 
regrons 9f

O*iofing, Sikki;, Assaln and Nagaland in north-east India. The wide

;&6i;ild Asttit tion Jtft" pres€ntlarnang population has naturallv evolved a
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number of distinct dialect varieties of the language. The recoenized dialects can
be subsumed under two rrajor divisio4s : Western Tamang spoken,in Dhading
Nr.lwakot, Rasuwa and Gorkha; andrEastern Tamang which has concentration of:
speakers in Sindhupalcoh Kabhrq trvlakawanpur, Dolakh4 Ramechhap and
Sindhuli. Witlrin the Eastern Division, Yhonjan (1995 : 105; 2054 / 1997b : ng)
also recosnizes two dialect varieties in the larger Eastern Divisioq namely the
Nsarikhu-Sailung of Northeast and the Temali of Southeast- Of these, the
Risankhu-Sailung dialea is now generally recognized as the standard vaxiety
which has a unitten radition, some linguistic desoiptions, e.g. Mazaudon (1973),
Taylor (1969,1973), Yhonjan (1995, 1997) and is presently used for broadcasting
the Tamang news on Radio Nepal. But unlike Newar language which has an old
writing tradition and a rich collection of manuscripts written in various scripts,
Tamang does not have its own rrriting system. Yhonjan (1997 : Kha) mentions
that traditionally manuscripts on Tamang history, culture and religion used to be
written in the Tibetan script but due to lack ofprinting facilities this practice has

been practically discontinued- Today most literature in the Tamang language are
written in the Devanagari script although attempts have been made recently to
develop a functional script for the languagg and a modest collection of books and
publicationq a few Dctionaries and teaching materials are available in the
language. Since the restoration of democracy in 1990 there has been a renewed
interest in the study and development of the language. Apart from the promotion
of its writing system and literary expressions, the Tamang writers and intellectuals
are now making conscious efforts to produce standard reference works (e.g. clan
histories, dictionaries and grammars) to preserve and develop g1rcir langrage and
culture through institutional sponsorship by organizations such as the Nepal
Tamang Ghedung and Tamang Langrrage and Literature Council for the
development of Tamang languagq literature and cultrne, etc. These efrorts and
activities will undoubtedly contribute to the rapid standardization ofthe spoken
and written language.

2. Overview of Newar and Tamang Gremmar
2.1. Irie*ar Phonologr

The set ofphonological units presented in Table 1 and 2 below has been
arrived at on the basis of systematic contrasts seen for each vowel and consonant
segment. These units or phonemes can be said to specifr the underlying
representations of spoken Newar (the contemporary Kathmandu dialect being
taken as the norm), and may be represeirted as follows:
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2.1.1. Vowels:
Newar has six short vowels and eight long vowels' fr: lon' vowel-is

shown by a colon (:), and vowel nasalization, which is atso distinctive in tlre

t""**;: is indicatJ by upper case letters, e'g' r = ! 5 : |= i.= U' The mid-
-q;trof-no*"f 

[e] is represenied as /al and the low-front vowel [a] is represented as

taat.

Table 1: lnventory ofNewar Vowels

Front Newari examples

i f{) as in 'bit' ki -

i, G ) as in 'beat' ki: -

e (q) as in'bet' l€ -
e: ((:) liE: -

n: (3l.t) as in 'bare' kAE -

a: (ilf{) as in 'bat' kaae -

aa (3{T ) as in 'bath' kaa -

aa: (3tt ) as in 'bar' kaa:-

Mid
a (q ) as in 'above' kA -

a: (3t:) as in 'bird' kA: -

Back
o (q )as in 'coat' ko: -

u ( )as in 'book' ku -
u: ( )as in'boot' ku: - digger, hand plough

or

insect

lentils, pulses

younger sister

bell metal

son

thread; take it !

long trumpet; takes

tell !

thorn, tells

crow, raven

load

will barter
rapid spe€ch variant of ke:gu Peas.

pirnple; will be struck
blacksmith; a white shell

used as dice in gambling
will take
cauliflower
(I) will cover; in the load. kWI: stationary blade

Vowel Clusters
ei gei
eu keu
ai kai
au kau

aai kaai
aau kaaule
ui kui
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2. 1.2. Consonants:
Newar has a totat of 28 consonants (consisting of six groups), but the

velar nasal lnS and aspirated flap lrW have only marginal status. For instance, the
non-laterals [r] and [rh] alternate freely with [c] ar,ii [dh] especially in inter-
vocalic positions. The velar [tr] on the other hand is more often a variant of /n/ in
the immediate environment of a velar stop, and thus is a phonetic .segment rather
than a contrastive phoneme.

Table 2. Inventory cf,Newar Consonants
E" S€ops

ffi
{q}
ffi
(t{)
(s)
(€)

flr)
(q")

G)
(E)

(E)

(LT)

fa
r/

p11

b

bh

k

kh

o

gh

t

th

d

dh

prI

phe:

bu

bhu:

ku

khu

gaa-

ghaa:

taa

thaa

daa

dhaa

- seed (*flflx'axit), blowl

- is able

-oary (the chiidh rub it osr

- large plate

- load

- six; river; steal !

- ditch; it is enough

- wound

- bridge; cut it (to pieces)l

- beat (the drum)!;knit (the wool)!

- hit!

- tell !

2. Affricates
c(q)
ch (R)

i(q)
jh (tr)

ca.a - night; mud, cut(the cloth)!

chaa - ofiFer to God !

jaa - cooked rice

jhaasA - please come !

- who? straw; pierce!

- rub it ofi dance!

SU

hu

Fricatives3.

S

h

(q)
(E)
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4. Nasals
m m mi -fire

mh (rd) mhiga. - Yesterday

n (T) ni - two, ni-nhu two daYs

nh (=6) nhi - day, nhi-chi whole day

(ng) (g ) hengw aa'. - charcoal

5. Lateral and FIaP

1 Ctr) laa - meat

th frQ lhaa - khA-lhaa talk!

r (9 randaa - wood Ptane

(rh) (O sarhaa - sadhaa to Gurse (loan)

6. Glides/Semi-Vowels
w m waa - some!; PaddY; rain, teeth

y (B yaa - do it!

2.1.3. Syllable Structure
The constituent structure of basic syllables in native words and

nativized loan words may be formulated as C (C) V (Y) where the initial CC-

cluster is optional and this is followed by a vowel nucleus, giving us an open

syllable. In this syllable shape the on- set is filled by a single consonant, the

Eia*, if present, is the only i.g*ent that can cluster with the initiatr consonant,

and the nucleus can be eiihrr i short vo\h'el, a vowel ciuster or a long vowei.

The possible syllable shape in Newar can thus be illustrated in the following

sets of exarnpir* where ihe dot represents a syllable break and the hyphen

represents a morPheme break-

(a) Initial V-
laa.l - now
lL:l - mango

ll:.caa/ - small sickle

/u.ye/ - to bark
(b) VC - Paffern

lap.Paal - brick
lis.tal - friends and relatives

lul.taal - opPosite
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(c) \ry - pattem
/vI:/ - mad woman
lN\Ul - dysentry
/ae.laal -'wine
/AAe.paa/- tile

(d) CV - patteru
tjit - r
l:*t - cooked rice
iy i"t - king

(e) CVC - pattern
/cidhi-mAA/ [tsif.mal step-mother
/bhau-macaa/ [bhem.tsa] bride
/maakhaa-caa/ [maakh.caa] spider
Itimrlaa/ [tim"la] moon
/phuk{ra/ [phuk.ka] all, everything

(0 CW - pattern
lkar/ - pimple
kau/ - blacksmith

(S) CCV - paffern
lgwaacal [gwr:] - moustache

/kOca/ thn6l- bone
lihyaalal [dzhja:] - window

{h} CCyy - pattern[MS0frEcel][Ms0ffice2][hds0fffrce3]
/lhye-il - will carry
llwaa-rl - will fight
lcyaa-i/ - $/ill burn
/syaau/ - apple

(i) CCVC - pattern
lnyaakkal [njak.keJ - with force
/jhwaattai [dzhwat.ta] - suddenly

2.2 Newar Grammar
There are several grammdical descriptions of Kathmandu Newar language

including llale (1980), Malla (1985), Kansakar (1979, 1989). tui attempt will be
made in this section to provide some basic facts about the structure ofNewar and a
few general rules of grammar.
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2.2.1 Word order
The word order in Newar sentences is different from English. The subject is

followed by the object, and the verb is always placed at the end ofthe sentence,

e.g.
ji*u n4A Raam khc.
my-GEN name Ram is
My mme isRam.

A noun phrase consists of a noun followed by a numeral and classifier, and an

adjectivq if present, is usually placed before the noun-numeral-classifier

constructioq e.g. saphu: eha-gu'one book', mortu: rt-trta'two persons', chE
swo-kkua'tkee houses', thikae-gu sryhu: ch*gze'one expensive book', etc.

There is however considerable flexibility in noun phrase word orde4 e.g. saphu:

cha-gu can also be expressed as cha-gw saphu'., and thikae-gu saphu'. cha'gu as

thiko*gu chu-ga saphu', but other pennutations are not permissable. A verb

phrase consists of the main verb which is aiways followed by the auxiliary verb,

e.g. bwon-aa ebn-a'was reading'.
2.2.2 Nouns : plural and possesive

Nouns in Newar do not need articles like 'the', 'a' or 'an'. The plural for any

word is indicated by adding 7f: (for human nouns), -/a (for animate and

optionally human nouns) or 'zero' (i.e. no plural marker) to the end of the wor4
e.g.

paaju -uncle paaju-pl: -uncles
manu: -man manu:-ta -men
khicaa-dog khicaa-ta -dogs
syimaa-tree syimaa -trees

chE -house chE -houses

Any Newar noun or pronoun can be made possessive by adding -gr or -

yaagu at the end of that word. e.g.

mother's mAA:-yaagu
friend's paasaa-yaagu

their's irni-gu
mine ji-Su

2.2.3 Noun Classifiers
Countable nbuns in Newar are followed by a numeral and an appropriate

classifier. The use of a classifier depends on whether the noun is animate,

inanimate or of a particular size, shape, volume or weight, e.g.

t
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Noun * Numeral + Classifier
a man manu:_cha_mha
two books saphu:-ni-gu
t!.** eggs khE:-swo-ga:
four sheets of paper bhwo:-pe-paa:
flve pens cosaa-nyaa-pu
six flowers swAd:-tt ulphwo.
seven wheeis gha:caa-nhse-caa:
eight houses chE-cyaa-khaa
nine pairs of shoes taakAA-gu-ju
ten pieces of meat laa-jhi-ku:

2.2.4 Pronouns:
Personal possessive

wo (famitiar) wo-i-gu wo-i-ta
he I she lhim / her... his / hers to/for hirn/her
yu*ka: (polite) waeka:-yaagu
he/ she/ him/ her... his/hers
ji ji-gu
I mine
i-pl. (familiar)
they
waeka:-pl. (polite)
they
jhi: lji-pI:
welus
cha
ycu
chi (polite)
you

trnl-gu
their
waeka:-pini-Str
their
jhi:-gu/jimi-gu
our
chA:-gu
your
chi-gu
your

Examples of possessive and recipient verb usage:
(l) jita tho saphu: biyaa disA

to me this book gwe please
Please give rne this book.

(2) Tho ji-ga saplnt: kha:
this my book is
This is my book / This book is mine.

Tej R. Kansakar/ 9

Recipient

waeka:-yaata
to/for hirn/her
ji-ta
to/for me
irni-ta
to/for thern
waeka:-pin-ta
to/for them
jhi"-t#jirni-ta
to/for us
chan-ta
to/for you
chi-ta:
to/for you
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2.2.5 Questions:
Questions are phrased,the same as other sentenc€s, u!,,t? question_is

,or.illy indicated iy the addition of a question-marker 'laa' atthe end of the

sentence.
(3) wo ans wonl

he there went
He went there.

(4) wo qna wona laa?
he there went Q-m
Did he go there?

2.2.6Yqb classes and Verb conjugations

Newar verbs can be classified into five classes according to their stem-final

consonants:
Class I : -n final won-e to go won-a went (-nJ is regular)

Class2:-tyaa-yetodoyaat-adid(/-tlisinegular)
Class3:-v-ui-y"togivebil-agave(/.Visirregular)
Class 4 : I -*t-" to need maal-a needed (/-U is regular

verbs in the Newar language change form according to the subject/agent

used in the sentence. Note the following verb forms and their subjects:

Finite verbs:

ii won'e ii won-aa
I will go. I went.
wowon-i wowon4l
Hewill go. He went.

Non-Finite verbs:
won4 gu wofHvl:

togo ongoing
wA: hU
goes go !

To siirpliry vlrb usagg the verb form with the '-gu' ending may be used for

all present and future tense sentences, e.g.

Present tense:
(5) chi (a: garu ihaae-gu?

you now wheregoing-NoM
Where are you going now?

Fufure tense:

(6) chi kcmhae gmna ihaae-gu?
you tornorrow where going-N0M
Where are You going tomorrow?

t-
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The '-diyoa' ending may also be used in all past and present tense sentences.
For fufure tense, the ending 'di:-gu' is used.
Present tense:
(7) chi garra jhhcyry diyaa?

you where going are (HON)
Where are you going (now)?

Past tense:
(8) chi mhiga: garut connq diyaa

you yesterday where stay did (IION)
Where did you stay yesterday?

Future tense:
(9) chi gana jhaayaa di:-gu?

you where going will be (HON)
Where will you be going?

2.2.7 Verb Negation
The negative form of a verb is established by adding the negative

particle -ma, or the negated forms of various auxiliary verbs such as -mfite, -
makhu, -modu etc, e.g.
Examples Negation

I went. ji wowxl ji ma-wonaa
He/you went. wo cha/wonq wo/cha mo-wona / ma-wO:
Helyou will go. wo/cha won-i wo/cln won-i rna-khr
You come! cha wsa chq wo-ye mate
He is at home. wo chE-E du wo chE-E madu

2.2.8 Request or Command
In this form the ending of the verb changes to 's,4' (in polite form), e.g.

jha6A 'please come': disi.,4 'please sit'.
(lO) chi thanajlwa*A

you here come please
Please come here.

In familiar terrq the verb is simply shortened, e.g. teon-e becomes rca
'come!' ; artd con-e becomes ano'stayl'
Sentences to oeress want or need

(a) Positive construction:
(ll) jita cymmmla

I want tea.
(12) jila Newaa bhaae-ym sqha: clu-gu maala.

I want a book on Newar language.
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O) Question formation:

il, ii,", cyaammta-tdl
Do You want tea ? 

-
(14) Newao bhaae-yaa rylnt : clwgu fu-ld?
Do you have a book on Newar language ?

(c) With interrogative words:
(15) chi gana ihaoe-gtt?

Where are You going ?
(16) chi gabalae ihaayaa'Njhaai-gu?

When did You come ?

(17) chi-ta guli dhebaamaa:?
Howmuch money do You need ?

(18) chita: gu-ga uPhu: maala?
Which book do You need ?

(d) Negative construction:
(19) jita: tlruli-machi iaa maln:

I don't want tltis much of rice.

(lg) ji-l@ uti-machi dhebaa mdn-
I don't have that much moneY.

2.2.9 Adiexrtives and Adverbs
AAi""ti"es in Newar can be used before the noun head or after the noun phrase.

e.g.
(20) bAA:taa-gu saPhu: a good book

tho saphu: bAAlaa:ju This is a good book'
(21\ tAA:w,rto:-gu thaae a hotPlace

tho thaae tAA:nwo" ma-ju: This place is not hot'

(22) tA:mi-rnl:r.mnu, arich man

wo nanu tA:mi-rnha kha: He is a rich man'

The most frequent adverbs in Newar express time, place, quantity and manner:

(23) ji lipatna-e I shall eat later. (time)

Q+7 *ipine,l: won-a He went out/has gone out' (place) 
-

tZSi ii-ti bttaicagatabiyaa di-sA Give me only a liule. (quantity)

A6) wo baluht| wol-a He came slowly' (manner)

2.2.10 Emphatic particles and Intensifiers

A noun or verb when emphasized is followed by an emphatic particle. The

most common particle of this kind are as follows:

he'/ hae (emphasis) wo lre ma-wo: He did not come at all'

;; 
'(collective) dhAEyaa dhAE bed bugs everywhere

e

I
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jaka
na (also)

(only, just) wO-O najaka nal-a
dlrayaa nA rna-w*.

(particularly) yaa traayaat-a
(reflexive) wO-O: tdi hayaa bit-a
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He only ate.

He did not come although
told to.
As for that, he has done it.
He himself brought it.

laa
tU

There are a few intensifiers commonly used in co[oquial speech, e.g.
tassakA (with great force or intensity)
tossakA bAA:laa is very beautiful
tassak4 syaat-a is very painful
saapa (superlative) saapahe li-malaa extremely busy
saqpa thikae extremely expensive
jhan-jhan(increasingly) jhan-jhan tAAnwo-yaa wol-a It is becoming hotter
and hotter.
jhan-jhan thaaku is increasingly difq€dft .

2.3 Tamang Phonologr
2.3.1 Yhonjan (1997 : 2-8) establishes the foil6wing inventory of l0

vowel phonemes in Tamang based on the systematic cdntrais and.distribution
of vowels in his Eastern Tamang dialect :

Table 3 : Inventory of Tamang Vowels.

i: uu:
e:

a:

o:o

L

e

a

He iltrustrates these contrasts in terms of the following sets of examples:
chi (baa) -to print
chi: -fat
che -gfass
che: -life span
chaa (baa) -to graze
chaa: (baa) -to heat
toji -to need
toji to beat
thuji -to be hot and spicy (of food)
thu:ji to pick up 

/

Yhonjan also arrives at a system of 37 consonant phonemes in Tamang which
can be represented as follows :
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2.3.2. Consonants
Table 4: Inventory of Tamang Consonants

Stops
p

ph
b
bh

t
th
d

dh

k
kh

j
jh

h

n

T
TH
D
DH

,)
L.. -

b.

d.

6. Glides

g.

Affricates

Fricatives
s

sh

3.

e.

f.
ot' nh

r
rh

w

The following minimal pairs illustrate the phonemic status of the 37 Tamang

consonants:

paa-baa bitter taste

baa-baa to bring
taang utensil
Te-baa to inhale
Daa-ng to chase

with two thumbs

De-baa - to tear Dhe-baa

kaa-laa - of the blood khaa-laa

gaa-laa will be stuck
io (ho) chairperson cho

v
wh

I
I
I
I
t
l

1

ng
ngh

c
ch

m
mh

4. Nasals
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2.3.3. Tamang Syllables
Yhonjan (1997 . 23-26) recognizes the following syllable types in Tamang:

jo top part
syo - morning
maa-baa - crooked
naang - full
ngaalaa - mine
laa - of
tM goat
waa hair parting
yaa - hand

jho - inheritance
hyo - thief
mhaa-baa - to lose
nhaang - inside
nghaalaa - ofthe drum
lhaa - upland
rhaa-baa - to weave
whaa-baa - to catch
yhaa - alright

- cave
- you
- yellow
- son, ku chest
- meat; swaa tooth;
- king
- value, price
- Newar person
- firewood;
- medicine
- maternal unclg mri:ng wife
- lid, cap; chyoi book

- Tarnang
- incense
- snow
- nephew

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

{e)

(0

(e)

v
w
VC
CV
CCV

CW

CVC

CCVC
CCW

u:
aai
ur
jaa
syaa
gle
saai
baai
sing
maan
syaang
mrui

(h)
(i)

Yhonjan however maintains that Tamang is basicafiy a monosflabic language
with the vowel as the nucleus of the syllable and all other segments are optional: 

-
(c)(c) v (y)(c)

we can also conclude from the above syllable shapes that Tamang uses more op€,n
syllables than closed syllables in native words. Although mono-sllables
predominate in the language, the following di-syllabic and multi-syllabic examples
may be noted:

) Di-syllabic(a
j
k.
l.
m.

taa.maang
syrk.paa
ser-paa
kon-me

;{o
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(b) Multi-syllabic
myung.myung.baa - Pointed
nhong.naa.laa.baa - to damage
jyo.mo.lung.maa - Sagarmatha (Mr Evergst)

Some Tamang words however have ambiguous sllable boundaries and these

are subject to various interpretations, for example

mi:. kli: /mi:k.li:
yaa. phlaa / yaaph. laa etc.

the questid oi whether a syllable is open or closed must be judged strictly

according to the articulation ofnative speakers.

2.3..4 Tone Systan
Tamang is classified as a tonal language along with the other langnrages in the west

Himalayan group cornrnonly known as the Gurung or the Tamang Branch.

tvtazaudon lteZfi: 157) however does not rwagnize Tamang as a fully tonal

language uui catts it *semi-tonal or marginally tonal" (quoted in varenkamp 1996:

ZS)] ffrost lingrrists who have worked on the tone system in Tamang recognize

four lexical tones which are not srictly distinctive like in Chinese or Thai. The

tones in Tamang are conditioned by articulatory or prosodic features such as

voicing breathinlss and level or contour pitch. There are also significant dialectal

variati6ns in the realization of tones. Mazagdon (1975: 16448) compares the

dialect differences and reports that the Risankhu and Sahugaun dialects have tones

1 aad 2 produced wittr trign and clear voice quality, while the Western{entral
dialects have tones 3 and 4 realized as low breathy voice quality. The contrast in

tone phonation in Tamang therefore seems to be between high clear versus low

breathy. Varenkamp (1996: 26) also notes significant tonal differences between

Eastem and Western dialects which "do affect comprehension across dialect

boundaries". The following examples s€rve to illustr*ethe basic tones in Tamang:

Table 1. Tone system in modern Tamang

a. 1 i2 3 4

ci ci ci ci
b. tone I cimaa it turns out that it appears that

tone} ciPaa to sit
tone 3 ci: Paa toPinch
tone 4 ci: Paa to remenrber

Idazagdon (1978:169) also compares this system with the certral dialect of
Taglung / Taulung and concludes that although tones 1, 2 and 3 are similar, tone 4

t

t
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in this dialect is realized as an extra-high falling tone. In an earlier work on the
Tibeto-Burman tonogenetics Mazaudon (1976: s4-57)refers to two earlier tones in
Tamang, (tone *A and tone *B) which evolved into a four-tone systern, a tonal
split, "as a result of an initial consonantic mutation". The correlation of initial
consonants and tones following the tonal split in modem Tamang is represented by
Ildazaudon (1976:55) as follows :

Table 2 : The correlation of initial consonants and tones in Tamang

filGH, clear voice quality tone I kha ka !a sa
tone2 kha ka ga ql

LOW, breathy voice quality tone 3 ka (ga ) Ua se
tone4 kA (ge) . 0A sa

In Table 2, g sands for'breathy a', and g for 'murmured k'. kfi stands for all
aspirate stops, kforunaspirated ones, g for all the nasals and liquidq and s for
the fricatives

- 
The development of the 4 way tone system in modsn Tamang can thus be

explained as allotonic variations where tone *A had high and low al-iotones I and

],-.and-tone 
*B yas realized as high and low anotones z ata +. naara,rdon (1976:

56) refers to this process as '"the evolution of the old thee-manner / nvo tone
system into the modern two-manner / four tone system which was the result of an
initial consonantic mutation". The phonologization of the high and low allotones
oftone *A and tone *B into a system of four tones is illustrated as follows :

Table 3 : The Tamang tonal split

*tone- B
tone -l tone - 2

kh unsplit *A unsplit B
tone - 3 tone - 4

It is evident from Table 3 that the alternation between voiceless and voiced
stops and sibilants triggered the split oftone *A and *B into four tones. The
aspirates however "didlot m- gse with anything and so there was no tone split
of *A and +B on syllables with aspiratd initia6-. This system is comoarable to
Tibetan tones where tonal contrasts dweloped from a similar merger of voiced
and voiceless series but did not include the ispirates.

*tone -A

{
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2.4. Tamang Grammar
yhlnjan (1 gg7) thus far is the most authoritative descriptive grammar

of the Tamang turgp age.The other scholars who have attempted Sammatical

analyses of the language include Grierson and Konow (190911967: 190-97),

Taylor (1969, rg73,19?ri), Hepburn (1978) and Mazaudon (l?11, 1978) 
The

foliowing however is u uri"r it*t"tr of Tamang grammar to highlight only the

2.4.1 Nouns and Pronouns
ANouncanfunctionasanagent(withagentive/ergativesuffix-se),

an unmarked patient/object ot *aphora of a nominalized clause. These

functions can be illustrated as follows:
(z7)paamang khao-ii
Pasang come-PST

Pasang came.

(28) raa-se s(nngcut "or-i!goat-ERG millet eat-PST

The goat ate the millet-
(29) penaZ-laa dhima-ri mhla*loa ihi: malaa' - 

Pema-GEN house-LoC rice-of beer is

There is rice beer in Pema's house.

Tamang nouns can be classified as

(") ;;;. (with dative zufftx -daa and plural sufEx Tugr)
(b'l non-animate (no dative or plural ruffix)

1"jilr.* (with classifier _menila, gender marker -syaa/-ni, honorific
' 

markers or relative pronoun khaalu 'who')
(d)non-human(specineabyclassifier-gotandrelativepronounti:*/ti:laa

'what')
(e) animal nouns such as noagut (chickeQ, ru (gox), cyaan (trger.)' trutilgat
' 
in.l) etc are marked for gender distinctions, e'g'

naagaa-maa:maa chicken

naagas-yomaa hen

mhimaa:maa cow (with calf)

mhe-glaaP bull
The animal nouns can also be marked for numbeq but the non-animal nouns

obviously axe not marked for gender'

I
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Pronouns in Tamang can be classifed as follows:
Person/Number
I sing ngaa
I plu ngaani (exclusive)

Hon lffi,*-r;;;'"t"'
yhaang-gaade

2 sing Mi
Hon raang I
2 Plu aaini
Hon aaini-gaade

raangni
raangni-gaade

3 sing the/ cu
3 plu theni: / cuni:
Hon theni: -gaade / cuni:_gaade

. The following exampres fiom yhonjan 1l{sz: rz-ll) ilustrate the use of
personal pronouns:
(30) ngaa pokharaa ni-ji

I poltrara go-pST
I went to pokhara.

(31) ngaani: polduraa ni-ji
We went to pokhara (exctusive).

(32) yhaang pokhara ni-ji
We went to pokhara (inclusive).

(33) aai bri-baon mulaa
you urite-pRoG are
You (sg) are writing.

(34) aaini bri-baon muloa
You write_pROc are
You (plu) are writing.

(35) raangni-gaade bri-baan ialaa
You (plu, Hon) are writing.

Tamang also has distinct sets of proxiiate and distant Demonstrative pronour*:
. Singular plural.Eroxlmate cu ,tlis, 

cuma4 cuni:

distanvremote holaa .that, ;:H;i*e'these'
hojaa-gaade .those,
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which can be illustrated as follows:
(36) cu ngaalaa iaa

this I-GEN son

This is my son.
(37) cumaa/ cumaa-gaade-laa laom nglaqn aato

these I these'HON-of words listen not
(You) don't need to listen to thern.

(38\ hojaa paraang-laa taagi
that Paaraang-GEN caP

That is Parang's caP.

(39) the ngaa-laa kon

that I-GEN nePhew
That is my nephew.

(40) theni-gaade tmnlm iaang mulaa
they-Hon talk much is

They talk / gossiP a lot.
The deictic categorietwhich specify the spatio-temporal relation between speaker

and hearer are referred to by Yhonjan (1997: 37) as the 'Directional
Pronouns', e.g.

hojaa - that (infronQ
kejaa - that (a little further away in the front)
ke:jaa - that (quite a distance away in the front)

tojaa - that (above)
tojaa - that (further above)

maajaa - that (below)
maajaa - that (further below)
The lnterrogative pronouns in Tamang include khaalaa 'who'; ti:k / tilaa

'what'; khaaci:baa'which'; khaalaa-i'whoever; ti:kaa-i'whatwer';
khonci : boai' whichever' ;

khaal - daamaan 'whoever' (indefinite)
khaan - daamaan 'wherever' (indefinite)
ti:k - daamaan 'whatever' (indefinite)
mokon (mokkon) 'all' (definite)
nhi:-non 'both' (definitQ
gi:k 'one' (definite)

syaan 'other' (definite)
raang-naang ri: 'one another' (reciprocal)

raang-raang 'among uVthem' (reciprocal)
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(a)

2.4.2. Adjectives
ln_Tamang noun phrases the adjective precedes the noun, e.g.
mlaangai naagaa black hen
waalon mhaang red monkey
sebao mhi intelligent person
paangboa taam- what was said
kejaa noboo mhi that tall man
The adjectives can be classified as follows:

Qualitative, which answers questions like khaaruangbaa'what kind?' or
gwtthebaa 'what size?' e.g. iyaoboa 'good'; aqiyafrbaa 'not good'; nobaa
'tall'; rengbaa 'long'; tunbaa 'short'; cmhibaa/yi:tthebai 'thi; size,;
hotthebaa/maattheboa'that size' ; etc.

O) Quantitative, which answers the guestion gaade 'how muctr/m3try', e.g.n. lhaanaan mhi 'many persons,
o. udi:di: syaa 'little meat,
p. Uek aairaak 'little liquor,
q. ghaangsaal kaan 'half of the rice,
r. haal nhi. mhe 'trryo pairs of oxen'
s. kru nhi: kwaan 't\tr/o hand measurements of cloth,

(c) Possessive Adjectives which modify a noun, pronoun or a noun phrase, e.g.
taamaang-laa jaame Tamang,s daughter
tilpung-laa mri:ng kolaa the woman from Tilpung
raang-laa naanaa your (Hon.) elder sisteryhaang'.laagyot our language
ti: ni:-laa saangyur today,s ne*,
syaarwhaanaa-laa dhim the house towards the east

?.4.3. Verbs
Tamang verbs @|_express actioq event or existential statg e.g.(41) pqnsaang khaa'ji

Pasang corne-pST
Pasang came.

(42) furye tini: dhim ni-ji:
Dorje today house go-pST
Dorje went home today.

(43) Wmaa paap<i:
Pema fall-PST
Pema fell.
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(44) wangaanmi-ji
millet burn-PST
The millet got burnt.

(a5) oamac dhim+i nrulon
mother horneloC is
Mother is at home.

(6) cu reDiyonepaal hi:nlaa
this radio Nepal is
This is radio Nepal.

The above examples use the past tense markers -ji ud -ci for action/event verbs
and -mulaa or -hyinlaa for existential verbs. The Tamang verb roots can be
identified easily by the negative prefix aa- and past tense suffixes -ji / -ci attached
to the verb. Yhonjan (1997 : 76-78> identifies 10 classes of verb roots by their
stem-final consonants:

-k final chyaah-paa 'to beat'
-T final TeT-paa 'grind to powder'
-t final hhit-paa 'to borrow'
-p final cyuppaa 'to keep in pen'
-v ending pui-bu 'to carry'
-ng final thung-bm 'to drink'
-n final pin-baa 'to give'
-r final hor-bu 'to wander'
-m final sin-baa 'to sleep'
-l final phul-baa 'to offer'
These ten verb classes are very different from the Newar verb classification
(c.f Section 2.2 above). The infinitive verb is formed by adding the zuffrxes -
baa / -paa to the verb stem. The conjugation of Tamang verbs also requires
classification ofTransitive and Intransitive verbs as follows :

(a) Transitive:
t. Simple Dual

roPpaa 'to beat'
khwaa-baa 'to dig'
caa-baa 'to eat'
gaap-paa 'to chase'
kle-baa 'to split'

(b) Intransitive.
khaa-baa
ni-baa
si-baa

rl

pin-baa
ju-baa
phaa-baa

cung-baa
ngyot-paa

'to corne'
tto go'
"to die'

'to give'
'to divide'
'to pay'
'to sell'
'to ask'

::
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nget-paa
blaap-paa
paap-paa

'to laugh'
'to be tir€d'
'to fight'

(c) Finite and Non-finite verts
The finite verbs in Tamang occur in independent clauses, permitting

formal contrasts of tense, rnood etc, while non-finite verbs occur only in
dependent clauses which lack thcse contrass. F;ramples (a7) and 1+sj are
constructions with finite verbs:

(46) dolmo l(aqrdMhmn nalaa
Dolmo food oook-PROG is
Dolmo is cooking the food.

(47) mi:naa-se kor caa-ji
mina-ERG meal eat-PST
Mina atey'has eatea her meal.

These contrast with the non-finite use ofverbs as in the following examples:
H8) paasaang hyaar-baan khaa-ji

Pasang rurr.PROG come-pST
Pasang camo ruoning.

(49) aamm-se tlnon- bM mula*laa
Mother-ERG keep-PERf have-may
Mother might have kept it.
As in Newar, the verb tenses in Tamang can be broadly classified as past and non-
past The past tens€ is marked with the siffix -ci / -ji, and the non-past tense with
the sufix -laa- The non-past also includes the non-past preserrf and non-past
future. The verbs also express contrasts in various aspecti e.g. perfect aspect
marked with the suffix -Daa and the imper ctive (progressive) ma*ea wiitr -
baan, e.g.

(50) pemar khu-bmn mu-baa
Pema come-PROG is-PST
Pema was mming.

Pema come-PROG is
Pema is coming.

(52) dhong u-baa mubaa
tree plant-PERF was
The tree was planted.

i-
I

!
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(53) dhottg su-bwt mtlm
tree plant-PROG is
The tree is being planted

The habitual past is also marked with -bu for perfective and -laa for
imperfuive as in (55) and (56):

(54) tmrnsaa Mcrt?aari: ni:-bu lauta-baa
fish kil-INF geINF dofERF
Gldthey) used to go fishing.

(55) twngaa wt-pmri: ni:-bu lmnru-laa
fish kitt-INF go.INF'do-PROG'
(Ile/they) go/es for fishing.

2.4.4. Adverbs
fire adverbs in Tamang modiS verbs in terms of timg space, quantity and

manner. frre adverb invariably oosurs in the middle of a sentence between noun

phrase/zubject and verb. This word order seerns to be quite rigid in the languagg

as can be seen in the following examples:
(56) WsaE yonaan ni-ii: (Time)

Pasang right time go-PST
Pasang went ontime.

(57\ rwnfi:lnaa daldw-ii(Time)
Ram yesterday aniv+PST
Ram arrived yesterday.

(58) wrgmo cui klwu(Place)
Sangmo here come-IMP
Sangmo, come here!

(59') ngm-i jyaanaale cym-ii (Manne0
I-ERG properly look-PST
I looked properly.

(60) rumgno hyoarbam klw-ii (Manner)
Sangmo running come-PST
Sangmo camerunning.

(61) lmtgmi TMgi:k coal(Quantity)
cucumber pioce one eat-PST

GIe they) ate one piece of cuctrmber.
(62\ uirmk adt:fr: dongowm (auantltYl

liquor little give(tIOlg-IMP
Please give (me) a little liquor.

I
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3. Clauselevel Syntax in Newar and Tamang
The brief survey of Newar and Tarnang grammar in the preceding chapter

serves to highlight the many phonologrcal and grammatical features that the 
-two

languages share in @mmon. This may be due partly to geratic affimty and the
close contact that has been maintained between the two ethnic communities since
ancient times. Although the Newars and ramangs are distinct in their social
organizatiom, religion and cultural practiceg their languages may rweal many
typological fetures that muld be a part of an areal phenomenon. The main focus
of this study thus will be to compare the structural similarities and differences in
the two languages at the clause and phrase levels.

3. 1. Structure of the clause
The clause is a't5pe of grammatical cqnstruction intermediate between a

seltenT and aphrase, containing-zuch major functional elements as srbject, objeet
an$ verb It.may be equivalent to a simple sentence (I wv a cour), or iaep*rient
unit of a sentence (when I looked over the walr). clauses can be c,lassified in many
wayg but the most contmon distinction is between independent (mairlcciordinae)
and dependent (zubordinate) kinds. The role of the clause in tle sentence is also
recognized, e.g. the subject clause (performing the firnction of a subject, as in
what I saidwas correct), and the adverbial clause (performing the function of an
adverb, as in the wlrcn example above. The constituent structwe ofthe clause is an
important word-order q/pological feeture. Toba (19 :20g) mentions six logically
possible word ordertypes in languages of the world.:

1. sov (found in Japanese, Turkish and most of the South Asian
Languages)
2. SVO (Englistr, French, Chinese)
3. VSO (Welsh, Biblical Hebrew)
4. VOS (I{alagasy)
5. OVS ftfirkaryana in Brazil)
6. OSV (Apurina and Jamamadi in Brazil)

3.1.1. Wordorder
Among the sk types, all the langu4ges spoken in Nepal including Nepari,

Newar, Tamang etc have SOV as the basic clause shucture with limited 
"ariationsinduced by_topicalization or emphatic statement. If a clause has only s and v with

p O:.F. S ,ly.yr oocurs before the V. This seque,nce is typical in Indo_Aryarl
Dravidian and Tibeto-Bugg_languages of south-Asia, consider the following
examples in (a) Neurar and O) Tamang :
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(I) a. timilmwola
Timila come-PD
Timila came.

b. panang k]ru-ji
Pasang mme-PST
Pasang came.

(2) a. mAA-nA im ruk
mothen-ERG rice eat-PST
Mother ate/has eaten rice.

b. dolmuse lcan cm'ii
Dolmo-ERGrice eat-PST
Dolmo ate/has eaten her rice-

In participial or conditional clauses howwen the word order in the two

langrragis is srbject to certain changes orvariations, as can be seen in (3) and (a):

(3) rl.woto-y(M: wonq
he eat-PT? go-PST
Having eaten, he left.

a2.wonqwotut-W:
He left after eaing.

bl. the caa-si ni-ii
he eat-PTP go-PST

b2. caa-si the ni-ii

,eat-PTP he go-PST

G) al.jyw yaa:-ffia dhebs bi-i
work do-COND money give-NPC
If (you) work (I) strall give money.

a2. dhebaa bi-i iyaaYaa:-wa
Shall give money if (You) work.

b1. gtat l*wm Taangaa Pin-laa
work deCOND money give'MST

b2. Taangaapi*laa glat la-Mm
money give-NPSTwork do'COND

In both langr.ages the pronoun when it functions as the subjed can be deleted in a

clause whie ttre syntactic context or the velt inflectional morphology would

clari$ the identity ofthe subject. In some cases both the subject an! the object can

be deiete4 leaving only the verb or the verb phrase to express the full grammatical

meaning as can be seen in the answer to the following questions:

I
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(5) a.jaa ru< dhunq laa?
riceeat-NPChave-pDe dlrun_a
Have (you) euen rice? 0) have

b. kmr cm-ji
rice eat+St

_ Have(you)eaenrice? ffi*In statements or questions the objective **pie*.rns ocorpv the same
ry$$ ry that of a simpl-e nglunal objeci, as i, o,arrptes 6i-diA '(6) a. aji-I brukttA kmi.;

grandmother-ERGstory tell-pD
Grandmother told a story.

b. mmm-se ruatAmr $ng-i
grandmother-ERGstory tell(IIon.)-pST

(7)a.mmna-A mhyaae-ymta ni,wpl,acnZ wM dlnkmdtmlq
:nother-ERGdaughter-DAT 

"qrti homecomeCOIvp *V_pO
The mother told her danghter to comi home early.

b.mnm-se _ -jqree prwrdhim_ri ktwu bisi nng_ji

^ -rytler-nnc da.gfuer-DATearly home-Loc come-IMp say lell Grolr)-psr3. 1.2. Comparative construction
In English a cErnparative construction is exprsssed as "A is better thanB" while in Newar it is "AB compare (forrner) is better." Tanaang has the

same construction as Newar.
a. miras ritaa soyut h, Alaa:

tvtiraa Ritaa compare beautiful
Mira is more beautiful than Rita.

b. miraa ritao-bimaa je:baa rmtlaa
Mira Rita-compare beautiful is

a. tho wo thE ballao ma-ju:
this that like strong NEG-be
This is not as strong as that.

b. ca hojaa rcamgbaa lcongbaa acbre
this that like strong NEG-be

3.I.3. Gerundive
The Newar verb con-'to stay' is normally used as an auxiliary to idicate

progressive aspgct apart from iis less oommon use as a finite lexical vtrb. In
Tamang the verb laa-baan can express initiation, continuity or conclusion of
an action, and this is followed by an auxiliary mfiaa wiifr a perfective or
participial meaning.

(e)

s
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(10) L jyaa yaan-aa cut-cl
work do-PC stay-PD
Was working.

b.gmt lao-baqn mu*baa
work do-PROG is-PST

G t) a. daa-yaa: syrumqn bilq
beat-PTP kitl-Pc giv+'PD
Was killing by beating.

b. rop-si sqot-ct
beat-PTP kill-PST

3.\.4. Participle
The non-finite participial clause contributes to clause-chainimg ire

Newar and this is followed by a finite verb at the end of the sentence. The

participle verbs in }*Iewar are marked by a suffix with a long vowel qr&: and

in Tamang -sf has a sirnilar functi*sl.
(12"3 a. jyaa ycltnag: dhebas framae yutnao c*tE dan-s

work do-PTF rnoney earn do-PTP house build-PD
Ffuving worked and earned rnoney (he) built the house.

b. gtaat fa-st Taangaa so-sr dhim sc-ji
work do-PTP money earn-PTF house build-PsT

3. 1 .5. Infinitive Clauses
Malla (1985:72) recognizes three infinitive types of the Newar verb

other than the citation form. The foltrowing examples would serve to illustrate
the infinitive uses of the verb in Newar and Tamang.
a,. Infinitive of, Purpose.

(13) a. bi: -ta wonq
glve-IP go-PD
Went to give.

b. pin-baqri ni-ji
give-IP go-PST

b. Infinitive as Complement of the verb:
(14) a. ji macaa koa: wonqa

I child bring go-PC
I went to bring the child.

b. ngaa kolaa kin-baari ni-ji
I chitd take-IP go-PST

{

I',

si
i
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c. Nominalized verb as infinitive
(15) a. ma-filru-gu khA nene ma-jyt:

NEG-is-NOM words listen-NpC Npd-be
It is not good to listen to false words.. 6. qa.lyinbaa tmm , ngtaon-baari M-tao mulaa.
NEG-is words listen-Ip NEG-be is : .

3.1.6. Complementizer
Ilale (1980) proposed the conjunct/disjunct distinction to describe the

finite verb inflection in Newar. The terrrinology was meant to acoormt for the
person-agreement suffixes in quoted speeeh. The crtmplementizer dlnlcaaz is used
as direct ol indirect qllole marker in conjunct/disjunct statements and questions. In
Tamang the verb ni-ji-ru'said' or 'having said' with'the indiiest marker -ro
lnctio_ns as a- complementizer in clauses with direct or indirect quote frames.
consider the following- examples frorn tlare (19g0:95) for Nr,wai *o v"ri*
(p."J,fo1Tamang (rrale's transcription has beerr cranged to matehrthe convention
used in this snrdy) :

(16) a. wo-O woatu wonea dlwltaa dhaolq ...,, i
he-ERG he there. go-PC COMP say-pD
He I said that he I went there.

b.the-se paang-fua the dhim niji-ro :.

He said that he went to the house.
(17) a.wo-O wocmu won< dlnkry dtwl-a :

he- ERG he ther^e go-pD COMP say-pD
He I 

said that he 2 
wrent there.

b. tlp-se the dhim ni-ji-rut
he-ERG say-PST he home go-pST-DIR

rn (16) the verb in the embedded clause is in the past conjunct form which
indicates that the actor of the main verb dhoal-a.said, and the actor of the
embedded verb wmaa'went' are coreferential. In (17) the past disjunct fomt is
used for both the verbs to show that the two actors do not refbr to the'same person.
In Tamang however the verbs are not marked for agreement with the core,ferential
or non-corefere,ntial srbject / actor. There is tlerefore no morpho-syntactic
distinction between e*a-iles (l6b) and (l7b)-
3.1.7 NominalizationandRelativization

In Kathmandu Newar the relative clauses function as nominalized
embedded clauses. Nominalization therefore implioitly involves relativization and
t4! 9u"t prooess is accomplished by the uses oi nominalizers -gu, -rnlu M -pr
which are srf;Exed to the finite verb. The nominalizer -gr is u#d-when the head

;

I

I

(
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noun is inanimatg -zr&a,when ttrd treaO nogq is animate and, singrlar, and -pI

when the head noun is aninute and plural' In Tamang there s€ems:to be no

.*""ti. ifJr",i", between relativized and non-relativized clauses' The verb in

,i;-ililt 
"d 

or embdded clause is also not $ffixed with stative-nominalized

,art*r ^ 
i" N*r* There is therefore no formal contrast between 'The person

sold the book' and 'The person who sold the book' in Tamang'-- 
m" Offo*ini oramples illustrate nominalized-relativized clauses in

NewarandTamang:
(18) a. fiba-gu rmt:

cost-STAT-NOM Price
Ttre Price which costd.

b. ni-fu smi
go-PST Price

(19) a.ryln: mryq=tnln mdmt:

book sell-STAT-NOM Penon
The Person who sold the book-

b. cltYoi anng'baa mhi
Uoot salPST Person

(20) a. jm tlm'*Pl miw'to
rice cook-STAT-NOM woman-Pl-U
The women that cooked the rice.

b. km dtwi'baa nrhglcol*iugu
rice coot-PST woman-PlU

The langUages of South Asia employ two major relativization strategies

which Keenan OglZ> refers to as isolating strategy ana inlornollng srategy'

while Ramarao una n"oay og74) and Ramarao (1932) call them clausal relative

;J phr.*t relative respectively Although both these strategies are employed in

tndo'-Aryan and Dravidiari" it ii obvious that the relatives in Newar and Tamang

*" .Xrify incorporatingr(or phrasal) where relative pronorm_s do not occur and the

relativiza6le clauses in;ilde (a) srbject/object'as head'of phrasal- relative; @)

A"f"t"O indirect object'as nead;{c) locative relative with deleted subject (agent);

*O tOl free relativizations that are syntactically ambiguous. The following

examples illustrate these syntactic devices :

Subject/Object as head ofphrasal relative:

Qi a. ifi nyasn4ru h*taa-g, saphu: thikae iol.* -- 
I-ERG-buy-PC bring-PC-NOM book expensive b+PD

: The book-that I boughi was expensive.

b. ngm-i glu-si baa-baa clryoi nhaang-go .mabaa
I-ERG buy-PST bring-PST book expensive is i

i,
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Indirect Object dehtion:
(22) a. ji-I sqlru: bi-yaa+ntm

I-ERG book give-?C-NOM
The one to whom I gave thebook.

b.ngm-i chyoi pi*baa-mhi
I-ERG book give-pST-person

Subject (Agent) detetion:
Q3) a.Wlru: ta),aa ta-i-gu mhicm

book put-pC put-pD-NOM bag
The bag in which (I) kept the book.

b- clryoi tlno*fu cyoibmn
book keeppST bag

Frec Relativization and Ambiguity:
Q$ a. rcwn wo:*u ttnae

Ram come-NOM place
i) The place Ram came to.
ii) The placeRam came from.

b. rmn klru-bm glw
Ram come.PST place

(25)a, raant-A ilta*Au Ws:
Rarn-ERG buy-NOM shop

i).!e shop where Ram bought (something).
ii) The shop that Ram boughr.

b.raam-se glu-baa pmul
Ram-ERG buy-pST shop

Complex Relativization :
Newar and Tamang shourinteresting variations in constructing complex

relatives with correlative clauses. The ralativl clause preced.* tlr" rr*o aouq and
the relativizdno-un phrase which retains the case marker may not ue aetetea. tn
Jamane. th9 changes in word order indicate topicalization *a .hift i, semantic
focus. The following examples may be noted :
(26) a ji thaune wo\-gtt tlnae-yaa nAA ktn: dotpa

I 
-last 

year go-pC-NOM place-GEN name is dlp"
The name of the place I went to last year is called Dolpi.

ngm tuglung ni-fuo glu_lw min dolpahinlaaI last year go-pST place-GEN name Dolpa be

(
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(27) a. ji- I bhaasaa-bigmn meiaa_mha gnt
I-ERG language-science learn_CAUS_pC_NOfra teacher
The teacher with whom I studied linguistics.
ngaa..daa bhaaua-bigwr toVpa lqpon
I-DAT language-science learn_pST t-eacher

(28) a. rasm)nata guti dtafua naa: uli
IIari-ASSC Ram-DAT how much money need that much
dheebaa da
money has
Ilari has as much money as Ram needs.

b. raam4aa tde tasngaa hari_then rmtlaa
Ram-DAT as much as money tlari_ASSC be
while the word order in (26) and (27) are invariant in Newar and

Try*e erar!'ptes Qsa & b) alrow variationi in'the use or trre associaive o,
dative nominals in srbject or object positions to indicate .lit l" .*r*ti. f";r;i
the comparative argument.
3.I.8 Adverbial Clauses : Conditionals and Concessives
The conditional subordinator in Newar is ma which is derived from classical
Newar locative suffix --sa The concessive is saaag *ru.n 

"o*uir", 
tt" tocatiue

malker yrh,h" gmphatic final -+rg. In Tamang ttre-conditional _"*;;;;ffi.;
t9 th9 subgrdinating verb, and the concessive is-a free form that f"ll"*. th" ;;t;
the dependent clause. The following examples illustratethese adverbial functions:(29) a. cha-A jyaa yaa-ua- *eUa *i ----:---'

you-ERG work do-COND money is_NpD
_ Ifyou work (you) will get money.
b. aai-se gtaat laa-wm Twrgm yutg_laa

you-ERGwork do-COND money- jet_f.ffSf

(30) a. jym yaa-wotg wo4 dhebaa kfrnae )ru),e ma-ptru
work do-COND he.ERG money earn ,-Oo_ifpONeG_able

- Although he worked (he) could noi o* money.
b- gaat lamw-i tte-se Tunga ,ntaori

work do-MST-EMpH he-ERG money earn_Ip
aa-klwn-ni

NEG-can-negPST
3. 1.9 Verb Reduplication
In Kathmardu Newar reduplication of the verb functions as a ternporal
subordinator and is used to o(press an on-going action as i" 

" 
,ur*tiu" sequence.

The reduplication of the verb stem in ircf, constructions also has emphatic
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purposes. The verb reduplication in Tamang seems to have simirar word order and
meaning. The following Newar example is from shresthacarya ( I 98 I : I 74) and the
Tamang example was suggested by Yhonjan (p.c.) :

(31) a. khwa khwo-O l;lwa Ahwo-O sirlalit."yaa mikhqa hee
weep weep_STAT weep weep-STAT Sintali-GEN eye EMPH
hyaaul-a
redden-PD
Weeping and weeping, Sintali's eyes became red.

b. leraa-maa lraa-maq pemaa-laa mi-n wqqlaa taa-jim
weep-INF weep-INF Sintali-GEN eye-EMPH red be-unpST

(32) a. thathe wawo-O wa wo-O cha-g khusi sitha-e then-a
this way go go-STAT go go-STAT one-CLF river side-LOC arrive-pD
Going along in this way (he) arrived at the bank of a river.

b. cu gnam-se ni-maa ni-maa the syongJaa nacm-ri da-ji
this way-DIF'. go-INF go-INF he river-GEN near-LOC arrive-pST

3.1.i0 Reflexives and Reciprocals
The Newar reflexive pronoun rlu; follows the head noun or pronoun before
the main verb. when the verb indicates reciprocal action the reflexive
pronoun is reduplicated. In Tamang the reflexive pronoun raang is also
reduplicated to raang-raang or raang-noangri to express reciprocity. The
following examples illustrate these uses :

(33) a wo-O tunthi-i tha:-gu klwaa khan-a
he-ERG well-LOC REFL-NOM face see-pD
He saw his own face in the well-

b. the-se raang-laa-n li: Wui-ri mrang-ji
he-ERG REEL-GEN-EMPH face water-LOC see-pST

(3a) a. wa tha:-mA hee k*yaa: halq
he REFL-ERG EMPH take-pTpbring-pD
He himself brought it.

b. the-se raong-se-n baa-ji
he-ERG REFL-ERG-EIVIPH bring-psT

(35) a. thq-tha lwaa-ye *-iyt
REFL-REFL fight-NpC NEG-be

(We) should not quarrel with each other.
b. raang-ngaag-ri choaeaa-bongbaa laaba*ri da-taa mulqa

REFLREEL-LOC fight-quarrel do-LOC NEG-be is
(We) must not fight-quarrel among ourselves.

t

I

I

I
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(36) a. tha-tha mil-e iulaa: con-e rnaa:

REFL-REFL asee-NPC be-PTP stay-NPC need

(We) must live by ageeing with each olher.

b. rmng-naang-ri Di:k-si ci:to-baa
REFL-REEL-LOC agree-PTP stay-PST'

(37) a i-pl thq-tlrq lwaaPu Yaaqtt
they REFL-REFL quarrel do-STAT
They fight ilmong themselves-

b. il4s-niJgaade raang-raong-non rdp-poa chaat-paa laa-mulaa

they-HoN-pru REFL-REIIL-EMPH hit-INF fight-n'IF do-is

They fight-quarrel among themselves.

(38) L tlw-tho chE-iahaan con4ta: nq-ye

REFL-REFL house-family stay-PTP eat-NPC
(We) shall live and eat together in a family

b. dhim-ri rocmg-rdn g-non Dik-si ci-baa cas-baa

house-Loc REFL-REFL-EMPH agree:PTP stay-INF eat-INF

laa-to-baa tmtlaa
do-want-INF is

Conclusions and implications for further research

General conclusions
A general survey of Newar and Tamang syntactic structures outlined in

this
research provides a basis for arriving at a number of conclusions on the structural

similaritii and differences in the two languages. In,the first place, a comparative

approach to the study of clause-level and phraselwel syntax in Newar and

fu**g has proven to Ue.r6r.y revealing in terms of the typological features that

identi{ or di-fferentiate them. This study is in fact based on the hypothesis that

ttese t*o non-pronominalized Tibeto-Burman languages strare certain common

syntactic/semantic features but display many ,constraints in the various

grammatical dwices they currently employ.

secondly, this stoay nas sought to establish what word order typology is

significant in the languagis tnat slare the conjunct-disjunct system of verb

afeement, and whaher this reflects an areal lypolggY of original YTce or stages

in"tn" Sr*r.aticalization of transitive and intransitive clauses in T-B. One main

,oo"luiior, that can be drawn on the typology question is that the Newar and

Tamang people hatl probably shared tle environs of the Kathmandu Valley since

ancient-times and their langrrage systems can be traced back to oommon origin, a

proto nucleus that is shared- by the Gurung-Thakali-Tamang-Magar-Managba

4.
4. I

1
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group of western Himalayan ranguages under the Bodish section. This hypothesis
allows us to make a fi,ther 

"t$,ry, the morpho-synt* orlr,..* Lngurg. fi.o*th9 
-earliest 

times had a simple ,oU ugr."rl'rt systom based on experiencer _
evidential or- speaker - patigni grammatiLr ,etatiors 

-*t 
i"t *" ir" *#J;;#";

to- the complex inflectionar morphology and syntax that characteriz" th";;;
Himalayan languages ofthe Rai-koot-igrorp. 

'

5.2 Implications for further neseelch
5.2.1 Areal Typology

The present study is based 
9u ltre approach that a detailed study of a smaflnumber^of languages is neeessary before wi out"in *a urury."-Jut" fiom a widerange of languages. In other wordg our knowledge of the "#"tio* il two croselyrelated languages like Newar. and Tamang courr provid" 

" 
,*"niiopr to moreextensive :urveys and compilation of daia base from 

" *"[-a"tn"a group oflanguages in areal contact- Fo.' or:rpresent purposesthis gr"rp.*rrJue defined as
*".{ys"van larrguages of west godist which includ; G,r*rg TarnangThakali, Manang Ghare and Kaike (commonry krourn as *. bu--nilgo,p * tr,"Tamang goup). An areal typological study with comparatir" ;"r?ffi"gi"J;;syntactic data courd also establish a continuum ;a-r"rgr;g"'^contact anddiversification. Newar, fr'r o<amprg has traditionaily been 

"rigfi"a 
as a cenral

{*{uvr language under tie tiuerao group but 
-irt"rp.*uti*r-tur" 

differedwhether the-langu4ge is croser to the weJtern or-the *rti,", sr"p orrr*duy*Ianguages. It would therefore be interesting to document i" ffiity gther to the
T:tyg groupor the nai-rirali.goup of linguages. Arthough Delancey (1992:49 ) has linked Newar to tn-g 

Jiuqtan Fo,rp ss a so-urce of its conjunct-disjunct
verb conjugation, it is more likely t"t,h" conjunct+isSunct svJemii a ,efle, of amore comprehensive arear spread and nor confined to 'u ririt"o group ofIanguages' since speakem ojmany Tibeto-Burman tanguages ,na* trr"r. groupshave_drifted away fiom their traotionar ** i,.ni 6"-i***y ,o oo.".in"wli-ch languesesshre comparablo features that are due either to "#;H;;origin or the results oflanguage contact.

Historical Typology
The study of typorogy in reration to historicar syntil( is an e*remelydifEcult area forwhich ttere iino reriabre ruthodotogy. }I"*"* it is poss-bre todevelop certain modest approaches that can explain syntactic change in atlpological perspective. roi tue languages ofNepar we courd define areas such asword order or morpheme oraer typo'tofrr, ag.r,tiuirv 

"n; ";;;;,ry, isomartirg
.systems, 

ve,b conjugatio4 rerativizatiin'ur,"a 
""u*ti"i*uoi ,oui'.gi", etc whichlanguages share in various degrees. These *i*it*iti". ,uy b" du;;-the fact that
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two langrages or a group of languages are genetically related or there has been

direct oi indirect borrowings Aom ottrer languages in areal contact. Since the

tungoug". of Nepat in genlral have SOV structure, one would expect to find a

cloie ci*ection betrrreeln morphological typology and word-order typology. One

of Cr*nU"rg's (1960) original universali-says that "if in a language the verb

follows the nominal Jfit and nominal ou.;""t u. the dominant order, the

i"rguug" almost always hut a 
"a.* 

systern"' This case system can !e seen very

p"ri"*i"""fv in the SOV languages o{Nryal with nominative-accusative or agent-

iriLi Jiriir"ion which 
"6r.1-ut"r 

the S and O. We also saw that Newar and

i;;g have relatively free word order which allows OSV structures for the

;11*;- oi topicalizin! the object or focussing the subject. 'The word order by

iir"if no*.u", is not ad-equate to explain the grammatical relation between subject

and object' The grammar has also to speci$r what possible- case markers are

"ppfi*:t 
f" * S ani O in order to define tireir functions. The data on Newar and

ffi;; also show that noun phrases can be omitted but these can be predicted

from th-e context or the marking on the verb. In the absence of a case marking

-Vti"*, Np-V or S-O relations iould be very ambiguous indeed'- Synchronically;

there are numerous variations in the syntactic rules emptoyed by a gfoup of

languages of common genetic origin (liki T**g, Gurung,Thakali'-Manang etc)

o, t-"listiog in close leographical proximity like Dolakha-Pahari Newar and the

Rai-Kiranti lrrgoug", 
-of-Eastern Nepal. Historically, we cannot make any

j"ag.r"ntr on"the-phonological, morphological or syntactic changes in these

iuriiug". without in-depth- diaihronil studies. It would,, for example, be

pi."routir" to conclude that the complex verb inflectional morphology in Dolakha

il"*u, represents the Proto-Newar system without a fragment of hiitorical I

comparative data. The scope for future research in this direction is immense and

highiy relevant for several language zub-families in Nepal'

5.2.3 Langnge standardization
tn tf,e irst chapter of this study we referred to Tamang as the largest

Tibeto-Burman language group in Nepal and the fifth largest language spoken as a

mother+ongue in tf,e *ntry.- The piesent distribution of Tamang- speakers over

ten districti of Central Nepal has naturatly given rise to a number of distinct

ffi;|*;,t* of the lang'iage' Yhonjan (tsgs) and varenkamp (1996) classifv

,f," ai*."t groups ,rnder iVestern Tamang; Outer-Eastern Tamang and Central-

s;-tern raria"g. Although the fusankhu-sailung dialect of outer-Eastern has

been promoted'in recent y-.*. to a standard. varietl vggrkamn (1996: 101-2)

iJ""iih"a the phulbari ani ttre Temal areas in the Central-Eastern region as the

originaf homeland of the Tamangs where the_best variety of the langrrage is still

,poI"n. It thus appears that hist;rically the Phulbari-Temat variety represents the

t
I
t-
I
1
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most widely spoken dialect, extending to the Makwanpur disEict which has the

second largest ooncentration of ,Tamang speakers. This dialect however is

presently less influential than the Risankhu-Sailung variety which has a sizable

iiterature (written :in Dwanagari or English) and is being used for radio

broadcasting literacy and publiqations. For Newar, the Kathmandu dialect is

generally recogni-d as,a stan- dard variety but there are also a numter of distinct

dialects across tbe coutrfiy which have not been,adequately investigated. Given

this sinration, further research on Tamang and Newar muld include work on the

following three areas :

(a) To develop an orthography that is acceptable to major Tamang diatects' in
particular the Risanliu-Sailung and the Phulbari-Temal varieties. Tanmng has the

bption to derrelop a writing syi"- that is besqd on,the Tibetm or the Devanagari

*irir,o and the *tir" sciotats must decide on the merits or &aufuacks of either
syste*. A writing system that reflects the phonetics and phonology of Tamang

can contribute suUstantially to standardization of;the language tkough ortensions
ofits use in educatiog print and non-prlnt nredia.

(b) Since the Phulbari-Temal dialect is spoke,n by the largest mrmber of Tamangs,

it seems logical to produce lingrristic descriptions (grammars and dictionaries) and

educational materials (particularly basic literacy matuials) and undertake

sociolinguistic srveys of its speakes so that literacV and educational

opportunities can become available to larger sections of the Ta:nang population.

In this conoection, Varenkamp (1996: 102) riglltly notes that "there is nothing
wrong with developing and promding more than one dialect".

(c) D. Shalqia (1987, l99q 1992) has identified and done prdiminary surveys of
some 20 Newar'dialects in the rcstern, Central and Eastem regions of Nepat.
Genetti (1990) and Shrestha (1995) have made detailed strrdies of the Dolakha
Newar dialect, along with the contributions of a few o{rer native scholars
including Mali (1930), Saymi (1986), Tamrakar (1981) and R. Shalrya (1981).
Joshi (1984) r€presents the first cunprehensive description of the Bhaktapur
Newar dialect. Shakya (1 992') has classified Newar dialects into six groups : (1)

Dolakha
inflecting

l

(5) Dolakha, and
it ttrrns out that
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information on dialect variations or the exact number of Newars outside the

Kathmandu valley who actually speak their language. The relationship betweel

dialects, the pocentage oflanglrage fet€ntion and the proc€sses ofsociolinguistic

change ttto"iot" ,re far from clear. Given this complex -di4q situation across

the 6untry, it is but natural to find points of, firndamental identity and points of
.on 

"rg"n"i 
and divergence across dialect boundaries. We would obviously

require" more extensivl dialect typology and sociolinguistic surveys of the

tanguage and its speakers before we can establish synchronic-variatio-ns that afu
int.ifffiifity o, .ir*g". that have historical implications. The-standardization of
the Villey dialects orrty is by no means an indication of tlre vitality of the

iungo"g"." There is u g*a deal of evidence to sSow that many outlying dialects

aoi&Jsocio-cultural patterns ofNewars settled in remote areas have degenerated

to the point of losing tireir linguistic and ethnic identity. The questiol of language

maintemance and development curtot be meaningful if we fail to take account of
the network ofdialects that are presently facing a crisis ofsurvival.

' This study was undertaken under the research grant of the Central Deparhcnt of
f-*g"iru"r. i.- g"t"t"t to the rEseach committ'o of the- Dep_arh_rcnt.for awrding the

gr#. r.to ,€[il* of this pap€r Yq ry:m"d at the 4' Himalayan Languages

Symposium in Pune India onDocemba 7'9,19918-
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Risc of Honorilic Marking and the llemise of the Verbal
Agreement System '

Tej Man Angdembe

lrIA Progranme, Departnent of English

Maher*a Multiple Canpus, Dlwran

h{agar is a Himalayan language spoken mainly in thC western part of
central Nepal, viz. Palpa [:P6lpd], Syanja [=Syinji] and Tanahu [:Tanaffi]
District. Shafer (1966) has placed Maggr in the 'West4entral Himalayish section'

of the'Bodic division', and Benedict (1972: S) has proposed that Magar, which he

classifies tentatively as 'Bodish-Himalayish', 'might be regarded as a Bodish-

Bahing link'.
The }vlagar verb, especially in Palpa dialectq exhibits zubject agreement,

i.e. the conjugation is the same for both transitive and intransitivd verbs. The verb

agrees with the zubject for number and person. Person and number concord,

however, are lost in the third person, where the verb inflects only to distinguish the

honorific status of the actailt, e.g. Jhadewa Magar [= Jhadewi Magar].t As in many

'pronominalized' Himalayan languages, some of the agreement afrxes bear

resemblance to the independent pronouxi to which they are related. In the

traditional sense of the terrr'pronominalization' Qlodgson 1847: 11( 1880: 105;

Grfurson & Konow 1909: 179, 276), the Jhadewa conjugation is of
'pronominalized't1pe. Non-Palpa dialects ofMagar are, however, characterized by

simplified conjugational systems, and it is because of evidence from non-Palpa

dialects tha Magar was traditionally nomenclatured as a 'hon-pronominalized'

language in the ta.xonomy (e.9. Grierson & Konow 1909).

Ttre present paper looks at the Magar honorifics, and, supporting the

Ivlagar phenomenon by evidence from several other languages across the globe,

shows that the dwelopment of honorific marking in a language can have serious

impact on the evolution of the verbal morphology of the language. Since the

morphological device of honorific marking involves the use of plural forms with

singular subjects and shift of person, honorific marking is directly associated with

Gipan Vol. 1:1, pp., 43-99
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agreement morpholory. The paper contends that,honorific systern can, in the

course oftime, lead to complete decay ofthe conjugational system ofthe language.

In the present shldy, the dialects oftvlagar taken for consideration are i)

the Palpa dialbct, viz. Jhadewa Magar and Syaju Magar [:Syniu Magar] (Subba

t972\; ii) the syar{a dialect, viz. the Syanja dialect as spoken in tlre village of

Biruwa Archale [=Biruwi Arcale] and the neighbourhood, B@mes' (1869) data

and my own personal notes; and iii) the Tanahu dil*, viz. Rising Magar

[:Risrqg Magar'] (Subba 1972) and Amchok Magar [:Amcok Magar] (Shepherd

1973). An unidentified lvlagar dialect by Pradhan (19394' b) and my per-sonal notes

on Odare Magar are also incorporded in the present paper for discussion- Unless

stated, the non-Palpa dialects refer to the Syanja, Tanahu and Odare lvlagar.

Abbreviations used in morpheme giosses and labels are given at the end. In the

present paper, the term'honorifics' has been used interchangeably with 'honorific

system' or'honorific marking.'

1. A Prolegomenon to Honorific System

It appears that there are no langUages without honorific systern, However,

the degrees of honorific status may differ from language to language. Some

languages exhibit very simple system involving only two gJades-- familiar vs.

honorific, whereas some others extribit several grades on the honorific scalg e.g.

familiar/low-grade, middle-grade, high-gradq royal-grade, etc., among many

others. tt is impossible to give an exhaustive list of various kinds of honorific

grades expressed in diflerent languages in a paper like this.

1.1. Devices of Eonorific Marking
Langu.ages employ various dwices to express honorific meaning (see

Brown & Levinson 1978), The present paper is concerned onty with the following

two mechanisms of lnonorific marking.

1.1.1 Plural Eonorifics: The Basic Device

There are some languages like Tibetan, Korean and Japanese, which have

developed complicated system of honorific marking. It is the fapanese languagg
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which is notorious for its comple*ity. In Japanese, one shows deference not only to
a'.persorq'but also to a'THII.IG'(Prideaux 1970: 11) [my emphasis] like cia
'te4' whose honorific form is o-cfta [hon-tea] 'honorable tea' (Anderson &
Keenan t985:275). I^anguages such as the above have separate honorific forms to
index different degrees ofhonorific status.

Usually, honorific meaning is morphologically indexed by using plural

morphemes with singular subjects, e.g. Nepali, Hindi (firoburn 1963; Jain 1969;

Srivastav 1988), Ivtarathi (Schelander 1963), Ivtaithili (Singh 1989; yadav 1999),

Tamil @rovrn & Levinson 1978), Mongolian ftIoben 1976; Poppe 1970) etc. This
mechanism of indexing honorific meaning is also ubiquitous in European

languageg e.g. nnglish (Mulholland 1967; wales 1983), Slavig Romance and

Modern Greek (Comrie 1975), to mention but a few. It is apparent that plural
honorifics involves a shift of number- the use of plural forms, within the same

person. That iq a second person plural will produce honorific meaning only for the

second persox singular, but ilot for the third person singrlar. Joseph (1987: 261)
suggests that pluralization is the banic aechanism for dcference, and languages 

.

dwelop other devices of indexing honorific status only after passing through tthe

pluralization stage.'

1.1.2. Impersonal Eonorifics
On the other hand, impersonal honorifics involves the use of impersonal

forms, namely a strift of person and the use of impersonal verb forms. To illustrate
the shift-of-person mechanis4 Nepali often uses.the first person plural e.g. qa
trahd j&rch-d [today where go.PRS-lp] 'Where are we going today?' to mean
rWhere are you going?' The Nepali vert has also a special first person plural
impersonal form in <-i>, e.g. Qa ghar g*incha [today home go-Imp-pRS-

Neut/3sl '(we are) going home today,' which can be used not only with the first
p€rson singular, i.e. in the sense of '( I am) going home today,' but also with a
second p€rson subject. For orample, the sentence Qa glw g*inctua? [today home
go-ImpPRS-Nart/3sl means 'Are (you)going home today?' When the impersonal

foim is usd, overt mentitin ofthe srbject pro[oun is uiuaily avoided. If expressed,
it is only the first person p\xal heii 'wg' which can be used directly. In the case

)

{
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of the first person singular, the reflexive pronoun dphf'*lf is used instead of rza

'I.' A second person subject is never expressed, but only implied. The impersonal

form will be discussed further in 4.3.251. Both the fnst person plural agreement

form and the impersonal form convey a kind of deference when used with the

second person. Interestingly, the former tends not to be used while speaking to a

family member, and tlre latter tends to be avoided if the addressee is junior to the

speaker.

In Limbu, the first person dual inclusive, e.g. an-chi ain atan a-bit-chi

[we (tw,o) today where l-go-d] 'where are we (two) going today? can be used to

address a second p€rson singular, i.e. in the sense 'Where art thou going today?'

The first person plural inclusive, e.g. ain atan a-be: k [today where 1-go] 'Where

are lve going today' can be used for the second person singular as well as plural. In

Limbu, the shift-of-person mechanism is applied only if the addressee is an

outsider. It should be noted that the shift-of-number mechanism (plural honorifics)

is used only for addressing family memb€rs, especially to spouses or senior

members like parents in Limbu.

Another mechanism is the use ofnon-concordial conjugation, regardless

of the person and mrmber of the subject. In oth€r words, the verb does not show

any agteement with the zubject in such a sase. For o<amplg, Nepali periptrastic

honorific formq which express high-grade honorific meaning ahrays involve tle

use of infinitive form of a main verb followed by a non-concordially conjugated

auxiliary lru-'be,becomg' e.g. ta'Pe--hfiru rut-mt bha-yo [thou-hon-p sleeplNF

becomePT] 'you slept (high-$ade hon).' Even more impersonal is the so-called

royal honorifig which curiously involves the impersonal conjugation in <-i> as

well. Look at the royal honorific sarkib-horu slald gm-i baks-i+rcha

[government sleep do.Conj grant/give-PRS-Neut/3s] 'your majestie's will gant the

pleasre of sleeping.' kr colloquial speecll the infinitive form of the verb is also

used to oonvey a kind of respect in the imperative. For examplq flil-mt [sleef
nq-fl 'to sleep' is used to mean 'Sleep, please-'
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1.2. The Eonorific Meaning

we have seen t}at the basic device of honorific marking is the use of
plural forms in reference to singular srbjects. one wonders: why should plural
forms be used to achieve honorific effect? It appears that the use of plural forms
with singular subjects boils down to respecffirl avoidance of direct address, or to
what Goffinan (1955: 482) calls 'deferential avoidance,' Honorific meaning can
thus be said to stem fiom a sense of indirectness, or a sort of ldefocusing' of the
person to be deferred (Asher 19,4: 4941), to use the pragmCIic term. The same

explanation can accowrt for the honorific use of impersonal verb forms. Impersonal
forms are 'non-deictic' (Anderson & Keenan 1985 26G261), and arg thereforg
indirect, and avoid basically the sense of familiarity. Usrally, the domain of
defocusing/honorifics is second and third person. However, in some languages
honorific marking is attested even in the first person. For o<ample, look at
Indonesian (Traugott & Prdt 1980: 6-7), whereby the first peffion singular/familiar
pronoun is aht, whereas the honorific cour$erpart is saja. The first person

honorifics, however, is quite rare in languages of the world.

1.3. Dwelopment of Honorilic Marking as a Rmcnt Phenomenon
Joseph (1987:265) suggests that the use of plural forms as an honorific

device in mrmerous languages in which the phenomenon is attested is 'relatively
recent.' Brown & Gilman's (1960) claim that honorific system first developed in
the Roman Empire and later spread to other languages of Europe also suggests the
recent development of honorific marking. Look also at the following remarks of
the Japanese lexicographer shaigusa Reiko on the difference between the present-

day Nepali and the Nepali spoken in earlier times:

A rernarkable differtnce between the presenrtday Nepali and the Ne,pali spoken in

earlier times is that in earlier times everybody would address each othcr by thc

pronoun llrri'you (mid grade hon),' but today people tend to address each other only

by the pronoun tapat)'you (lugh-grade hon) (cited in Bhattarai & Bivhal 1997: l).

f'
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1.4. Eistory of study on Eonorifrcs (Majon worts) and the Re[evanee of the

Pruent Study
Apioneeringandclassicworkonhonorifies.isthebrilliantand

*onu*"rrtullpap€r dBrown & Gilman,(1960), after the publication of which

works on honorifics began to muskoorl especially in the field of anthropology.

;; ; Aro* orai*.rr.1 honorific pronor4s are pronbuns of,power, e.g. of

emp€rors and empreses, whereas familiar prqnqrys repre.sent solidarity and are

"JO, 
*rr*"n peoilu. Ac.orAiiog to the authors, hono!fic pronouns develope4

i"rt O, the Roman Ernpire, and spread ht6' to other EVlneerr languages.

Although some of the authors' claims'src,lr as the development o.fhononfic system

uia areat oouu"nq6, (not a universal phenomenon) may sound ridiculous in the

present context, Brown A Cnr* (1960) i-s importarn among many otherq for

initiating and arousing scholarsl interest in the study of honorific, system of

tanguages. In fact,.most of the later w-ort1 trave_ttrelr foundation in Brourn &

Gilman (1960).,:Anottrer worlg where,by honorific system receives extensive

,r""*"*, is grown & Levinson (1978). This work is or sleral nahre and deals

with various aspects, of honorific systerL e.g- various mechanisms of honorific

coding in numerous langrrages across the world In Joseph (1987) and Braun

(1988) also, we find s<haustive treatment of honorific phenomenon in various

languages. This list is, however, not exhaustive. There are several works, which

deal with the phenomenon in a partioilar language. It is not necessary to mention

all of them here.

[4sst sf.ths works on.honorifics deal with social implications of honorific

system or politeness phenomenon. To the best of my knowledgg it is only Joseph

(1987), which goes beyond the tradition and focuses on tlle linguistic implications

of honorific systeq ryhich are often 'overlooled' G. 259). The present paper is an

attempt to add another briok to the study of linguistic implications of honorific

system.
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2- Honor.i{ic Mar*ing,and Morpholpgical Diachrony: So.me Working
Hypotheses

Since honorific meaning involves thc use of plural forms with,singular
subjects (plural honorifics) and shift ofperson (impersonal honorifics), honorific
marking is directly associated with agreement morphology. The use,of peffion. as
well as mrmber agreement, in honorific marJcing implies that development of

.honorific systern in a language can have far-reching corlsequences not only for
pronominal, but also for the conjugational morphology of the language.

2.1. Eypothesis of Repluralization
' If plural forms begin to be used also as honorific markers, the plural

morphemes, are, in the @urse of time, likely to dwelop into honorific *o.ph.r".
as sucfi via semantic shift, i. e taking over the secondary meaning, leading thereby
to the. loss of molphological distinction between singular and plural forms. Tfip
necessitates the development of repluralization strategy to glve rise to anew pluratr
form and disambiguate the situation arising from the loss of number distinction .

2.2. Diachronic PIuraIs as synchrcnic Honorilic Morahemes end Hypothesis
ofConjugational Decay

since earlier plurals are likely to develop into honorific morphemes; the
first effect of honorific marking is apparently the loss of rnrmber agreement. If
repluralization fails to dwelop effeaively, the language will thus exhibit onty
honorific agreement in the verb. There is yet another possibility, which is honorific
replacement, i.e. the replacement of singular/ftmiliar forrrs by pluralhonorific
forms. The reptacement leads to the loss of number as well as tronorinc agreement.
once the process of loss is set ofi the docay of conjugation may take any puh, e.g.
the emergence of conjunct/disjunct patt€rn of conjugation, non-concordial
conjugatioq etc.

3. Eonorific System in Mager
tvlagar distinguishes at least rhree different dqrees of honorific statug

namely familiar/low-gradg middle-grade and higb-grade honorific.2 Jhadewa

(
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Magar exhibits all of the three distinctions. In Syanja and Tanahu didects, there is

only familiar vs. honorific distinctioq and in Odare Magar the familiar/honorific

distinction exists only in the imperative.

3.1. Eonorific Marking in Pmnouns

IdagarpronounshavebeenrepresentedbytheJhadewalrdagarpronou'ts.

Any deviation in forrl e.g. the Tanahu na-h-ko (instead of n*k*o) 'you,' and

absence ofpronouns, particularly the third person singular men and its derivatives

in other dialects, have been considered a secondary development or the result of

poor recording. In Magar, second person and third persoh singrrlar pronouns are

tnq ,thou, and men.s/he' respectively, whose honorific counterparts are tn.ko

[thou-hon] 
.you (hon), and me-ko [s/he-hon] 

.Vhe (hon), respectively. The

honorific suffix <-ko> @on) is apparently the plural zuffrx <-ko>' which is also

attested on nouns, e.g. nbh ermi-ko [person-p] 'people'. It is not hard to imagine

that the present-day honorific suffrx <-ko> (hon) dweloped from the plural

morpheme <-ko> (p) when honorific marking developed in }vlagar'

The development of the phral suffix <-ko> (p) into an honorific sufftx <-

ko> (hon) is conoborated by the development of repluralization in the ivlagar

pronominal paradigm. The plgral forms of second person and third person are ru-lr-

*o [thou-hon-p] 
.you (pl)' and me*-ko [s/he-hon-p] 'they,' whose firll forms are

ru-k*ko'you (pl)' andme-ktko 'they' respectively, and are used interclrangeably

with their abbreviated counterpafts. In the plural formg we have thus the

reduplication of the suffix <-kP. Unless reduplicated, the plural sufftx <-ko>, e.g-

inna-lco andme-kodoes not synchronically give plural meaning because the srffrx

has already developed irto an independent honorific morphune. In the dial€ct

described by Pradhan (1939a, b), the second person singrrlar pronoun narl'thou'

has been replaced by the honorific form tr,ko'yot).'Pradhan (1939b: 13) says that

.The pronoun naka m.uf,be a plural pronoun. The singrrlar counterpart should have

been na or naq,but in practice only the pronoun nako is used''

Interestingly, the Magar fust persoq which has already the lexicalized

plural ftmr'ule', too appears to be affected by the repluralization prooess. The co-

qristence of the repluralized first person plural trorko [wep] 'we' and the

I

I
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lexicalized plural kan'we' is redundant, since there is no semartic distindion
between the two. The co-existence of the loricalized plural and the new plural in

the Magar first person is simply the result of analogical development.

Table I
Magar Pronouns [Jhadewa Magarf

person singUlar honorrfic plural

I
2

3

Tla'l'
nary'you'

men'Vhe'
na-ko [thou-honJ "you (hon)'

me-ko [s/he-hon] 'ilhe (hon)'

kfi?'we'
na-k-ko [thou-hon-pJ 'you (pl)'
me-k-ko [s/he-hon-p]'they'

t_

ItB. The personal pronoun men 'dhe' is often replaced by the demonstrative

pronouns, viz. distal dernonstrative rros 'that' and the proximal demonstrative

ls 'this', which are inflected in the same way as the personal ptofloLtn men,

e.g. hos-ko [that-hon] 's/he (hon)' and ]as- e*-&o [that-hon-p] 't]ey?. Subba

(1972) calls the pronoun men in Syaju Magar reflorive pronoun This

explanation is, howwer, negated by the fact that the pronoun zen, as other

pronouns, also has the reflexive form in <-lah> 'self , e.g. mel-lah [s/heselfl
'himselflherself. What is true is that there is a considerable tendency to
replace the personal pronoun men by the demonstratives is 't'his' and ios
'that.' The Magar pronoun zrer is cognate with the protoTibeto-Burman )n-,
which 'had already become an old 3d pe(nn pronominal element on the road

to disappearance as an independent entity' in proto-Tibeto-Burman times

(Benedia 1972:123).

3.2. Honorific Marking in the Verb
Joseph (1987: 265) zuggests that honorific forms develop first in

pronouns, and only later spread to verbal inflectiong e.g. in Indo.European. When

a plural pronoun is used as an honorific srbject, it is natural to use tlte
corresponding plural verbal form in the honorific sense as well. _An appaxent

F
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example of such a dwelopment is the English second ptrson. When the plural

pronoun yoz dweloped as an hrlnorific form for the singular pronoun thou, the

singular verbal inflection <-est> was ousted bythe plural verbal form.

The present paper being primarily concerned with the impact of honorific

marking on the morphology of the language; especially conjugationaf I will leave

out of consideration what is.often celled.texical honorifics, uhich has no bearing

on the inflectional morphology. The tdagar conjugation and honorific marking will

be discussed under two topicq viz. basic indicative forms and imperativelopt6ive

forms. The reason being that, as Sun (194) imptieg what is lacking/extinct in

'declarative' forrns may be present/ortant in the irnperative forms. For e'nample,

one is likely to arrive at the wrong conclusion that the Bodic languages like

Tibeta& cangluo Menba and Baimq are bereft of agreemetrt morphology if one

looks only at the 'declarative' conjugation ofthese langUageg since.'no trace of

verb agreement can be found' in the 'declarative' forms of these languages (Su

1994: 620). However, if we look at the .'imperative' 
conjugations of these

langUageg some remnants of agreement, e.g second pergon'agreement afExeg are

still found to be 'retained' $,. 62A & 621). This is tnre also for the tdagar

conjugation, and will be apparent in the following discussion'

3.2.1. Basic Indicative Foms: x'ull-fledged Agreement vs. Rudimentary

Conjugation
The Magar conjugational scenario ranges from an elaborate system of the

palpa conjugation to a simple system of the odarc conjugation. The

Syanja/Tanahu conjugation represents an intermediate stage between these two

extremes. Similarly, honorific system also varies from t}ree-way distinction of the

Palpa verb through two-way distinction of the Syanja/Tanahu verb to the absence

of honorific distinction in the Odare verb, at least in the indicative. In what

follows, we will look at the agreement morpholory as well as honorific marking in

all these dialecs of Magar.

t
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3.2.11. The Palpa Indicative Conjugation and Honorifrc Marking
In the present discussioq two palpa dialects of l{agar, viz. Jhadewa

M4gar and Syaju }vlagar (Subba 1972), will be taken for consideration. Since the
Jhadewa conjugation is based on my own field notg I udll treafi this dialect in a
considerable detail.

3.2.111. Jhadewa Magar
The Jhadewa verb o<hibits honorific agreement only in the second and

third person forms. Absence of honorific agreement in the first person is almost a
general phenomenoq let alone lv{agar. In the second pennn conjugation, the
Jhadewa verb exhibits tbree degrees of honorific status, namely the familiar/low-
grade honorifig middle-grade honorific and high-grade honorific. The
familiar/non-honorific meaning is expressed by singular formg the middle-grade
honorific by plural forms and the high-grade honorifics by impersonal forms,
namely periphrastic forms.

Let me iltustrate the plural honorifics in the second person preterite
conjugation. The Jhadewa plural morpheme <-s> (p) in example (3) erpresses
honorific meaning in (2)), whereby the subject ruko'you (hon)' is singular. That
the Magar verb lacks a s€parate honorific as srch and errploys plural
forms to index honorific meaning is illustratd by the sentqroe (2), which is the
honorific form of(l), butthere is no honorific count€rpart of(3), i.e. ofthe plural
form. In other words, there is no honorific meaning for the plural urbject ru-k-ko.
If the morpheme <-p in (2) were not a plural morpherne but simply an honorific
morphemg then one would orpect the same morpheme to assign honorific
meaning to the plural form too.

Preterite forms
Q) nqry ta-mis*.

thou 2-sleep-PT

You (sg fam) slept.

{r
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(2) na-lco na-misq-s

thou-hon 2-sleeP-PT-P

You (sg, hon) slePt.

(3) na-lc-ko

thou-hon-P

You (pl) slept

na-misq-s

2-sleep-PT-p

In non-preterite tense3, the plural morpheme <-s) occurs only in

conjunction with the suffix <-ni> (2honA{PT), e.g. <-ni-P(2honA{PT-p) in (6).

This is because the sufftx <-ni>, which was originally a plural suffix" developed

into an independent honorific morpheme, e.g. in (5). As a result of this

development, the suffix <-ni> in (5) underwent the process of repluralization, i'e'

the addition of another plural suffix <-P (p), to grve the form <-ni-P in (6). The

present-day plural sequences <-ni-P (2horn,lPT-p) in (6) indexes only plural

meaning regardless of honorific statug and distinguishes itself from the honorific

form in (5). The presentday second person honorific morpheme in the non-

preterite, i.e. <-ni>, will be henceforward termed simply as eadier plural or

plural/honorific suffrx. The plural zuffrx <-s>, which occurs in the pr*eriteform of

first person pltrral and in all tense forms of second person, will also be henceforth

called plural or pluraUhonorific.

Present tense forms
mis4 €-l(4) nqry

thou sleeP-2lPRS-PRS

You (sg, fam) sleeP.

vnisd €-ni(5) na-ko

thou-hon sleep-2lPRS-2hon/I*IPT

You (sg, hon) sleeP.
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(6) na-k-ko

thou-hon-p

You (pl) sleep.

mis4 €-ni-s

s I eep-2lPRS -2 horrA{P T -p

Encoding of high-grade honorific involves the infinitive form of a main verb
followed by a non-concordially conjugated form of the auxiliar-v clun- ,be,

become,' e.g. (7) and (8). The high-grade honorific meaning is trurs expressed by
an impersonal form for both the singular and pfural subjects.

(7) nq-ko/na-k-ko mis-ke

thou-hon/thou-hon-p sleep-INF
You (hon, sg/you (pl) slept.

(8) na-ko/na-k-ko mis-ke

thou-hon/thou-hon-p sleep-INF
You (hon, sg/you (pl) sleep.

chanq
become-PT

chan-ne

becorne-PRS

a

The lvlagar verb also exhibits first person plural impersonal form in <-chiz
e.g. (9), which is analogous to the Nepali <-F conjugation discussed earlier. The
impersonal form is used with the first pennn (singular/plural) as well as second
person (singular/plural). when used with the first person singular, the pronoun rp
'I' must be replaced by lala 'selfl' As in Nepali, overt mention of a second person
pronoun is avoided.

(9) (lwn c e) mis-chis-le

(we Foc) sleep-Imp-pRs
(As to us, we) sleep.

In the third person, the Jhadewa verb lacks person and number agreement.
Instead, the verb exhibits honorific agreemert. unlike the second person
conjugatiorq the third pffson conjugation involves only two-way honorific
distinctioq viz. familiarvs. honorific meaning. The familiar meaning is indexed by

I
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the singular verbal form for both the singular, e.g. (l 1) and (15), and plural'subject,

e.g. (12) and (16). On the other hand, honorific meaning is expressed by the

morpheme <-kaq> (3hon/?T) in the preterite and <-ko> (3hona'{PT) in the non-

pretoite for both the singular, e.g. (13) and (17), and plural subject, e.g. (14) and

(18).

It can be show& despite the lack of number distinction in the third persoq

thatthe honorific use of ptural \r/as onoe applicable for the t}ird person conjugatioo

too. For orAmple, the Jhadewa hbnorific third person agreement morphemeg viz'

<-ko> (3hon/tIPT) and <-kar1> (3honlPT), d6ive'apparentty from plural verbal

agreement morphemes. Although formal ,correpondences can sometimes be

dece,ptive in the determination of etymological relationstrip, as-pointed out by

Kortlandt (1983) and van Driem (1993a: 48), the plural origin ofthe present-day

Jhadewa honorific third person morphemes <-ko> (3honA'{PT) and <-karl>

(3hon/PT) is zuggested by the fact that the non-preterite honorific third person

suffix <-ko> (3honA{PT) is not only formally but also fundionally the same as the

nominaupronominal plural suffrx <-ko> (p). The nominavpronominal zuffrx <-ko>

(p) indexes honorific as well as plural meaning on nouns. For examplg in (i0),

where the goddess futyavatt is singrrlar, the meaning of the suffx <-ko> in

b edzya-ko-i fupndmother-pERGl 'by grandmother (hon)' is honorific.

Otherwise, the suffix would give plural meaning,i.e. b edzya-ko-i would mean 'by

grand mothers.' That nuntber morphemes in the verb may etymologically derive

from nominaVpronominal number morphemes is also attested in Dolakha Newar

(Genetti 1994: 103). In Dolakha Newar the first person plural suffrx <-pP is
'transparently related to the pluralpe4 classical Newari (sicl) pri.' In Limbu, the

dual morpheme <-chi> (d), as in pit-chi [god] 'they (two) go,' is apparently the

dual morpheme on norms still extant in the Chathare dialect of Limbu, e.g.W: -
gtwchi tbird-p-d] 'two birds' (Govinda Batradur Tumbahang personal

communication,22 Novenrber 1998). This kind of development is also attested in

Dravidian languages (Chqtty n.d.). For example, the Telugu plural <-rl,> on nouns,

e.g. nwu+u [friend-p] 'friends,' vd.nr [he-p] 'they,' etc., also occurs as plural

morpheme in the verb, e.g. am*ru [say*] 'they said.' As in tvlagar, the Telugrr

plural suffix <-ru> functions as an honorific marker even on nouns (p. 162), e.g.

t
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reya-ru fting-honl 'king (hon).' Thus it can be said that when honorific marking
developed in lr{agar, the earlier plural verbar morphemes <-ko> and <-kan>
underwent a semantic shift, i.e. took on the honorific functioq and developed into
honorific suffixes as such in the Jhadewa verb.

$ 0) rvth-c} *kura *sd 
rya wo fi *ba dzya-ko-i

yah-le-ko

ask.for-Ipf thing satyavati grardmother-p-ERc
give-PRS-3hon/irlPT

te-lea

say-PRS

It is said that the Satyavati Goddess fulfils what one asks her for.

Since earlier plural morphemes developed into honorific morphemes, the
honorific morphemes assign honorific meaning to both singular and plural subjects.
As such, there is no need to develop impersonal honorifics, periphrastic forms,
which assign honorific meaning to ths singular and plural zubjects, at least in the
third person.

Preterite forrns
0I) men misq

#he sleep-pT
S/he (fam) slept.

(12) me-k-ko

s/tre-hon-p

They (fam) slept.

(13) me-kCI

s/tre-hon

Slhe (hon) slept.

misq
sleep-PT

mis-kaq

sleep-3hon/PT



Present tense forms

Q5) men mis-le

s/he sleep-PRS

Slhe (fam) sleeps.
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(14) me-k-ko

ilhe-hon-p

They (hon) slept.

(16) me-k-ko

s/he-hon-p

They (fam) sleep.

(17) me-ko

s/he-hon

S/tre (hon) sleeps.

mis-kar7

sleep-3honlPT

mis-le

sleep-PRS

mis-le-ko

sIeep-PRS-3hon/It{PT

US) me-k-ko

s/tre-hon-p

They (hon) sleep.

mis-le-ko

sleepPRS-3honA{PT

3.2.112. Syaju Magar
Syaju Magar (Subba 1972), aaother Palpa dialect, resembles Jhadewa Ivlagar

in almost every respect. Forthis reason, detailed discussion and illustration of the

Syaju verbal honorific system has been eschewed in the present paper. The Syaju

verb appears to differ from the Jhadewa verb in that the former appears to lack the

third person honorific agreement, which is not attested in Subba (1972). It could

also be that the third person honorific agreement is either lost in this dialect or has

escaped the notice of the author. Another differencg as Subba's (1972\ d*a
suggest, is the presence of ostensible exclusivdinclusive distinction in the Syaju

verb I For detaited discussion of this dialea, see Angdembe 1995].

!
I
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32.12. The Indicative Conjugation and Honorilic Marking in an Unidentified
Magar Dialect

Pradhan's (1939a) grammatical sketch of lvlagar is one of the volumes

published ardet Magar Literaure Pablicalion Series 2 from Banaras in India.

Unfortunately, Pradhan does not provide even a slight indication of the dialect on

which his work is based. The author himself remains anonymous in the volume.5

We can easily imagine that anonymity was an obligation for a writer of his time.

Recently, I have discovered that Pradhan, the author, is from Palpa Distict (Magar

1993: l5). Pradhan's (1939) dialect is, thereforg most likely to be a Palpa dialect.

What is striking about Pradhan (1939) is the anomaly the dialea o<hibits in its
conjugation. One can not help wondering how Pradhan's dialect may have ditr€red

so greatly from another Palpa dialect such as Jhadewa Magar [for d*ailed
discussion ofPradhan's dialect see Angdembe 1995].

One may say that, the author being a native speaker of Newar, another

TibeteBurman languagg the striking conjugational pattern in Pradhan (1939) may

have resulted from his insuficient knowledge of the Magar language. But this may

or may not be true. If we put aside this doubt and assume that Pradhan's data are

genuing then Pradhan (1939) is a significant contribution to the study of the

diachrony of the lrlagar conjugational system. For the problems stated abovg

Pradhan's data have been used, in the present paper, with some caveats.

This dialect of Magar preserves most of tlte agreement morphemes

attested in Palpa dialects, viz. Jhadewa and Syaju Magar. However, the number

morphemeq namely the suffix <-ni), <-s> and the repluralized plural <.ni-P have

completely replaced singular forms in this dialect, and as -such there -is no

honorific/number distinction in the verb. As to this state of atrairs, Pradhan

(1939b:32) says, 'it is quite shange that, as in the Newar language (sic!), Magar

distinguishes the singular from plural only in the first person conjugation. In the

second and third person conjugatiorl the singular and plural forms are tle same.'

For examplg the second person pluraUhonorific form like na-mis-a-s, as in (2), is
the only form extant in the preterite conjugation, and makes no distinction of
singular/familiar and honorific/plural. Similarly, the repluralized plural form zl.r-
d e-ni-s ia present tense, as in (6), has ousted the singular/familiar form and lost
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honorific ds well as number agreement. The earlier plufal/honorific <-ni> iS not

attesteq probably because of replacement by the <-ni-P form, which also

developed into an honorific morpheme as such. Interestingly' Pradhan's dialect

exhibits two alternative forms for the preterite simplex, i.e. tw-mis-a-s in (2). One

form is of the type misa-s, e.g. in (19), which drops offthe personal agreement

prefix <na-> (2). Another form involves simple conjugatioq i:e. non-concordially

conjugated form like misq rn (11). Both the altemative forms are used

interchangeably with the fully agreement forq i.e. n*misq-s'
Inthethirdpersorgnotraceofagreementrnoteventhehonorific,is

attested in Pradhan's (1939) dialect. As to the third person agI@ment, Pradhan

(1939: 17) says with a prescriptive tong 'Since pratlwm Purus; i.e. the third

persorL is self-evident, it is nOt necessary to add prefixes, i.e. the first person

singular (qa-), first person plural <ka->, etc, in the third person conjugation' [my

paraphrasel. This means that the honorific third person lgeement morphemes <-

ko> (3hon/t{PT) and <-kaq> (3honNPT) are either lost or not recorded by the

author. The periphrastic honorific forms are not attested either.

(19) narl/na-ko/na-k-ko

thou / thou-hon / thou-hon-P

You (sglhodPl) slePt

mis-q-s

sleep-PT-Df

3.2.13. The Tanahu Indicative Conjugation and Honorific Marking

The only relic of agreement in Tanahu indicative forms is the suffix <-s>,

Shepherd (19?3) calls the srffix 'familiar' speech marker in Amcok Magar, and

occu15 in second person forms, e.g. (20) and (22). Subba (1972\ also records the

suffix in Risrng ]vf8gar. The suffrx is apparently the plural suffix <-P (p) attested

in Patpa dialects, whereby the srffrx indexes both the ptural and honorific

meaning. In Pradhan's (1939) dialect, the suffix indexes neithef plural nor

honorific meaning nor does it index familiar meaning. In other wordq the

onginally plural srffx <-P has become defunct in Pradhan (1939). In view of the

function of the suffix <-s> in Palpa dialects, the suffix <-s> has diametrically

opposed meaning in the Tanahu dialecq i.e. indexes familiar/non-honorifig instead
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of honorific meaning. If the Tanahu dialect passed through the same phase of
decay as Pradhan's dialect, then it can be said that the plural morph"*" .-o ."y
have undergone semantic flipping in the Tanahu- dialect, by analogy from Nepari,
and developed into a familiar morpheme. For examplg the Nepali familiar sufiix<-o (fam), e.g. in ga-i-s fgol.t-pT-fam] .you (sg fam) went,, and j&t_cha_s
[go/NPT-PRS-fam] 'you (sg, fam) gq you (sg fam) will go,, is formally and
functionally parallel to the Tanahu fhmiliar suffix <-p (fam). The Magar plural
morpheme <-P, when it turned defunct may have been reanalyzed as a familiar
marker in this dialect.

The familiar zuffix <-p is optionar, and occurs interchangeabry with the
simple form, i.e. the non-concordialry conjugated form in (21) and (23), which
remains neutral as to honorific/ftmiliar or singular/plural distinction. That ig the
simple form is impersonal and avoids the sense of familiarity. This means that the
Tan4hu verb exhibits familiar vs. non-frmiliar (therefore honorific) agreement. The
opionality of the familiar form in <-s> indicates that the Tanahu honorific
4greement is on the way to extinction.

In the third person, the Tanatnr verb does not exhibit even a remnant of
agreement, let alone the honorific agreement.

Preterite forms
Qq nqr?

thou

You (sg, fam) slept.

(2 I) narT/na-ko/na-h-ko

thon/thou-hon/thou-hon-p

You (sgffan/hor/pl) slept.

Present tense forrns
(22) nary

thou

misq-s
sleep-PT-fam

mis-s

sleep-PT

mis-le-s

sleep-PRS-fam
You (sg, fam) sleep.

("

r
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(23) nar/na-koha-hJr,o

thou/thou- hon/thou - hon-P

You (sgfamlhor/Pl) sleeP.

mis-le

sleep-PRS

g.2.l4.The Syanja Indicative Conjugation and Honorific Marking

The Syanja dial€ct preserves only two agreement morphemes in the

indicative, viz. the first per$on singular <-ar1> (1s) and the familiar suffix <-s>

(fam). The latter occurs in second person forms. The first person singular suffix <-

aq>.(ls) occurs opionally and only in present tense, e'g' mis-laq [sleep-PRS-ls]
.I sleep, I will sleep', which is interchangeably rsed with the simple form mis-le

[sleep-PRS] 'sleep, sleeps', here 'I sleep, I will sleep'. The simple form is more

common than the agreernent forrq which is still prevalent 4mong Syanja Magars,

albeit idiosyncratically. Because the ag eement form occurs optionally and

exclusively in the present tense forrn" Beames (1869) wrongly thinks that the suffix

<-ar1> is an immediate future tense marker.

The suffix <-s> is, no doubt, the familiar sufiix observed in the Tanahu

dialect, e.g. in (20) & (22\. As in the Tanahu dialect, the familiar sufiix is optional

even in this dialect. The optionality of tle suffrx justifies why Beames (1869)

regards the use of the srffix as a matter of, thegas, a Nepali term meaning 'a

particular style of speaking specific to an individual,' because the suffix was

reportedly used inconsistemtly by his informants.

It is appaxeilt that the syanja dialect, as the Tanahu dialect, exhibits

familiar vs. non-familiar agfeement in the second person conjugation- Since the

dialeci orhibits only simple conjugation in the third perso& drscussion of honorific

marking makes no sens,e in this paradigm-

3.2.15. The Odare Indicative Coniugation and Eonorific Marking

odare Magar is an eastern dialect spoken in the odare village of

Panchthar District in Eastern Nepal. It is often believed that the ancestors of these

Magars, who were Crurkha soldiers, settled in these localities after the Gurkha

conquest of the Limbuvan, the land of the Limbus. The Odare verb retains no traces

of agreement in indicative fbrms, not even the honorific agrgement of the type
:

l
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attested in the Syanja and Tanahu dialects, i.e. familiar vs. non-familiar distinction.
In other words, the odare conjugation is simplest of all the ldagar conjugations, at
least in the indicative.

3.2.2. Imperative/Optative Forms: Traces of Earlier Agreement
As Sun (1994) suggests, to confine one's study on agreement only to

indicative forms is incompletg and may result in misleading conclusions, as in the
case of Bodic languages. The non-indicativg especially imperativg conjugation
may prove to be highly revealing because of the conservative character of this
mode. For example, in the imperative conjugation, the non-palpa dialects ofMagar
still retain the earlier second person plural affixeg viz. the second person plural
zuffix <-ni> and the repluralized second person plural <-ni-p attested in the palpa

indicative conjugation. The first person plural <-ir1> (ls) is also retained in the
adhortative, e.g. mis-iq [sleep-lp] 'let's sleep.' The plural honorifics attested in the
Palpa indicative conjugation is still retained in the non-palpa imperatives. The
conservative character ofthe imperative conjugation is also supported by Anderson
& Keenan's (1985: 272) obse*alion that 'indicators of respect and deference' are
limited not only to independent pronouns, but may occur in the bound morphology
of a languagg e.g. 'the verbal forms of a number ofEuropean languageq especially
their IMPERATTVEs' (my emphasis). Bauman (1925: 8T) rcports that Bunan, a
Tibeta.Burman languagq retains a remnant'of object agreement only in the
IMPERATI\aE and imperfect with 3'd subject' [my emphasis].

The above Ivlagar agreement morphemes, excepting the rnorpheme <-irl>;
in the non-Palpa imperative conjugation were traditionally called honorific
morphemes (e.g. Beamesl869: 196 & 198; Grierson & Konow I9O9:210), because
these morphemes were not attested as agreement markers in the indicative
conjugation. Forthe same reaso4 even the first person plural <-irp (lp) attested in
the adhortative was considered to be the adhortative marker. It was because of,data
from non-Palpa dialectq focus on the indicative conjugation, and the inability to
identi& properly the non-indicative agreement morphemes due to the lack of
comparative evidence that lvlagar was wrongly classified as a .non-

pronominalized' language.

L
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In the present study, I take into consideration the.opative conjugation as

well, for the optative conjugation being related to third person is also a domain of

honorific marking. Moreover, just as the imperative conjugation preserves second

person agreement morphemeg the optative may preserve some remnants of third

perBon agreement morphemes, namely plural affixes, in the fonn of honorific

markers.

3.2.21.The Palpa Imperative/optative coniugation and Honorific Marking

Since the Syaju verb resembles the Jhadewa verb in almost every respect,

I will only consider the latter.

3.2.21L. Jhadewa Magar
The Jhadewa imperative maintains the same honorific distinctions as the

scond person conjugation in the indicative. The familiar is expressed by the

singular forrq e.g. Q4),themiddle-grade honorific by the earlier plural form <-ni>

(2honNPT), e.g. (25) and the high-grade honorific by an impersonal forrn, e.g.

@T.fheimpersonal form is a periphrastic form involving the infinitive form of a

main verb followed by a non-concordially conjugated form of the auxiliary cftan-

'be, become.' The auxiliary simplex is ambiguous in its form in that in the

affirmativg e.g. Q7\, the conjugation resembles the third person singular future

fornl whereas in the negative, e.g. (28), the conjugation is more of a third person

singular optative form. The Ihadewa imperative conjugation" as in the indicative,

indexes plural meaning by the repluralized plural morpheme sequenoe <-ni-s>

(2honA{PT-p), e.g (26).
'!.

Imperative

(24) nart

thou

Sleep (sg, fam).

mis-o

sleep-IMP

I
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(25) na*o mis-ni
thou-hon sleep-2hon/|rlpT
Please, sleep (sg, hon).

(26) na-k-ko

thou-hon-p

Sleep (pl)

mis-ni-s

sleep-2honA{PT-p

(27) no-koha-k-ko mis-ke a_chan_e

thou-hon/thou-hon-p sleep-INF FUT-become-FUT
Pleasq have the pleasure of sleeping (sg1pl, hon).

(28) na-lco/no-k-ko mis-lce no_&tfuhan+
thou-hon/thou-hon-p sleep-INF NEG-FtIT-opT-become-FUT6
Please, do not have the pleasure of sleepirg.

' In the optaive as weil, the conjugation confirms to the indicative pattern.
That is, the opative conjugation exhibits only honorific agreement, whereby the
familiar is expressed by the singular verbal form, e.g. (zg), a,,dthe honorific by the
third person non-preterite honorific morpheme <-ko> (3hona.{pr} e.g. (31). The
loss of number agreement is manifest even in the optative. This is illustrated by
(29) and (30), both of which involve the same conjugation, though the urbject is
singular in the former and plural in the latter.

Optative

(29) men dtdmis-e

. s/he FUT-l/2-sleep_FUT
May s/he (fam) sleep.

(30) me-k-ko dt&mis<
s/he-hon-p FUT-I/2-sleep_FLIT
hday they (fam) sleep.

*
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(31) rne-ko/me-k-ko

s/he-hon / s/he-hon-P

May s/he/theY (hon) sleeP.

&t&mis-leo

FUT - I /2-sleeP-3 hon/|{FT

3.2.22.TheImperative/optetiveConjugationandHonorificMarkinginthe
Unidentified Magar Dialect

Intheimperative,theunidentifiedMagarverbappearstoexhibithonorific

agreement, i.e. fasiliar vs. honorific distinction. Pradhan (1939a) gives only the

forms in <-ni> and <-ni-P, and glosses them interchangeably. At one point, he

saysthattheimperativeconjugationmayalsotaketheformin<-nd(p.11),but
nowhere is this form provided. He does say that 'the irnperative form in <-ni-s>

indexes somewhat deferential meaning' (ibid.). Interestingly, the earlier

plurauhonorific<-ni> still exists in the imperative and occurs interchangeably with

therepluralizedplural<.ni-P,whichalsohasonlyhonorificmeaninginthis
dialect. since the diatect shows no traces of third person €reement, the question of

agreernent and honorific marking in the optttive is irrelevant'

3.2.2S.TheTanahuImperative/optativeConjugationandHonorifrcMarking
Intheimperativeconjugatiorr,theTanahuverbpreservestheearlier

second person plural suffrx <-ni>, which has not yet developed as an honorific

morpheme. As suclt the Tanahu verb exhibits number agreement, e.9 (33), as well

ashonorificagreement,e.g.(32).Thefamiliarmearringisexpressedbythe
singular imperative fonq which is formally tlle same as the Palpa form in (24)'

Interestingty, the familiar morpheme <-9 attested in the indicative conjugation

also occurs in the optative conjugation" e.g. dze-o-s [eat-oPT-fam] 'may slhe e8t,'

and appears to index familiar meaning, whereas the alternative form a'tMz-e

BUT-oPT-eat-FUT] 'may vhe eat' indexes non-familiar or neutral meaning' The

optatiu"formin<-PisfromSubba(1g72),onlythemorphemesegmentationand
the interlinear glosses are mine. As in indicative forms, the Magar optaive familiar

suffrx may have developed by analogy from Nepali' For example' the Nepali

equivalent of the above Magar exanrple \s kheo-s [eat-oPT-fam] 'may s/he eat (sg

fam).'
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(32) na-ko mis-ni

thou-hon sleep-hon

Please sleep (sg, hon).

(33) na-h-ko

thou-hon-p

Sleep (pl).

(35) na-h-ko

thou-hon-p

Sleep (pt)

mis-ni

sleep-p

mis-ni-s

sleep-2hon/NPT-p

3-2.24. The syanja rmperative/optative conjugation and Eonorific Marking
The Syanja imperative uses, optionally and idiosyncratically, both the

earlier plural <-ni> and the repluralized plural <-ni-p to index plural as well as

honorific meaning. The use of the former is illustrated by the Tanahu examples
(32) and (33), and that ofthe latter by (3a) and (35). The use ofthe suffrxes <ni->
and <ni-9 in this dialect is only a matter of geographical variation. For example,
the use of the repluralized plural <ni-p is prevalent among the speakers ofBiruwa
Archale villagg whereas the use of <ni-> is common in some other localilies. The
familiar meaning is expressed by the singular form, which is the same as the palpa

form in (2a). No agreernent morphemes, not even the familiar marker (-s), are
attested in the Syanja optative.

{34) na-ko rwis-ni-s7

thou-hon sleep-2*ron/lr{PT-hon

Please sleep (sg, hon).

3-2.25. The odare rmperative/optative conjugation and Honorific Marking
It is only in the imperative that this dialect exhibits agreement. As in the

Tanahu imperativg the earlier second person plural suffrx <-nF functions as a
plural as well as honorific morpheme in the odare imperative. This can be

t
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illustrated by the Tanahu examples (32) and (33). There are no traces ofagreement

in the optativg and as such the question of honorific marking is out of the question.

3.S. Migar Eonorifics: A General Phenomenon or a Casc of Aneal Influence?

Overwhelming evidence from languages across the globe suggest that the

plural honorifics in Magar is without a doubt a general lingrristic phenomenon.

However, periphrastic honorific forms attested in the Jhadewa verb and the

familiar marking by the defunct plural morpheme in the Syanja and Tanahu

dialects appeal to be the result of contact influence. Since the Magar forms are not

only structurally, but also semantically parallel to Nepali forms, the development in

Magar must be the resrlt of what Sor*hworth & Apte (1974: 7 et. passim) call

'syntactic convergence' (e.g. 'similar order of morphs in verbal constructions'),

and 'semantic convergence' observed by Bendix (1974) between Nepali and

Newar. Periphrastic forms in both lv{agar and Nepali, as we have see4 involve the

infinitive form of a main verb followed by an impersonal conjugation of the

honorilic auxiliary clun-'be, be@me.' As to the tvlagar familiar marker <-s), the

structural and formal similarity with the Nepali familiar morpheme <-s> may have

enhanced the lvfagar transitional plural morpheme <-s> to undergo semantic

flipping and develop into a familiar morpheme.

One may argue that the contrary must be true, i.e. the Nepali verb, instead,

developed the process as a result of substratal influence. In fact, no other Indo-

Aryan languages, to the best of my knowledgg exhibit periphrastic honorific forms

of the Nepali type. Similarly, Magar periphrastic honorific forms do not appear to

be attested in other Tibeto-Burman languages either. This state of affairs

discourages one to make a definitive claim as to whether the feature belongs

originally to Nepali or ldagar. Howevetr, one thing is clear. The development of the

feature is rudimentary in Magar, whereas it is elaborate in Nepali. In Nepali,

periphra*ic honorific forms are used in the imperative as well as irdicative

conjugation in all tenses. Magar, on the ottrer han4 does not exhibit periptnastic

honorific forms in the non-preterite second person indicative conjugation. In the

Magar third person indicative conjugation, the honorific forms in question are not

used at all, no matter what tense. MoreoveE Nepali also e:<hibits infinitive

^|,j
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honorifics, and special periphrastic forms to index royal honorific meaning, both of
which are unknown to the IVIagar verb. [t appears that Nepali innovated the feature
independently, and later influenced the geographically contiguous language-
Magar.

4. Effects of Honorific Marking on the Evolution of Morphologr
Honorific impact on morphology may be realized in various ways. In

what followq I will discusg in the light of Magar, some of the ways in which
development of honorific marking can affect the pronominal and verbal
morphology of a language.

4.1. PIuraI Eonorillcs and Repluralization: Diachnonic Plurels as Synchrcnic
Singularc

We have seen in IV{agar, particulady in Jhadewa ldagar, that as a result of
development of honorific marking the earlier plurals developed as honorific
morphemes, especially in second and third person pronouns. Consequently, new
plurals were formed by developing the strategy of repluralization, thereby
maintaining three-way distinction- singular, honorific (middle-grade) and plural.
This kind of development is atteste{ even in Nepali, an Indo-Aryan language. For
example, Iook at the honorific forrn of the standard Nepali pronoun d's1hg' which
is Eni [s/he-hon] 's/he fton),i and the repfuralized plural counterpart t-nl-tqra
[vtre-hon-p] 'they.' According to Brata Raj Acharya (personal communication, 30
July 1997), the present-day pronominal honorific suffix <-n - -ni > in Nepali, e.g.

in ii-nJe [s/he-hon-ERG] 'by him/trer (hon)', was, in Medieval Nepali, a plural
suffrx even on nouns, as in pasu-n [animal-p] 'animals'. The earlier Nepali plural
suffrx (-n - -ni > on nouns was, however, replaced by the recently innovated plural
morpheme <-haru), e.g. Modern Nepali pa*t-hara [animal-p] 

.animals,. This
observation is also corroborated by the presentday Jumli dialect of Nepali (sijapati
1995), whereby only t}re <-n> plural is attested, but the new plural <-haru> is
unknown. The Nepali plural/tronorific morpheme <-n> occurs even in the verb of
standard Nepali, and indexes ptural as well as honorific meaning. 'In Telugu and
other Dravidian langu4ges, there are many forms that are plural in origin and are
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now used in singular sense: That is why double pluralization is found in many

Dravidian languages' (Chetty n.d.: 163).

In the unidentified dialect of Magar (Pradhan 1939), the scenario is

slightly different. In this dialect, there is a tendency to replhce singular/familiar

forms by plurayhonorific forms. We have seen in 3.1 that the honorific nako'you'

fras replaced the singular/familiu naq'thou' in this dialect. The dialect uses the

repluralized formnakka 'you (pl)' as a plural pronoun. This kind of development is

attestedinmanylanguagesoftheworld.Forexample,inGuuguYimidhin'an
Australian language, a variety of which is often called the 'brother-in-law'

language uses second person plural form 'in all cases, reminiscent ofthe use ofthe

plural forms in European languages in polite or formal discourse to address a single

individual,, whereas the ordinary variety of Guugu Yimidhin 'distinguishes second

personsingular,dualandpluralforms'(Anderson&Keenan1985:276).In
European languages, earlier plural forms developed as honorific forms, e.g. French

voaq German Sie, Russian ry (Asher 1994: 494|\, but instead of forming new

plurals via repturalizatiog the newly developed honorific forms simply replaced

ihe singulars in these languages, thereby leading to the merger of singular and

plural forms. That this kind of development is almost a general tendency is

strggested by Robertson's (1987: 82) observation that in the 'collapse of the

?oLITEIFAIVIILLAR (sicl) opposition, e.g. in Mayanando-European pronominalg

.the polite always displaces the familiar, leaving what was originally innovation

form as the sole represertative of second person' [my illustration]. For example,

the English plural/ironorilicv(/t, andthe corresponding plural verbal form ousted

the singular/familiar pronoun ,,toa and the singular vsrbal form in <-est> as a resuh

of the development of honorific marking in this languaSe. I arn grateful to George

van Driem for kindly reminding me of the phenomenon in English- the

replacement of tttott by yur, as further evidence to support my point (one of the

weettydiscussionqLeidenUniversity,octobglgg6].TodaytheEnglish
singrrlar/familiar form is found only in religion and poetry. The earl]er plwal yott

haslosthonorificaswellasnumber'distinction,andisusedinblh*:,"{*
and plural selse, regardless ofttre honorific status of the person. It is only in a few

cases like reflexive forms (Anderson & Keenan 1985: 264), e g yourxlf vs' i

I
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yourselves, that Modern English preserves number distinction in the second person.

Interestingly, strategy ofrepluralization appears to be developing even in English.
For examplg look atthe singularyor'you (sg)' vs.youall 'you (hon)' distinction
in the Midland and southern dialects of American English (Traugott l9g0: 317-
318), whereby the plural marker <-all> is a widely attested pluralizing device, e.g.

Hindi plural <Jog 'all,' Maithili <-lokain/-sabh> 'all' (Yadav 1999), and Nepali
<-haru - -aru> 'othetrs.'

In languages like Chinese and Indonesiarl things appear at first sight to
have taken a different route. It is often claimed thatthe Chinese honorific pronouns

rz--n [thou-hon] 'you (hon)' and ,+n [s/he-hon] 'illre (hon)' derive from the plural
forms ni-men [you-p] 'you (pl)' and t+men [slhe-p] 'they' respectively. In that

case, the honorific forms must have acquired the present phonological shape via
phonological atrition, thereby distinguishing tlemselves from the plural
counterparts. Howwer, it appears to me that repluralization was operative even in
Chinese. Originally, the morpheme <-n> must have been a plural morphemg and

when honorific marking developed in the languagg the plural morpheme

developed as an honorific morpheme, as in n:--n[thou-hon] 'you (hon)' and fi-n
[ilhe-hon] 'Vhe (hon)' respectively. As a result, new plurals were formed by
reduplicating t}re suffrx <-n>, tlereby giving rise to forms looking somewhat like
nFn(e)-n [thou-hon-p] 'you (pl)' and t*n(e)-n [sitre-hon-p] 'they.' The epenthetic
or svarablnkti vowel lel may have been used to make the consonant sequence /-n-
r/ phonologically possible to pronounce. The morpheme <-n(ep may have later
ghanged to <-m(ep for some phonological reasons, thereby grving rise to the
present-day forms ni-me-n [thou-hon-p] 'you' and t*ne-n [s/he-hon-p] 

.they,,

which accord structrnally with forms such as the Magar repluralized plural
pronouns ru-lc-ko [thou-hon-p] 'you' and me-k-ko [S]re-hon-pl 

.they., Even in
Magar, a phonological change of similar type is attested. For examplq look at the
Tanahu na-hJro [thou-hon-p] 'you,' whereby the sound /h/ occurs in place of/k/ of
the original pronoun na-k-ko [thou-hon-p] 'you'. In Indonesian, the first person
honorific pronoun wja 'r (hon),' and the third person honorific pronoun beliau
's/he (hon)' do not appeax to have developed from plural forms. The first person
plural pronouns are knni 'we (exclusive)' and kati 'we (we (inclusive)'

t-
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,' respectively, and the third person plutal mereka 'they.' However, development of

honorific form from earlier plural is attested in the second person' The second

person form *annr indexes honorific as well as plural meaning in Indonesian, and is

likely to develop the repluralization strctegJ.

Another repercussion of honorific marking appears to be the development

of repluralization in the first person by analogy from the second and third persoq

which are the domain of honorific marking. As we have already seertr there exist

two fi15t p€rson plural pronouns in Magar, vtz. kst'we' and kan-ko [we-p] 'we.'

This kind of development is attested even in Nepali, e.g. heni'we' and hem-rharu

[we-p] 
.we., The co-existence of two plurals being redundant, some kind of

strategy is likely to develop to avoid the redundancy. It appears in Magar that the

earlier phxal kan'we' will develop as a new singUlar form by replacing the

original singular r1a'I.' The repluralized plural kan-ko'we' will then function as

the plural form of the new singrlar t{an. Tn fact, this kind of development in the

first person does not appear to be uncommon in langUages. Bauman (1975. 165 et.

passim) talks about 'the morphophonemic collapse of the singular with the plural

marker' in the first person pronouns of some Tibeto-Burman languages. For

example, if the present-day Sema Naga qi 'I', (ibid., 152) derives, as Bauman

suggests, from the earlier plural r1a+i [ls+p] 'we,' then it can be said that the

original singular qa 'I' was replaced by the originally plural 1i 'we,' as a result of

the development of the repluralized plural qiko' i-e' n-'-&o [|s-p-p] 'we,' which

functions as a plural form in Modern Sema. The 'merger of first-person singular

and plural pronouns' is atteSed even in eastern Indo-Aryan languages (Southworth

& Apte 1974: l0). Look A the Maithili ham'1,' and Hindi hann'1' substituted fof

the original singular mdi 'I,'whose plural counterparts are the repluralized plurals

hom-sabw-lokcin [we.p] 'we' and hmt-log [we-p] 'we' respectively. The

replacement of fust person singulars by plural pronouns is accompanied by

corresponding replacement of the first person singular verb forms, thereby

resulting in the loss of singutar/plural distinction in the verb as well. Although

there may be other reasons as well for the replacement of singulars by plurals in the

first perso4 it can be clairned with confidence that the development of honorific

marking is one such factor that may bring about such a situation'

I
t
t
I
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So far, we have focused mainly on the effects of repluralization on

pronominal morphology. The stmtegy of repluralization can operate even on the
,verb. We have already seen in 3.2.111 that the Ivlagar verb.exhibits repluralization

in the non-preterite second person conjugation of the verb, whereby the trarlier

plural <-ni> synchronically functions simply as an honorific morpheme, and the

repluralized plural <-ni-P as a new plural. Another language whereby the verbal

repluralization is attested is Dolakha Newar (Genetti l99a). The Dolakha third

person plural morpheme sequence <-ta-n> in the verb

is formed by the concatenation of two phual markers, the -ta found on the honorific

form and on nouns in Kathmandu, and the -n fonnd in the second person forms. The

same -n is apparently an elerrent in the third p€rson plural past and present suffrx -hin

(ibid., 103).

h Nepali the phenomenon is not attested in the verb though it is a feature of
pronouns. Interestingly, the strategy ofrepluralization appears to be less effective
in the verb, but the reason Es to why this is so is yet unknown, at least to me, We

can only hope that future investigation will unveil the mystery.

In brief, plural honorifics, i.e. the use of plural forms in reftrence to
singular subjects for honorific purpose, may gtve rise to two possible situations.

The first situation is the one whereby earlier plurals develop as honorific
morphemes as such and a new plual will be developed by means of
repluralization. In this case, the earlier singular will remain intact, and both the

honorific (familiar vs. honorific) and number agreemeot will be maintained ggsin,

as in lv{agar, Chinese and Nepali at least in pronouns. The second situation is the

one whereby earlier plurals develop as honorific morphemes and replace the

singular forms to avoid the sense of familiarity arising thenefrom. This leads to the

loss of honorific as well as rnrmber agr@ment, i.e. these categories will remain

unmarked, as in Errylish. In the course oftimg a nov plural may be developed via
repluralizatiorl as in the pronouns of Pradhan's dialect and the Mdland and

Southern dialects of American Englistr. When such a situation comes about, earlier
plurals will develop into new singrlars and the repluralized plural a new plural.

I
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The first type of sinration rnay also leard to the replace,rrent of singular/familiar

forms by plrrrafhonorific forms, especially in the first person. Interestingly, the

tendenoy is noticed even in nominal morphology. For oramplq the earlier Nepali

plural in <-a>, e.g. baDh-elold-pl 'old meq' which has also honorific meaning for

the singular, e.g. buDh-a[old-hon] 'old man (hon)' (as opposed to buDlrc [old-s]
.old man (farn),, tends to replace the singular, e.g. budh+ [old-s] 'old man (sg

fa.rr),,, whereas the repluralized plural buDh-*luru [old-hon-p] 'old men'

functions as a new plural. Kinship terms l*e kaka'uncle (paternal)' and mand

'uncle (maternal)' do not have the singular/familiar form in <-o), i.e. kak+ ar1d

min o respectively, probably because they deserve to be respected obligatorily,

whereas termsp,like bherie'niece' and sdle 'wife's younger brother' do have

singular/familiar counterparts, e.g. bh,ni-o and sel-o respectively. The word 1116

'king' does not have the singular/familiar counterpart either, apparently because

the use of familiar language in reference to a king is unimaginable'

Finally, tlere remains a question: will the system remain stable once it has

rmderlone re,pfur.alization or the cycle will I€pcat again? The unidentified Magar

verb.clearty. suggests that the cycle wilt repeat again. In this dialect, the

repluralized plural has also Safied functioning as an honorific marker. However,

other dialects, €specially the Syanja, Tanahu and Odare Magar, suggest that the

repluralization is not likely to continue furthef. The verb may also take some other

routes. For exarrple, in Telugu cheEy (n.d.: 163) says that 'since the plural suffx

<-Ru> 'lost its honorific sense in pre.Telugu itself it had to function as a

4.2.Impenonal Honori{icg Merger of Fint/second Person: Diachronic First

Person Pturals as Synchronic Second Person Forms

Impersonal honorifics, especially the shift-of-person mechanism, involves

the use of a first person plural form ir-r reference to the seCond person in

impersonal/honorific sense. As such, a first person plural, especially the inclusive

one, :is likely to develop as a second Person form. ldagar does not distinguish

formally exclusive/inclusive meaning in the first person. Howwer,'the irnpersonal

form in <-chiP is used in inclusive sense even to address the hearer. As we have

t\
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seen in 1.1.2, the Nepali first p€rson plural impersonal form functions in the same

as" the N(agar form in <-chiP. In languages like Limbu, which,. exhibit

inclusive/exclusive distinction, the inclusive form is used in reference to a second

person in honorific sense. The development of a first peffion plural as a second

person form appears to have taken place in Dolakha Newar. Genetti (1994: 103)

says that in the Dolakha Newar conjugation '1\e secord Wson lwnrific is

identical to the fnst person phnal in three out of four forms? [my italics]. In the

Manchati verb @auman 1975: 101), there is a tendency towards the collapse of
first/second persoll distinction. In Manchati, the same verbal form is used for both

the first person and second person non-singularq especially dual and plural. Bunan

(ibid.) has completely lost person distinction in the verb.

Similar developments are attested in pronominal morphology. The

Marathi first person inclusive plural riralf 'we (inclusive),'which developed from

the Sanskrit' ffian 'self,', has not only the meaning of 'self,' but has also developed

as a second person honorific pronoun, at least in formal use [cf also Hindi-Urdu tp
'you (hon)'l (Southworth & Apte 1974: 6). Look at the various uses of the

Vietnamese pronoun rzrhfi (Anderson & Keenan 1985: 268),,'The prcmorm is used

as an inclusive first percon plural form ['when speaking to equals or slightly

inferior intimates'], an impersonal form ['in questions like what (is one) to do?'], a

second person form (when used 'with spouse or intimates ofthe opposite se:r'1, and

a first person form (when used by females to address 'intimates of either sex']

(ibid.).

Development of first person forrrs into second poson forms, which may

lead to the loss of person agreement/distinction, especially in t}re verb, may arise

from several other reasons. What I claim here is that impersonal honorifics is also a

factor that is very likely to bring about such a situation.

4.3- Eonorifrc Marking and Conjugational Decay :

Linguists often talk about the loss of'agreement morphology, but the

causes of loss are a topic very rarely disarssed in the literature. Conjugational

dbcay is,often attributed to sociolinguistic factors like aresl influence, probably

because this is the easiest explairatioh. Langrrage-internalfactors like phonological

(
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gaus€s have also boen advanced to explain loss of inflections' e.g. in English (e.g'

khmann 1978: 213). However, I do not know if the phonological e:cplanation

applid for the toss of English agreement cystem. To take an o<ample of

phonological orplanatioq Bendix (1974 55-56) attributes the loss of .agreement

('reductions of person-number distinctions') in a variety of Nepali to phonological

reasons. He claims, for examplg that the Nepali first person plural suffix (-au- )
being different from the second pefson plural zuffrx <-au> only in terms of nasality

.tends to simplifu phonologically'and reduce' to the latter, i.e. to the second person

form <-au>. The morpheme (-au), on the other hand, reduces further to S-d>'

which is the,third person singular form in the preterite, thereby leading to the

collapse of agreement. Explanations such as tllis have to depend on a mere chance

of homophony, and can not orplain cases of loss whereby agroement morphemes

are heterophonous.

Anoths aplanation for the loss of conjugation is the replacement of the

egreemeilt morphology by new forms, e.g. auxiliaries and participles To take an

example, the loss of agreement system in Hindi is, according to Allen (1951), the

resrhofthere,placementofagreernentformsbytheparticiplein<-ta>inClassical
Sanslsrit.

ln Classical Sanskrit, there is a marked tendencl for personat forms of the Preterite to

be abandoned in favow of the participle in -Ia, wittr or without an auxiliary. The

tendency develops into a regular feature of Pralgit (p' 72)'

fui exptanation that sounds plausible in the content of Magar is the one

propo*ain Cr*tt iggf). Aen"tti claims that the tendency towards unmarkedness

accounts for the losJvariationial use of the feminine gender and plural number in

the Nepali thirrd person conjugation. Although Genetti's (1993) formulation is

attractivg some of her observations appeal to be quite far-fetched. For enamplg

stre reports that the same situation, i.e. 'tle task of producing the narrativeg' is

interpreted as formal by male corrsultants brrt informal by female consrltants (p'

99). She also reports that 'women produce feminine forms less frequently than

men' (p. l0o). At one point, we even encount€f an ambiglous statement, 'the
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internal factors, i.e. markedness and statistical frequency, may be.sufficient to
account for the changeg i:e. the loss ofNepali agreement in question,' but 'external
orplanations, e.g. cortast inlluence, may also be considered, (p. 102) [my
parapkase]. Probably she means that int€rhal factors may have been facilitated by
external factors, e.g. the influence of ribeto-Burman languageg which do not
exhibit gender agreement in the verb. Moreoveq Genetti (1993) does not say
anything as to the loss of person agreement, whose domain is the first and second
person. Despite the dat4 Genetti's hypothesis that the loss of agreement in Nepali
rezulted from the tendency towards unmarkedness does have some general
implications since 'if a lenguage has an inflectional syster4 this will tend to be
replaced by simplified' forms, e.g. by 'third person singular ficrthe verb' (Ferguson
l97l:185).

It appears to me ttrat the tendency towards unmarkedness does not work
by itself, without any cause. The tendency is set offby some other factors, internal
or external by creating an appropriate situation for the tendency to opetde. In the
case of Nepalr, the absence of gender agreement in Tibeto-Burman languages
appears to be a factor (external) that triggered the tendency. In irdagar,

development of honorific marking is one such factor that created an appropdate
situation forthe tendency in question to come into operdion. kr other wordq when
the non-Palpa dialects were sripped off most of the agreement morphemes as a

result of the development of honorific marking the moribund agreement
morphemes resorted to the tendency towards unmarkedness.

4.3.1. Possible Pathways of Loss

Atthough there may be several pathways conjugational decay may takq
some of the possible ways will be discussed in what follows.

4.3.11. Failure to Dcvdop Repluratizetion: Emergence of the soh Honorific
Agreement rnd Iaes of NumberAgneement

As a result ofthe development of honorific marking one of pathways the
conjugation may take is theemergence of the sole honorific agreement. This state
of affairs obtains because earlier plurals develop as honorific morphe,mes as such.
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If the verb fails to dwelop repluralization in order to crede new plural forms, loss

of number agreement is inevitable. The verb will then qfiibit only honorific

agfeement, most pmbably with twGway distinctioru viz. familiar vs. honorific

status.

This kind of agreement loss is illustrated by the Jhadewa Magar third

person conjugation, whereby diacbronic plurals firnction simply as syncl[onic

ilonorific morphemes as such. The singular form, i.e. the unmarked forrl indexes

familiar meaning. That this kind of development is, in fact, possible is corroborated

by lvlaithili (Yadav 1999), which exhibits only honorific agreement, at least

synchnonically. Regarding the origin of the agreement affixes in Maithili' Grierson

(1909: I 16) says that the non-honorific and honorific forms of a verb can be traced

back to singular and plural forms respectively, which no longer odst in the

language (ibid., footnote 4). Pointing out the possible cognacy of the lvlaithili

honorific morpheme <-hun> with the Damrwar Rai ph:ral affix <-hurP, caughley

(1982:209-210) also suggests that the Maithili agreement system may have been

'originally similar to that of the Inde.Aryan frontier languages but has turned

number distinction irto an honorific one.'

This kind ag[eement loss may not involve loss of person 48re€ment,

because honorific morphemes in one conjugation, e.g. second perso4 are most

likely to be diff€ferrt from those in another, e.g. the third person conjugation. The

distinct honorific morphemes thus still distingrristr what person the conjugation

belongs to. Whether the norrPalpa dialects, i.e. Syanj4 Tanahu and Odare Magar,

once passed through the same stage as the Jhatlewa third person conjugation

remains unknown. The stage is not dtested wen in Syaju Magar and Pradhanls

dialect, which are most closely related to Jhadewa Magar'

4.3.l2.Honorific Replacenent: Loss of Number es well as f,onorilic

Agreemcnt

The second opion is the replacement of singrlar/familiar agreement

morphemes by plural/honorific rbrros. Because of such a replacement, the

conjugation will distingrrish neither singular/plural distinction nor

familiar/honorific status. This kind of developme,lrt is exemplified by Pradhan's
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dialect, and is widely attested in languages of the world, of whish English is one.

The Pradhan's dialect and the Syanja imperative show that even the repluralized

plural forms may uhimately develop honorific meaning and meet with the same

fate as earlier pluraVhonorific forms.

It appears that this kind of developmer$ took place in the non-Palpa

dialects of Magar. This will become apparent if we compare the second p,erson

indicative conjugation of Pradhan's dialect to that of the Syanja and Tanahu

dialects. We have seen that Pradhan's dialect q<hibits three different forms in the

second person conjugation, iz. na-mis-a-s, misq-s and misq types. Ttre third

form nis-a is bereft of all agreement morphemeg and is therefore unmarked with
respect agreement. This simplified form is the descendent of the second form mr's-

a-g which still has the earlier plural but now defirnct morpheme <-P, but has lost

the person agrccment prefix <na->. This form is, in turq the descendent of the full-
fledged form rn+nis<-s, which has the person agreement prefix <na-> as well as

the mrmber suffx <-P. The Syanja and Tanahnr verbs orhibit the last two forrrq
viz. the mis.a-s dmis-a type. The Odare verb, on tlrc other hand, exhibits only
the highly, simplified forrl i.e. misq.ll can not be a coincidence that the Syanja,

Tanahu and Odare forms should correspond to two ofthe three forms of Pradhan's

dialect. The correspondence shows that the Syanjq Tanatu and Odare forms are

related to the Palpa forms and that they have assumed the present status because

they passed through the same stage ofloss as Pradhan's dialect.

43.13. Morphologicat Decay and irregutarity: Tendency towards Unmarked
Conjugation

So far we have only considered how honorific and number agreement are

likely to be lost. The question remains as to how per$n agreement gets lost. The

data zuggest that when honorific and number agre€,ment are lost, the loss is ensred

upon by the loss of person agreement. In Pradhan's dialect we find that there is a

tendency to lose person agreement prefixes not only in the second pennn

conjugation, e.g. mis-a-s, instead of na-mis-a-s, but also in the first person

conjugatiorl e.g. mis<q, instead of q*mi*aq [s], and mis4-s, instead of k*mis-
a-s [p]. This is what may have happened in the non-Palpa conjugation as well.

I
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Irregularity/inconsistent pattern of conjugation created by the
dwelopment of honorific marking may have set off the tendency towards the use
of unmarked formq i.e. the non-concordial forrnq in non-palpa dialects, to iion out
the irregularities and inconsistencies for the purpose ofregularizing/bringing about
formal uniformity in the conjugation

4.32 The Syanja First Person Singutar Enigma: Some Remarks on the
Dcvelopnnent of Conjunct/Ilisjunct Patterns of Agrcement

This is not to say that all the dialectvlanguages should undergo the
replacement of marked forms, i.e. agreement forms, by unmarked ones. For
orample, in Black English vernacular, some speakers have generalized the English
third person singular present tense conjugation to all personq e.g.you is and yotr
craves (Traugott 1980: 345), but some other speakers have not done so, but have
innovated other features.

Another possibitity in rv{agar therefore is that the moribund agreement
morphemes, instead of falling completely out of use, may also develop into
conjuncldisjunct kind of markers. This possibility is suggested by the syanja
present tense conjugatiorl which curiously exhibits flrst person vs. non-fnst person
distinction. The problem is why the first person agreement morpheme should
continue to exist, that too only in one tense, whereas a{l the other agreement
morphemes have already become extinct.

4.3.21. Transition, Optionatity and Development of Nery Functions
The Syanja first person singular agreement fonq e.g. mis-k4 [sleep

PRS-1s] 'I sleep, I will sleep' occuxs interchangeabry with the unmarked form, i.e.
mis-Ie [sleep-PRS] '([) sleep, will sleep,' will the transitional morpheme <-aq> get
lost one day or develop a new function? Traugott & pratt (19g0: 6) suggest that .as

a system changes..., both structures will exist side by side for some time, with
difrerent frequencies over time.' There are often 'options' and transitional
structurevforms may develop new 'functions.' For example, the old Sov order of
F'nglish and the archaic singular verbal inflection <-est> still continue to exist but
with a different function" viz. poetic/religious function. This does not mean that all

t
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the transitional morphemes should develop new functions, nor does it mean that the
syanja dialect should undergo the loss of the agreement morpheme <-ar1> as did
Tanahu and odare lvlagar. In fact, 'as always happens in language changq residues
of the earlier structures remain and may become identi$ing features of particular
varieties of the language' (ibid., p.367). what I mean is that it is equally possible

that, unlike the Tanahu and Odare conjugations, the Syanja conjugation may
contimre to preserve tle agreement morpheme in question by assigrring a new

function/meaning to the morpheme. It is not unlikely for the Syanja agreernent in
question to dwelop as a conjunct/disjunct kind of morpheme.

4.3.22- The ConjuncUDisjunct Phenomenon

According to Delancey (1gg2>, mnjunct/disjunct marking in Tibeto-
Buiman involves peculiar pattern of copulas and/or finite verb formg whereby a
particular finite verb inflection or a particular copula ocrurs only with certain
person anc on a certain tensey'aspect: Although I citd incompletely Delancey
(1992) when I was preparing the draft ofthis paper, unfortunately I did not have
access to the work when I was writi4g the final version of this paper. The tenns
'conjunct' and 'disjunct' wetre originally coined by Austin rlale to describe the
curious pattern of agreement exhibited by the Newar finite verb. A similar term
'disjunction,' with an implication of 'conjunction,' appears to have been used
independently by Bendix (1974: a8).

According to Hale & watters (1973: 207-20g), the Newar agreernent

system exhibits two-way distinctioq viz. in terrrs of person- first person vs. non-
first person and second vs. non-second p€rson-- and mod+- 'declarative' vs.
interrogative. Inthe declarativg the conjunct form occurs with first person'actors,'
whereas non-first persons take the disjund form. In the interrogtive, the conjunct
form occurs with the second person, but the disjunct form with non-second pe6on.
The disjunct form is also used in impersonal sense in cases whereby 'there is no
actor at all either orpressed or deleted' (p. 208).

Bendix (1,974) does' not considq the Newar conjunct/disjunct
phenomenon a case of verbal 4greement but evidentiality. The Newar vertal suffix
<-a> 'is evidential and not a first person ending: it may occur with any person such
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as, form examplg second person in the interrogative and third person in the

quotative' (p. 49). Bendix says that the meaning of intentionality vs. non-

intentionality is involved in the occurrence ofconjunct vs. disjunct forms.

4.3.23.The Conjunct/Disiunct Phenomenon: A Case of Agreement or

Evidentidity?
Opinions are divided as to whether the conjunct/disjunct pattern of

conjugation is a verbal agreement or simply an evidential marking phenomenon.

Before giving any opiniorq let's first look at how the conjunct/disjunct pattern of

conjugation develops.

4.3.24.The Question of Development of EvidentiayAgncement Morphemes

Some scholars opine that agreement morphemes may develop from

evidential markers. To take an oramplg Bendix (1974: 56) reports that 'a form of

Newari (sicl) spoken in the town of Fatan, near Kathmandu, in which the

intentional categtry has lost its evidential function and become fixed as a first-

pe.rson ending.' Bauman (1975), Caughley (1982) and Delancey (1989) also find

evidential origin of agroement morphemes. For example, the development of

Bauman's TibeteBurman #te is often atfibuted to evidential marking

phenomenon. lvlatisotr(Igg4) claims that 'the marking of agreement in the verb is

something which can evolve naturally and independertly tlnough the operation of

certain information-packaging strategies in vert final tanguages' (p. 603), and

considers Sangkong verbal agreeflrent morphemes evidential markers-

On the other han4 there are also scholars who report that evidentials may

de,relop from earlier agrcemeft morphemes. For examplg Thurgood (1981) and

Botne (1995) believe that the Akha first person singular agreement morpheme ryi

derreloped into an evidential marker in this language. Let's now oramine some

patterns of conjugation in some languages that beiave almost like

conjunct/disjunct forms in the Newar finite verb.

I
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4.3.25. Similar Pattems of,Conjugation in Some Languagcc sther than Newar
The following languages exhibit features more or less similar to those of

Newar.

4.3.251. Nepali
The Nepali verb exhibits a conjugation in (-i>, which appealp to have

dweloped from what is called'ilmanepd conjugaton' in Sanskrit (Tanka Prasad

Neupane, personal communicatiorl I August 1999). In l.l.2rl have termed the

conjugation 'impersonal' for want of a better term and labeld Inp in morpheme

glosses for the sake of conveniencg and I will continue to use the term and label

here too. The conjugation in <-i> occurs with both transitive and intransitive velts.
Because the <-i> conjugation does not involve person and number inflections, the

form is not renderable into English, but appears to correspond roughly to what is

often called 'impersonal passive' in Dutch introduced by er. For example, the

sentence sut-i-nch-a [sleep-ImpPRS-Neut/3s] can be rendered into Dutch as.Er

wordt geslryen 'there is sleeping.' However, unlike in Dutch" the Nepali

conjugation may imply tlat the action is being carried out by some one. The Nepali
<-i> form tends to be used with the first person in the declarative, but with the

second penron in the intemogative, at least in colloquial Nepali (see also Adhikari
1992: ll8). In formal speech and written discourse, this form is used even if a

particular third person subject is implied, apparently because these gemes arg as

Genetti (1993) sayg influenced by the prescriptive rules, which are parroted in
schools and colleges. Native grammarians (e.g. Adhikari 1992) use the highly
misleading and unforhrnate term bhava vrLya 'passive by sense,' by analogy from
Sanskrit, to rder to the Nepali conjugation in <-i>, which is not a passive form at

all. When a particular subject is not implied the <-i> conjugation has general

impersonal sense, as opposed to impersonal reference to the first person and second

person. In such a casE, the zubject may be first, second or third person, e.g. bormd
ghis pi*i-ncha fforest-Loc grass get-Imp-PRs-Neut/3s] 'one gets grass in t]re
forest.' It is only in zucha use thatthe <-i> form implies, as in Dutch 'impersonal
passivg' that the action denoted by the verb is being carried out by no particdlar

L
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person. Thuq the Nepali <-i> form of the verb behaves in mueh the same way as
the Newar 'evidential' marking system.

Even in the case of the conjugation that involves persor/number
agreement, Bendix (1974: 55) reports that a variety of Nepali has lost most of the
agreem€nt formq and exhibits only tsro-way distinctioL viz. first p€finn vs. non-
first person. The first person is expressed uv tne first person singular agreement
fomt wtrer.eas a norrfirst pqson zubjea takes the unmarked fonn, i.e. the non-
concordial form, which corresponds to the third p€rson singular form. .This begins
to give the appearanoe of the two main evidentiat categories of The Tibeto-Burman
Newari (sic!): the irtertional, associated with (ahhough not restricted to) lp, i.e.
frrst person, and the non-intentional, associated with other persons' [my
paraplrasel.

4.3.252. Limbu
In Limbq the first person inclusive ptural form of the verb can have

impersonal reference to second penpn zubjects in the interrogativ e, e.g. a-be: k pi?
[-go Q]'Are you going' (lit. Are we going?). The Lirrbu first person plural as the
Nepali <-i> conjugation" can have impersonar meaning in general sense as well,
e-g-ageq tl-falll 'we fall, will fall,' whose Dutch equivalent is Er wordt gevallen
'there is falling.' Thug the Limbu first person plural behaves almost like the Nepali
<-> form. In fact, the Nepali <-F form is always rendered into Limbu in terms of
the first person inclusive plural.

43.243. Sangkong of Yunan
sangkoag (It[atisotr 1994), a newly discovered languagg exhibits first

person vs. non-first p€rson distinction in the verb. The first person is marked in the
verb by the morpheme <-ea> in the affirmative and <-qe) in the negativg whereas
a non-first person subject is indexed by the morpheme <-u€> in the afrrmative and
<-qF in ttre negative.

Ivfatisotr (194) says that the first per$n morpheme <-qa) derives from
the sangkong fust person pronoun tp'r,' andthe non-first person marker <-7e>
from an earlier copula *rq, an allofam of prB *way. He speculates that the non-

I
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fnst person marker in the negative <-rli> may have been 'infected' as a 'paradigrn'

partner' by the first person marker <-nP (p. 595, footnote 17)- However, it
appears more convincing to say that the negative non-first person marker <-r1i>

may have developed from a first person plural form like ry < rp+i [ls+p], because

a first person plural, as we have seen already, is most likely to be used in reference

to non-first peffion and develop as a non-first person form. lv{atisoff says that the

non-first person marker has also 'an impersonal, general declarative sense' (p.

s98).

4.3.26. The Magar Cese

The lv{agar verb also exhibits an impersonal conjugation of the Nepali

type discussed above. The conjugation involves the morpherne <-chi9. The lylagar

<-chiP form refers impersonally to the first person in the declarative, and to the

second person in the interrogative. \{hether the Magar form in <-chiP has general

impersonal meaning and can be used with third person is not dtested. The lvlagar

form in <-chiP is likely to have developed from the first person inclusive plural, if
there was any.

To turn now to the lv{agar conjugation that involves person/number

agreement, the Syanja verb exhibits first person vs. non-first person distinction in

that the agreement form in <-arl> occurs only with the first person singular,

whereas non-first person subjects take only the non-agreement form. Even more

curiously, this distinction exists only in present tense. Similar tendenel is attested

in the Jhadewa vert, especially in the pofect. The form in nd indexes that the

subjed is the first person singular, whereas the copula /e tends to index non-first

person.

The Syanja <-ar1> is no doubt the first person singular agreement

morpherne. The Jhadewa nd is the firct p€rson singular morpheme in the non-

preterite. This is corroborated also by the occurrence of the form Ie-nd[be'IMNPT]

'arn,' which is sometimes used in place of the <-nd> form. In other words, the

Jhadewa first person singular morpheme <-nd> is functioning here as a copula nd

'am.' Ahhough it is not clear why Jhadewa Magar should have lost the copula in

L
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the first person copular conjugation in present tense, the phenomenon does suggest

thal agreement morphemes are likely to develop into special copulas'

4.3.27. Diachronic Agreement Morphemes as Synchronic Evidential Marliers

We have observed that even the languages like Nepali, Limbu, Magar and

Nepali that are not described as having evidential marking exhibit features similar

to those of evidential markers, e.g. fnst person vs. non-first pefson distinction,

declarative vs. interrogative distinction, impersonal use, copulas as agreement

morphemes, tense specific distinctions, etc. So many corespondences can not be

coincidence. However, in nQne of these languages is there any sense neither of

intentionality/volitionality nor of nature of knowledge (firsthandlsecondhand,

visuaUnon-visual, etc.). In the face of such evidence, it would be quite safe to say

that it is the agreement morphemes that are likely to develop into evidential

markers, not the other way round. Particulady interesting is Bendix's observation

in a variety of Nepali, whose conjugation is giving the appearance of evidential

system of marking due to the loss of agreement. It is possible that when agreement

system begins to collapse, the moribund morphemes may develop new functions,

and exist in some other guise. As uclq the existence of earlier agre€ment

morphemes with an evidential funstion is a likely possibility.

Adherents of the evidential view, e.g. N{atisoff (1994), claim that

pronominal looking evidential markers develop from ' "evidential afterthoughts,"

sentence-tags liker'..., I know or "..., I guess" for first percon involvement vs. "...,

[and that's the way he/it/you] iJare" for neutral, objective statements' (ibid., p-

604). In reality, no one uses such tags in every utterance. The consistent use of
srch tags would sound highly sfiange if not unnatural. Look at the sentence 'well,

then he said [and that's the way he is] - nq I said [I know] - no, he said [and that's

the way he isl that ure were late [we know]. Could it be that the speakers of Tibeto-

Burman langua$es with evidential systems once used to speak this way, whereas

the speakers of the languages lacking such a system spoke in some other way? It
sounds unlikely that such a mechanism may have led to the development of
complex conjugations of the Kiranti type. The view regarding the development of
agreement via evidential process in Tibeto.Burman languages appears to be based
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on the concept of the development of agreement in Indo-Europearl which is
believed to have frst developed first person vs. non-first person distinction in the
conjugation.

After flnerging from an isolating stage, Indo-European introduced into its conjggation

the opposition personal (first person): non-personal (second-third pmson) through the

incorporation of enclitic first-person pronominal eleme,lrts into the verbal paradigms

(Shields 1992.120)

That the existence of first p€rson vs. non-first person distinction is
reminiscent of the beginnings of the dwelopment of agreement is untenable, at
least in languages like Syanja Mugar, Modern English and Hindi, to mention but a
few. In 4.3.3,I will show that the Syanja case is ddinitely a result of loss. In
Englis[ the first person singular agreement exists in the present tense conjugation
ofthe verb 6e, thereby giving the appearance offirst person vs. non-fnst person
distinction in the conjugatiorl but this does not mean that thc English verb is
developing its agreement system. Hypothesis of loss is supported by the fact that
the English verb once exhibited person as well as number agreement in all cases
(Traugott & Pratt: 1980: 359), e.g. syhst.you (sg see,, sir+e .you (sg) saw,, sff .I
see,' seah 'I saw,' syhl'slhe seeg, sea&.slhe saw,, etc. (euirk& Wrenn 1957:
46-47, cited in Aikhenvald & Dixon 1998: 70). Thuq the Engtish first person vs.
non-first person distinction in the present tense conjugation of De is simply a
remnant of earlier agreement system. In fact, even the English frst person singular
form of be, i.e. qn, appe-ars to have been originally a first person singular
agreement morphemq and may have developed, as in Jhadewa Magar, as a
suppletive copula via loss of,the copula, i^e. am<be-am [be-ls]. Hindi also tends to
exhibit first person vs. non-first person distinction in the present tense conjugation
of be, e.g. hu' 'arn' vs. hai . This does not mean that Hindi is beginning to develop
its agreement system. It is quite strange why the first person conjugation should be
so conservative in preserving agreement morphemes, at least in these languages.

Finally, it appears imperative to keep in mind the possibility of
misinterpretations. when agreement system is in the moribund state, the extant

q
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firsthand, personal knowledge' (p' 598)'

4.3.3. The Simple Conjugation of Non-Palpa Dielects: In Defence of Loss

ThepresentpaperentertainstheassumptionthatalltheMagardialects

hadatonetimeinthepasta@mmonandcomplexagreementsystemandthenon-
Palpa tlialects! viz. Syanja' Tanahu and Odare Magar' acquired the present state as

a result of loss. However, it is equally possible that the non-Palpa dialeds are just

beginning to dwelop their agreement systems, while the Palpa dialect is already far

ahead in this process. Adherents of the view that the Tibeto-Burman conjugation

system is an archaic feature (e.g' Henderson 1957; Bauman 1975; Delancey 1989;

van Driem 1993; Sun 1994; Nishid a |994,etc.) may agree with the first possibility,

whileothers,whoholdtheoppositeview(e'g'Caughley1982;LaPolla1992;Nishi
1gg4, etc.) may feel inclined to believe the second possibility' The Magar data

t
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corrobo'rdes the first view, at least in the sense that the non Palpa conjugation can

be shown to have descended from the conjugation of the Palpa type for the

evidence adduced below.

433f. Fomel Criterion for the Detcrmination of the Ageof Morphemes rtrd
the Non-Palpa Agneement Morphemes
To the best of my knowledgg the age of an 4greement morpheme is

speculated by observing the form of the morpheme. According to Cowgill (1963),

the morphophonemic complexity of an affix is directly proportional to its antiquity,

because the older an affrx is the greater phonological changes it undergoes:

What this means, of course, is simply that the motre rec€ntly created morphe,me

sequences have not been in the langtrage long enough to be seriously disrupted by

sound change (p. I 1 l). dre more morphophon€mic alternation a set shows or entails in

adjoining morphemes, the longer it is likely to have been in the langrrage (ibid.).

To put the theory more explicitly, LaPolla (1994: 7l-721writes, in the contort of
Tibeto-Burman languages, that 'The etymological transpaxency of most of the

Tibeto-Burman agreement systems shows that these agreernent syst€ms are

relatively recent grammaticalizations.' Although this theory is highly impressivg

the theory is not free from problems. The formal criterion can not erylain the

recentness of opaque morphemes in 'sandwich situations' (Angdembe in press a,

ms a), e.g., the Ivlagar morpheme <-dd> in misdd-l [sleep-2lPRS-PRS] 'thou
sleepest,' which develops from rnli- lslegp' plus rm-le [2-be] 'art.' Since the

morpheme is sandwiched by the verb stem mls- and the copula stem Ie- on either

sidq the morpheme <na-> had to undergo heavy phonological changes and tlrned
into an opaque morpheme <-da>. Apparently, the opaque morpherne <.dd> can not

be said to be older than the tmnsparent .morpheme <nai,rather the other way

round, at least in this case. Explaining opaque morphemes sch as <-dd> in terms

of replacement or different etymological origin does not appear to be a good

solution to the problem. There appears to be a tendency among sorne sclrolars to
think that if a language has transparent as well as opaque morpherneq the

{.
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transparent morpheme is ai rec6nt ,devetopment, but the opaque one strould be

somettuug else, but not an old'mgrphemer For orample, Matisoff (1994) calls the

Sangkong agreement a c61le of rycent development simply because sf'tranryarent

morphemes <-qa>, <-rle> and <-qi>. on the other hand, he finds the etymological

origin of the opaque morpheme <-w> elsewhere, i,e. in the coprila *ray, not n
pronouns.

Despite the problems such aS above, formal criterion as a touchstone to

the determination.of the age of morphernes is still a fascinating method. Let me

now apply the criterisn of etymological transprency and opacrty to test if non-

palpa agreemdht morphemes are of recent origin. If the Palpa dialects started

developing their agreement system earlier than the non-Palpa dialects, then there

should have been sorne difference in form between the Palpa and non-Palpa

agreement 4orphemes. This is, howwer, not tlrc case' For examplg the Syanja

first person singUlar suffx <-ar1> is the same as the Palpa first p€rson singular <-

ar1>. Similarly, the syanja/Tanahu familiar suffix <-P isthe Palpa plural/honorific

suffix <-s>. There is no diffe,rence between the Tanahu/Odare second person

plurauhonorffic <-ni> and the Palpa second person honorific .-.ij. rn" syanja

second p€mon plural/honorific <-ni-9 is not difrerent formally from the Palpa

second person plural <-ni-*-
One naturally expects that, if the non-Palpa verb only recently started

developing the agreememt syst€tq these agreement morphemes should have been

more transparent as comp4red to the Palpa counterparts. Since there is no

difference in fonh, it makes more sense to say that the nonfalpa agreement systern

is of the same age as the,,Pslpx conjugation. Thug the non-Palpa agreement

morphemes can be said to be obsolescent $nrivors of earlier Magar agreemefit

system.

4.3.32.conscrvativc charecter of thc Impcrrtive conjugation and the Non

Patpe Agreemcnt Morahemes

ln 3.2.2, we discussed .that the imperative conjugation is the most

conservative paradigm in preserving agfoement morphones. The fact that most of

the non-palpa agrecment morphemes are attested in the impe,rative conjugation
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lends'further support to the orplanation that the nonpalpa conjugation is a result of

4.3-33. spatial Parameter, stability of Linguistic community and the Non-
Patpa Agreement System

Let's now look at the loss of agreement morphemes in the non-palpa
dialects from the point of view of Bdrtoli's (1942,1945, cited in van Driem 1993:
330) spatial ronns. Beekes (1990: 99-100) suggests that .talen 

die geisoleerd en in
rust bestaar\ veranderen weinig (languages which are isolated and iernain in peace
change little)' (citert in van Driem 1993: 33) [my translation]. Spatial isolatio4
according to van Driem (1993: 330), gives rise to what he calis the ,stability of a
linguistic community,' which according to him, 'is the unifuing causative factor
underlying the spatial linguistic norms for the retention of archaic traits.'

There is no doubt that palpa is the traditional:homeland of tvlagars.
syanja, Tanahu, odare or any other Magars are therefore simply migrants from
Palpa. Apparently, the non-palpa speakers had to suffer not only .maatschappelijke

en politieke veranderingen (social and political changes)' but were also heavily
influenced by other languages. The loss of conjugatiorl which was arready in
operation in these dialects, was there,fore facilitated by contact in{Iuence, .Het lijkt
er- dus op dat invloed van andere taalsystemen de belangrijkste factor voor
klankverandering is (It appears that the influence of other language systerns is the
most important factor for rapid change' @eekes 1990: 99-100, sited in van Driem
1993: 331) [my translation]. on t}le other hand, the palpa conjugation managed to

t
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Abbreviations

I

t/2
2

1p

Conj

Df
ERG

fanrt

Foc

FUT

hon

TMP

Imp

INF

Ipf
Loc

NEG

Neut

NPT

OPT

p

PRS

a
PT

s

lst person

lst person or second person

2nd person

lst person plural

conj rurctiv e prticipl e

defunct morpheme

ergative

farniliar

focus

future

honorific

imperative

inrpersonal

infinitive

imperfective

locative

negative

neuter

non-preterite

optative

pltrral

present

question particle

preterite

singular
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" Thi-s_paperis an excerpt from my papr Magar Conjugational Morphologt: An Analysis
and Some llistoical Observations,p,resented at the 28thInlernationai Conference on Sino-
It!"te Languages and Linguistics, held in the University of Virginia at Charlottewille,
USA (Octob€r 1995). A portion sf rhis paper was also includ€d in th paper,Sozre Remarks
on the Coniugational hcay of the Magar Yerb, prxrltk;d at ttre 29th International
Conference on Sino-Tibam Languages and Linguistias, held at Noordwijkerhout in the
Netherlmds (October I 996).

' antmugt tUi pioneering .tody * the Magu language is the brief grammatical sketch by
Beames (1869), the only work in the literdme that md€rtakes dstailed treafinent and
corryrative survey of different Magr dialects is Subba (1972). Subba (1972) is also the
first, to th9 b9$ of my knowledge, to notice the qristence of agreernent in Magar, which
was traditionally regarded as a 'non-pronominalized' luguage (e.g. in Grierson & Konow
1909). Subba's dissertation is mainly based on Rising Magar, a Tanahu dialect. I am solely

^ responsible for the conclusions drawn in the present paper.
' The terms 'low-grade honorific,' 'middle-grade honorific' and 'high-grade honorific' have

been borrowed from Clark {1977), who uses the terrrs to refer to similar distinctions in the
lepali honorilic system. See also Genetti (1993) for the use of the terms.
' In this paper, the term non-preterite has been used to refer to those morphemes that occur
in the present ag wgll as in the future. The rnorphemes that ocsur o<clusively in present
tenso are termed as pres€nt tense morphemes, and those that occur only in futqre tinse as
future tense morphernes.

a Starred words indicate Nepali toans.t I qT- gateftl to Mr. Lok Batradur Thapa Magar fm kindly making pradhm,s work
available to mg and also for providing me with &e full names of the anonymous aythor
and theoublisher.

l_See 
engaqUe (ms d) fu the firture origin of the Magar optative.

'.I 1t erateftl to Mr. Lok Bnhadur Thapa (personal communication) fon providing me with
the Symja data as spokeo in the village of Biruwa Archale.I



Bote Languege

CM. Bandhu, KP. Ctntise, Karrutrar Ktntiwada, RanRai L;hani,
Balran Prasain, Kamal Paudnl, BhimNuayan Regmi

and AmritYonjan

This is a brief report of the preliminary fieldwork on the Bde people and

their langrage. The fieldwork was carried ourt by a team of the final year students

of MA in tingtristics under the rypervision of Professor C.M. Badhu- This paper

gives a basic introduction of the Bote pegple and their language. Started with a
general introduction of the Bote p€opte the paper attfitpts to descdbc'briefly the
phonological, morphological and syntactic features ofthe language. The paper is

appended with a short vocabulary of Bote language.

1. Botc language: the area and speakers
Boie iJone of the languages of Nepal spokor by the people called Bote in

c€ntral inne,r Terai along the Gandaki rivers. They are found in Parbat, Palpq
Gulmi Syangia and Tanahun distrias in the Northern and Parsg Chitrnan and

Nawalparasi districts in the southern part of Nepal. The census report 1954

reported the number of Bote speakers as 640. But the number of the speakers of
Bote is not mentioned after that. Probably they were grouped with Maihi.
According Hira Mani Sharma Paudyal (2042\ who studied the language of
Sonthern Botg has reported that there were 1279 Bote speakers only in Palpa and

Gulmi. During our fieldwork" we visited three Bote speaking areas. In our
approximate calculation there are more than 500 Bote speakers in these villages.

Bote people are scattered mainly along the basins of Crandaki river and its
tributariei. A study of the Palpa dialect of Bote language was carried out by Hira
Ivlani Sharma. ,Present study was canied out in the Tanahu and Nawalparai
districts. Theplaces visited were Bagkhor ofNawalparasi district and Deoghat anil
Damauli of Tanahu district.

Bote is one of the endangered languages of the Indo-Aryan group of
Nepal. Irr the oensus report of 1954, the number of the Bote speakens wris 557, but
their name was not mentioned in any of the subsequent reports. Sometimes they
were mixed with the Majhis, which share the same oocupation but live in the

east€m part ofthe inner Terai. Sq in l99l the speakers of Ivlajhi is reported as

11322.

Gipan Vot. l: 1, pp., 100- l4L
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2. Nomenclature and Genetic relationship
Bote themselves do not know about their ancestry and relation with other

people. Some of them claimed that they came down from Myagdi and Parbat along
the Kali Gandaki rive and spread over the areas of Gandaki rivers, Kali, Nladi" Seti
urd even Trishuli. For centurieq wherever they were scatt€req they have been
serving the people to cross the rivers.

they earned their livelihood by boating so that term is derived from the English
word Boat. Another interpretation relates them with the Nepali word bot'meaning
re: The,pooph themselves use the word 6or wtrich was observed during the field
trip ofthe group.

The language is closely related to the other languages spoken in
the Terai of Nepal. It's close relation within these languages approves its
application the lvlagadhi group of Indo-Aryan Languages. But, agafur, which is the
closest ofall is a problem ofin-depttr research.

3. Educetion end bilingudism emong the Bote people
There is a high rate of bilingualism among the Bote people.

Most of the Bote speakers speak Nepali. fhey use Nepali wln tne st angirs ;"a
also among themselves. Some Bote people have completely shifted Nepali.
Sharma QMZ) also has reported that amo4g the speakers of Bote he found that the
large number of Bote speaking only the Nepali language. During our fieldwork we
found that Sre Bote people in Devaghat spoke Nepali tanguage in their day to day
conversation. Some Botes in the Terai spaak Thanr, but most of them are bilingual
in Nepali. They use Nepali as their second language.

4. Occupation
Bote pnple earn their livelihood by frshing in the rivers, using crossing

the people over the rivers on their boat, cultivating landg working as labo-urers and
collecting gold from sand. Previously they occupied important position as the
ferrymen and fishermen and gold panners. But, after the construction of roads and
bridges they have been displaced from their traditional occupation towards the
cultivating the land. General they do not hold sufficient land for qrhivation and
also engage themselves in fishing.

They have one special and unique ocorpation viz. gold panning. Every
yar they set out to the Trishuli, Gandaki and other rivers of the area. They
examine the sand deposited by the fresh flifod of the river, pan the sand and extmct
gotd out ofthe sand. This difficult job of gold panning gives them about one gram
of gold in a day if the fold people work together and if they are lucky. The quality

c

I
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of gold depends on the area they go. So, many of them are not interested in gold
panning these days.

5. Education and changes among the Bote people
Because of the diversion of the primary professioq migration and

poverty and shortage of awareness, Bote people are less educated. Sharma has
reported that very few Bote people send their children to the schools. During the
field trip we found thc Bote children going to school. We found one Bote in
Bagkhor who has cornpleted his matriculation.

We found a rapid 6hange in the Bote speaking areas. In Deoghat more
and more people are migrating from outside, as the result of high contact ofNepali
speaking people, most of the children who go to school do not use Bote language.
Even t}re village of Bagkhor is closer to the Tharu village, tourist resort, they are
very much aware ofthe change preservation oftheir language and culture and are
running a club and a nonformal education progranrme.

5. Bote language faces endangerment
Though there is an awareness to preserve their language and culture, it

seems difficult to do so bcarse of the rapid changes in the society and their life.
As the speakers are scatterd urd are in close coiltacts with the speakers of sth€r
languageq the number of the Bote speakers is decreasing. This calls for an
attertion towards the linguistic study of the language for its standardization and
use.

6. Phonolos/
Bote language has six vowels and twenty-nine consonant phonemes.
1. Vowel Phonemes:

Front Back
High

Mid

Low

Minimal Paifs for Contrast.
1.li I vs lel

lkira/ 'insect'
lkera/ 'banana'

u

o0

a
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hl vs lal
lhitl
lhx/

/i/ vs /o/
fih'/r/

/Thok/
lil vs lul

/isel
/usel

2. lel vs /01
/phell
lpheU

lel vs lal
lbela/
ft;ala/

/e/ vs lol
/rhet/
lbhot/

lel vs lu/
/phetel
/p\xet

3. /A/ vs /a/
/mfirel
/marel

/gdU
/goU

/01 vs lul
lphatt
tp\tt

4. lal vs /o/
lmatr/
lmoti'

fil vs lAl
/jira/
ljAra/

'fumin seed'

'root'

'good'
'hand'

'right'
'hit'

'this'
that'

'fail'
'fruit'

'time'
'bangle'

'visit, meet'
'vote'

to mix'
'to break'

'to die'
'cause to die'

'crow bar'
'coal'

'fruit'
'flower'

'soil'
'fat'[women]

l0l vs lol

a
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lal vs lul
'to split'
'to break'

5. /ol vs

'swing'

For nasal contrast
l. lal vs lfrl

lbas/ 'shelter'
Ib5;sl 'bamboo'

lut vs lfit
/nau/ 'boat'

lnafil 'name'

6.2 Consonants
Bote has twenW-nine consonants:-

Plosives: 
----r 

p, pn, b, bn, t, th, T, Tn, d, dn, D, Dn, L, kn, g *
Affricates. t, tt, j, jn
Nasdl: m, 0, 4
Fricatives. , s, h

Trill: r
Lateral: I

Approximant: w, Y

Minimal Pairs for Constrast:-
l.lplvs /ph/

lpuV 'bridge
lphull 'flower'

/b/ vs lbhl
ttree'
tvotgt

'to enter'
'to sit'

to break'
'to fry'

/phatel
/phute/

'bag'

lboT/
/bhoT/

lpl vs lbl
/pise/
lbise/

tpntvs /bh/
/phuTe/
/bhuTe/

lul
ljholat
ljhulal

(-
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2. /t/ vs ftht
/tanl
Ithant

/gorpl
/gnoqd

'loomt
'place for worshiping'

'charity'
'paddy'

'to bite'
to hit'

'boat'
'a kind of snake'

'to decorate house wall'
'bult fight'

'right'
'moll hill'

'three'
'tin can'

'food at Teej festival'
'feart

'satisfaction'
'moll hill'

'a measure of [and'
'betel paste'

ttaxt

'grass to make roof

'a kind of fish'
'a kind of snail'

/d/ vs nhl
ldan/
/dhanl

3. f[lvs ffhl
/Toke/
/Thoke/

ntvs /Dh/
ID6DI
tonool

fV vs [Dl
lTikel
/Dike/

rftvs fi)h/
/ThlW
lahik/

4.ltl vs lTl
Itin/
lTin/

/d/ vs nl
ftAr/
lD}r/

ldhlvs /Dh/
/dhik/
lDhiw

ff\ vs /th/
.kdfThaJ

/rAfihal
5. /k/ vs lkht

lkdr/
ffart

tsl vs El
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lW vs lgl
/kilo/
/gilo/

tkhtvs /gh/
/kher/

€art
6. lclvs /ch/

lcaU

llaf
/j/ vs tint

ljal/
ljhall

T.lslvs /h/
lsatl
lhatl

lrat'
llat'

9.lml vs /n/
/mafi/
lnattl

lml vs /r1l
lnamlol
lnarllo/

lnl vs lql
lchaml
lchaqal

10. lwl vs lyl
/kacVa/
tk1chya/

'kilogram'
'soft'

'grass to make rsof
thouset

tmovementt
twavet

'fish net'
'creepers'

tsevent

'hand'

'night'
'kick with leg'

'front part of boat'

'namet

'belt used to carry load on back'
t innow'

'roof
lcascade'

'tortoise'
bnderwear'

8.lrl vs lll

+

6.3 Syllable Pettems in Bote
There are about six types of syllable patterns in Bote language. The

patterns are as follows.
l.V - lil'this',uthat'
2. CV - trajal lring',ltla.el'toeat'
3. CVC- lhn.trot'whd, tbir.f inl'small'.
4. CCV - lkyal'what'
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5. CCVC - lpwdtl I 'feather'
6. VC - /ek/ 'one'
The syllable patterns can be summarized as : (CXC)V(C)

6.4 Permitted vowel sequences in Bote
High to high ui - lduil
Mid to high a - soboi
Low to high ai - ldail

au - lnoul
Mid to mid oe - t*aet
Low to mid ae - lcael

7. Morpholory
7. I \ilord Classes:
(a) Noun

bija 'seed'
pt 'leaf

'bark'
'tailt
'tongue'
'moon'
tstonet

'sand'

'smoke'
'fire'
tash'

'moret
'big'
'long'
'small'

two'
'all'
brother'
tnamgt

tto roamt

'look'

bolcro
pt cchi
jibhi
jon
pala,
balo
ffuwd
agi
tlOrani

(b) Pronoun
m0i
fii
hqmi
ise
use
kunko

(c) Adjective
iere
bddko

T'
tyout

\ue'
this'
that'
'who'

ffrryo
birfin

L
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namro 'beautiful'

(d) Adverb
1bela 'late'
bistardi 'slowly'

7.2 Word Formation
7.2.1 Compounding.

kdhidehe 'to tell something'
gdridehe 'to do for other'
gdri-hale 'to do immediately'

lib{o-upro 'up and down'
wdtdi-,-etdi 'here and there'
mdjd-gdre 'to enjoy'
dfua gdre 'to sympathy'

7.2.3 Derivation
(a) From Adjective to Adverb.

When the suffrx <-si > is zuffrxed to any adjective it changes
into adverb.

r&nuilo'amusing'> rOmailo-si'amusingly'

(b) From verb to Noun

Sufrx <-.ai > is used to derive a noun form a verb.
(c) From Noun to verb.

lobf,'greed' > lobhyae tolure'
Suffx <-Oilafdi > and < -yae > are used tb derive verb fiom noun.

7.2.2 Reduplicetion
Reduplication in Bote lapguage has been found at low frequency. Still,

bnat-sat in hilly region rnd bhqt-wat in terai region can be heard. <-sat > is
same to Nepali arnd <-wat > is same to ottrer IA languages spoken in Terai.
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(d) From Noun to Adjective
pahaD'mountain'> pahaDiya belonging to the mountain'
cifiw1n'Chitrn an') cit}wftne'belonging to Chitwan'
t1ndhfi 'Tanahu' ) finAfu-e belonging to Tanahu'

Suffix <-iW > and <-e ) are used to derive adjective from noun.

7 .2.4 Inflection
(a) Gender

<<r > and <-i > function as gender marker in Bote language.

cnAun-a 'son' chqt n-i 'daughter'
betq manrus 'man' bet-i mamts 'woman'

O) Number
Suffix <-han > and <-ycfft ) are used as plural marker.
16'you' tilhan 'you-P1'
un'he' un-yan'they'
cOra 'bird' chra-han (c1ran) birds'

7.3 Negative formation
In Bote language fin is preposed to the verb as negative marker

especially in imperative sentences. Otherwise <na-> is added as negative marker.

/in bhag 'don't run'

fn ta 'dont eat'

no bectdi 'I dont sell'
na janti 'I dont sell'
na sakin '[ couldnt do'
na ho 'not'

<-ind> can have the function of neguive marker also, eg. ho> lpind
baTi is equivalent to cla of Nepali and na is preposed to make it negative (DaIr
denotes existential)

na + baTi > rnbaTi > tnTi It is not'
naije is also used to denote that there is no existence of [-Ht]MANl.

ku*ura naije 'there is no hen'
rd is added to make adjective negative. eg.

namro'good' -nanamro hot goodl

,

-I
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7 4 Voice
lil is added to the active verb to change it into passive verb.

*aroo tlai > macho ilaii
(active) (passive)

7.5 Tensc
Bote verbs inllect for one of the two tenses past vs non-past. Non-past tense i$

further divided into present and future.
The distinction of past and non-past tense of the verb a-e to come' is shown

below
Past non-past
ss. pL s pL

lo a-in a-hfi auti aatahfi
2nd a4r qutdtt quter autdu
3'd o-ik autOi mttai cutat

7.5.1 Non-Past
Present (simple)
<-i) is attached to the verb root to agree first person singular subject.

- r,^ ..-
mo, g'drltll
I go to home'

<-ou) or <41ru> is added to the verb root to agree with first person plural subject.

hami/harnian !a, jitoA
'Wegoto home'

(-er> is added to the verb root to denote the subject is second person singular and
(-aa) second person plural.

fii glarin+r
'You goto home'
tO-lwn glOrpt<tt
'You goto home'

<-di> and <-af> suffixes are added to the verb root to agree with third person
singular and plural subjects respectively.

u {ariini
lle goes to home'
unym glariit-qt
'They go to home'
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Present Continuous
<-lihi><-i>is continuous marker in Bote language.

hami kitab pad-Uni bati /batin
'We are reading the book.'

tihi baTer marks second person singular subject md tihi DaTo marks second
penion plural subject.

tOi pustak pOd-tihi baTer
'You are reading a book.'
tOhan pustak pAil -tthi baTo
'You are reading the book.'

tilfi bati and lihi- balhi mark third person singular and plural subjects respectively.

u pustak pOd-tihi'baTi
TIe is reading the book'
rmyan pustak pAnt -tinf mfai
They are reading the book.l

Present Perfect
<-latin> and <-lan'> are added to the verb root to mark first person singular and
plural subject respectively.

mdi kitabpOil-latin
'I have read the book.'
hami/homiyan kitab pOd -lata'
'We have read the book.'

<-lqter> and <-laTa> are suffrxed to the verb root to agree to the second person
singular and plural subject respectively.

tdi kitab pOilJater
You have read the book.'
tahan kitab pail*fo
'You have read the book.'

<-laTD and <-latdD are perfective markers of present tense of the verb ofthird
person singular and plural respectively.

utkitab@d-laTi
tle has read the book.'
wryan kitabpAilJatOi
'They have read the book.'
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7.5.2 Past
Simple Past

<-in> and 4-u' ) are simple past tense markers of the verb of first person singular
and plural subject respectively.

mOi kinb pOd-in
'I res$ the book.'
hami kitabpOil-u
'We read the book.'

8. Bote Synta,
8. I NP Stnrcturc in Bote language

The noun phrase in Bote consists of an obligatory head which is either a noun
or a pronoun. The gerundive or infinitive verb form can also occur as a head ofthe
NP. All the modifiers are optional, and they precede the head, constructing I
modifi er-modifi ed phrase type.

The structure ofNP can be presented in the following way.
NP: (demonst.)r(Poss.)+(adj )rHead.

8.1.1 Gender ofhead nouns
There is only lexical gender system in Bote. Nouns belong to

either masculine or feminine gender. This distinction has no grammatical
relevance, e.g.

chama gharina
'The boy goes to home.'
chAuni glariifii
'The girl goes to home.'

8. 1.2 Ilemonstratives.
Demonstratives in Bote form a small closed subject of determiners which

are inflected for number. They are: i, ise 'this', zse 'that', inlryan these', unlyan
those'distinguish between near rnd far deixis.

8. 1.3. Posscssives
In Botg the nouns and pronouns in possessive forms function as

modifiers. 1r1sun+-ko form the possessive structure. Personal pronouns have their
own possessive forms. e.g.,
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1o Person 2d Person 3td person

sg. pl. sg. pl. sg. pl.
moro lwnro toro talrat ko o{ro unhyutko

The reflexive possessive forlrlt aphno bne,s own, also can occur as
possessive modifier.

8.1.4. Adjectives
rExcept from the lexical adjectives the nominalizing affrx <-lar> changes

verb or verb phrases into atfibutive adjectives. e.g.,
ron-t- ilAi-br *at
'The rice eaten by Ram'
macho mar-lar jal
The net to trap fish'

8.1.5 Quantifiers and Classifiers
The quantifiers in Bote are Cardinal numbers such as ek,one,, dui ,two,,

etc. followed by the Non-human classifier oTo and human classifier -jano, just
like in Nepali. The quantifiers iollowed by a classifier distribute lite aAiectives
when they stand in construction.

tin-oTo birfin ujro tuhr
three-Cl, small white dogs
'Three small white dogs'
moro tin-jdna daju rO car-jAna bl'ai . ..

my three-Cl, elder brother and four-Cl. younger brother
My three older brothers and four younger brothers....'

8.2 Pronouns
The pronouns constitute a small closed class of the nouns which they

substitute. As cornpare to nouns, pronouns inflect more irregularly for case and
number. Following are the personal pronouns in Bote language.

Singular Plural
1o Person mOi- hami
2od Person fif tuIwn
3dPerson u unhyan
Bote speakers use high-grade honorific form ry]un in place of 2d person

singular and plural pronouns with the people in in-law relations. Sometimeq 2d
person plural form tahan is used to show honorificity with the people strange to
the speaker.
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E.3 Cases
ln the case system of Bote language, tlere are five surface case markers

denoting seven roles.
The first role is of agent, i.e. animate, initiator of an action. The second is

forcg an inanimate instigator of an action that acts with no idea of purpose. The
tool used by agent is described as instrument that is in a particular state or
undergoer a change is patient. The cases source and goal are related to the motion
of an action. The case role that of range refers to the path traversed in an
expression of motion and also to a static location in an expression of position. Case
roles in Bote are described in briefl

Nomiuative
The role ofagent, patient and force are expressed in nominative surface

case when any of them occurs without being distinguished from the others. When
an agent or force is the subject of an intransitive clausg it is in t}re nominative
case. e.g.

macno a-ik,
fish-NOM com+P3s
'Fish came.'
pani a-ik
water-NoM come-P3s
\Mater came/ It rained.'

The subject, either agent or force of a transitive clause is in agative case. Ergative
has the inflection <-i- >, e.g.

renn-t tat *a-ik
Ram-E rice eat-P3s
R.am ate rice.'

Instrumental
The role of instrument is also in grgative case. It follows an agent and that

is subject, e.g.,
ran-t lal-i sapmar-ik
Ram-E stick-INS snake kill-P3s
Ram killed a snake with a stick.'

Accusative
The role ofthe patient is in the accusative case, e.g.,
ui- macho nO bec-tOi
he-E fish-ACC Neg sell-nP3s
TIe doesn't sell the fish.'
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Ablativc
The role of source is always ablative in strrface structur€ with the ablative

post-positional case marker <-bh}i>, e.g.,
ilf-tai bdjar katke dusi bqTi ?

here-ABL market how far be-riP3S

'How far is the market form here ?'

Locative
The locative case goes with locative nouns or noun phrases. A locative

case marker 1-tna) is sufiixed to the locative nouns, e.9.,

toro ffAkiyo-*o
your basket-L0c
'In your basket'

8.2 \IP Structure
8.2.1 The verb Structure

On the basis of inflection Bote verbs can be classified into fwo
groups.

a. Finite verbs
b. Non-finite verbs

Finite verbs inflect for various verbal categories. They are:

Tense: Past and Non-Fast
Mood: Indicative, Optative, trrnperative and Frobabilative.
Number: Singular and Plurai
Persons: First, Second and Third.
Non-finite verb forms show infinitive and participle forms. They are:
i. Infinitive forms.

ja-e'to go' bun-e'to weave'
I*a-e 'to eat' g0r< 'to do'

ii. Participle forms
a. Perfect Participle

gOr-to 'done' *a-ito 'eaten'
ge-lo 'gone' au-lo ocome'

b.Imperative Participle (also nominalizing suffix)
gdr4ar bis-lar
t{ai-lar sut-lqr
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c. Conjuctive Participle
#aptt-'eating' helt-i-'crossing (river)'
c1D-ti-'climbing' hdsti-i*'laughing'

d. Absolutive Participle
ff a-ik}nO'having eaten'

g0r-ik0n0'having done'

ja-ik1nO 'having gone'

k1h-ikdnd'having said'

8.2.2 Modifiers in VP
Modifiers in the verb phrase are either adverbs, adverbial phrases

or post-positional phrases. e.8.,

Adverb:
twd cfrDAi ai-k
you.h soon come-P3sh
'You came sOon.l

Adverbial ptuase
mOi- ekkecuti* tf erAt {Or det*-tn
I-E suddenly many house see-Fls
'I saw many houses at once.'

Post-Positional phrase :

cOra-han plhad upre-bhi uDya-ik
bird-pl hill up-ABL flew away
'The birds flew away from the hill.'

8.3 Adverbs
Adverbs in Bote are uninflected forms. Adverbs show the gradation of

comparative and superlative forms (degrees). They occur as independent of the
head of an adverbiql phrase structure and function as the dependents ofthe ver b.

Adverbs can function as complement as:

ranra-si'to-k
well-COM eat-nP2sh
'eat well.'

Adverbs also function as intensifier of adjective. e.g.,
0ggAr bdDko

"""y big
'Very big.'
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Adverbials in Bote language function and distribute in the same way as adverbs in
phrasal clause constructions.

&4 Verb inflection
8.4.1Number

Bote verbs are inflection for one of the nto numbers, i.e., singular and
plural. The inflection of root tla< \o eat' in present indefinite form for :"t person
singular and.plural form is shown.

a boat ffai-tai
herice eat-nP3s
IIe eats rice.'
untryan bhat *Ai-nt
they rice eat-riP3pl
'They eat rice.'

8.4.2 Gender
Bote verbs do not inflect for gender, i.e., there is no grammatical gender

system in this language. e.g.,
chOuna a-ik
boy.M come-P3s
'The boy came-'
chami a-ik
girl.F come-P3s
'The girl came.'

8.4.3 Persons
The verb shows one of the three persons first, second and third. the

conjugation ofthe verb Pa-'eat'is shown below.
Pa-'at'

Simple Present tense.

*

i

F
I
t

;

1$ person
2d person
3td person

sg.

*aiti-
#airc,
ilauat

pl
Itaitahu-
*amu
Panot
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abdomen
about
above
abuse
accept

accident
ache
address
advise
adze
aeroplane
afraid
after
agree
agreement
aim at
airport

alcohol
alcohol
all
alloy
also
although
and
angry
animal
ankle
anklet
ant
anus
anxiety
anybody
anyone
anything
anyway

A
bhrDi
bare
upro
gali
mdnjuri gdre

durghdT0rra
bahe
Thegana
s0llaha dehe

basula
cilguDhi
Dfrr mane
pachu
mane
milik
take
cilguDhi bislar
Th0[ri
rdksi, (v) maTe
r0ksi
s0bhOi

pittal
pani
hokhnoni
r0
risailtrar
jorruwar
golgaTho
pauju
kimila
Tuiki
cinTa gare

kunko
kunko
kei pari
jasne

apple
application
approve
area
afin
aromatic
arrange
arrest
arrive
arrow
artist
as much
ash gourd
ash
ask
assembly
asthma
astrology
attack
aunt
autumn
axe

syau
nibed6n
mane
Tola
pakhura
gdndh oilo
milae
chope
aipuge
baN
citrakar, kalakar
jet'ka
dhusura
kh6rhani , bhubhur
sudyae
sdbha
dtu
jyotis (here)
jhamTe
kaki
sDrdd

bEncdr

B
pachu paTi
naramro
kSTa
baranda
gEda
bas
ke:ra
cura
cheu
bar
g?h& khaila
nange
bhau kase,bolabol
bhuke

backside
bad
balance
balcony
ball
bamboo
banana
bangle
bank
banyan tree
baptism
bare
bargain
bark
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barley
barren
basil
basket in sets
of two

basket of
bamboo
basket
bat
bathe
bay berry
be hungry
be mad
be sick
be sour
be thirsty
beam balance
bean
bear
beard
beat
beaten rice
because
become fat
become
bed cover
bed
bedroom
bee
beetle
before
beg
beggar
begin
belief
believ'e
bell

jau
bsjo
tulsi

bhdrTha

Dhakya
Dhakar
cdrnera
gfikhrelgOkhe
tuti
bhokhae
bdhulae
rogae
drriiie
pyas lagike
Tdraju
sEbni
kh@e; sdhe; bhalu
dari
piTe
ciura
kya gdre, kanesin
moTae
hokhe
cyador
ochyan
suTlahar koTha
mOhuri
gogairo kira
aghu
mage
mEglar
suru g0re
biswas
biswas gare
ghar:Ti

belly
below
belt
bench
bend down
bends
betel
bicycle
big
bird
birth
bite
bitter
bitter
black gram
black plurn
black top
black
blackboard
blacksmith
blade
blast
bleed
blind
block
blood
blossom
blouse
blue
blunt
boar
board
boat
bodice
body
bodyhair
boil

peT
t0r0, nehe
peTi
benc
nuhe
ghumti
pan
saikal
bdDko
cfira
janm
Toke
titta
titta/ Tdrra
mas
Jamuna
picd
kaDDo
kalop0Ti
kami
pafti
pdDkae
rdkdt ae

dndhra
cheke
raket
phule
buluj
nito
bucca
b?del
paTi
Dh6'qo
cola
jiu
bar
bitryE, pilo
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boiled
bone
book case
book
boring
born
borrow
both
bottle
bottom
botton hole
bound
bow
bowl
box
boy
bracelet
Brahman
brain
brass
brave
bread
break
(the stone)
break
breast
(woman's)
breath
brew
brick
bride groom
bride
bridge
bright
brilliant
bring
broken

bdrkalo ,usonlo
haD
kitap dhalahar
kitap
jhyau laglo
jonme
sapdTi
dondi
baTal
Tek Lbgae, Tek
khori
ghere
dhOnus

baTak
bakas
chduna
bala
bdhun
gidi
pittalya
mdrdD, bOhadur

roTi

pathdr phcre
phuTe

bronze
broom
(for inside)
(for courtyard)
brother
of wife
brother-in-law
brown
brush
buck wheat
bucket
buffalo
(she-calO
buffalo
(he-calf;
buffalo(she)
bug
build
bulbul
bull
bullock cart
bumble bee
burn
bury
bus stop

bus
business
busy
but
butterfly
buy
by

kEsd

kuco
khadra

sala
juwai, bheina
khairo
burus
phapSr
balTiq

paDhi

paDha
bhffisi
uDis
banae
jureli
saDhya
gaDha
bhdrnaa
DADhe, jare, jare
gaDe
bOs 0Dhyal0r
Thduri
bds
bepar
kamma laglo
tdrA
putDli
kine
dwara, sh
C

patgobhi
piFCa
lduka

dud
sds phere, sas
jeDa
iT
dulaha
dutahi
pul
ujyalo
rnOgdjdar
ane
phuTlo, TuTl6

cabbage
cage
calabash
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kukhura
mukhiya
bacca
piro
khorsdni
dari
dD0ke
haija
roje
cok
curot
Dola
gher0l
thApAri, TAli
(bajae)
Sanaha

n?r'1ra

maTyag gra
n0rnrd , majhe,
s@ha
majhlo
b6dha, canakh
ukle, chaf)e
Tisi
lOgae

l0glo
luga
b0dri
lwag

frar, koila
koT
bhalya
sarllya
n0riw0l
pEDslu
gujulTa
gujslTya

calf bacha
carnel UT
campus kyampus
canal ndhEr
candidate umedwar
cane bet
cap Topi
cardamom aldici, sukumel
carriage baggi
carrier malgaDi
carrot gajar
carry boke
cast jat
castrated kuTala
cat birali
catch fire sdlke
catch chope
cauliflower bdndagobhi
cauliflower phulgobhi
cause to listen sunae
cave dhondro
cement sim6nTi
centipede khajar
chaff bhus
chain sikri
chair kursi
champagne ban manis
change phere
charcoal &1ar
chase khede
cheap sOstd

check jdce
chesel rukhan
chest chati
chew cdbae
chewing tobaco khOini
chicken pox Theula

chiuken
chieftain
child
chili- hot
chilly
chin
choke
cholera
choose
chowk
cigarette
circular
circumscribed
clap

cleaning pots
clever
climb
clitoris
close
closed
cloth
cloud
clove
coal
coat
cock
cockroach
cocqnut
cocoyam
coil
coiled
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{rold
collect
color
colour
comb
come out
come
comfort
coming
compare
complain
conch
conciliation
concrete
building
confirm
continuously
contract
convince
cook
cooking
cool down
cool
cool
copper
copy
coriander
corn cob
corner
correct
corrugated
corse flour
cot
cotton
cough

ciso, jaDo
jdmma gare

kalhar
ra\ga
karli
niske
aye
sukha
aular
ddje
ujur gAre

sarlkhA
melmilap

pakki ghar
pakka gare

lDgatar
milik
m&rae, paffiyar pare
pdkae
rihinld
juDae
ciso
juDae
tama
ndkdl
dhsniya
ghogha
kono
Thik
Tin
Skhla
khaT
suTi, kqpas
khokhi, khakhar,
khokhe
,ddaldt, kdceri

cover the roof chae

cover gaTa, jilla
covered (h)oDal
cow pea boDi
cow gai
coward Dtrcheruwa,

namdrdO, cerwa
gobor
mut
goThd
ganTa
cdrke
cerkOl
jholea
sards
ghisre
kirim
gohi
b34nya
car bAT
ndghe
tEre
kauwa
kacca
bh0skdl
cicyae
koili
kdkra
cokri
san6, bhatar
jira
armaNi
sOrape

bapla
sdriph0
kinlar manis
mdThare

cowdung
cow's urine
cowshed
crab
crack
cracked
cradle
crane
crawl
cream
crocodile
crooked
cross road
cross
cross(river)
crow
crude
crumbled
cry
cuckoo
cucumber
cuisine
culvert
cumin
cupboard
curse
curved
custard apple
customer
cut bluntcourt



cut kaTe
cylinder Dolo
cymbal jhyali

D
dagger churi, cuppi
daily din dine
dance nace
dancer naclar
dark endhar
daughter chauni
dau ghter-in- I aw buhari
dawn jusmusya
day din
daylight rnajhanko ujyalo
days
(in coming) kalhek, pdrsulhek
day's bar
dead morlo
deaf bdhira
death more, morlo
decay serde

decayed thotre
deceive dhokO delhe
decorate sirlare, si gare
deep g6hiro
deer hdrin
delightful r8mailo
desk Desk
detiorate m0kailo
develop bikas
diagnose mddeilo, jacOnu

diamond hira
diarrhea pokhala
dictate likhae
die more
different pharak I .

dig khdne
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btryakya laglo
phohor
n0mi110

m0njur na akhik
chalph Ol gore,
chalphdl
rog, betha
ghole
bITe
DarlDhar
pdtr0
kukur

gharma pallar
junuwOr
dani
gOdha

dailo, kewdri
dhukur
tdrko gh0r
bhui TaN
oghre
daijo
citra banae, khice
bislahar koTha
s@na
sukhailc
btrma
khae
hdke
Daib0r
khdse
dube, buDe
siddrE
sukhailo masu
sukhkha, sukhae,
obhan

diphtheria
dirt
disagree
disagreernent
discuss

disease
dissolve
distribute
doctor
document
dog
domestic
animals

donation
donkey
door
dove
down house
down stair
down
dowry
draw
drawing room
dream
dried
driller
drink
drive
driver
drop
drown
dry fish
dry meat
dry
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duck
dug out
dumb
dust

each
eagle
ear
earfilling
early
earn
earring
earth
earthworm
east
eat
eaves
educated
sgg
eggplant
eight
elastic
elbow
elder brother
election
eleven
embrace
empty
enemy
engine
enlarge
enter
entertaining
envelope
equal
erase
erect

hds

khOnlo
laTa
dhulo
E

harek, prOtek

cil
kan
pol
chiTejo
kar:ae
Tap
bhfli
kic&ra
purb0
khae
onyani
pdDdlo
phul
bhanTa
aTh
t0nkOlar
kuina
daji
cunab
eghard
O4galo mare
riffe
,s8tru

injin
baDhae
chire, pise
nalnro
kham
b0rabdr
meTe
Th0Dhae

escape
evening
eventhough
exaggerate
except
exchange
exercise book
exercise

expensive
exploiter
extinguish
eye
eyebrow

face
faint
fall down
fall down
fa11

far
farmer
fast
fat
father
father-in-law
fear
feast
feces
feed
fell down
fell
fence
fenced

fenugreek
feudal

bhage, ukle
byare, byaro
hokhnoni
b0Thai kani
kdte
s6Te
kapi
dbhyas Eaffi,
kasrat(n)
mdh0rlga
sosdk
butae
ekhi
ekhi pOrela

F
dnuhar
murcha
jhare
unde, dhdle
khase
dusi (ni)
kisan
chiTo
boso(n), moTo(adj)
buba
sdsura
ddrae
bhoj
gu:hu
khwae
u:ndO
dhOlae
behra
gheriO, ghere,
beh0r0lo
methi
sam0nt0

I.



fever
few
field
fight each
other

Jaro
thore
khet bari

judhe, piTapiT,
maramar
ldDlar manis
mdsi bhare
bhOre
chane
bheTae
dqguri
sOke

&tnd
daura
agi
aDi
bdrsi
macho
milte
pec
Take
jwala
cyapto pare
upiyd
masu
utre
baDhi
cOIe

phul
pulailo
bdsuri
ul)he, uDe
sdtru
dhunda
Dobryae
p0chyae

fool
foot
footpaiir
forehead
foreign
forest
forge/smithy
forget
forgive
fountain pen
four
fox
fracfure
freeze
fresh
Friday
fried
friend
frighten
frog
from
front
frost
fruit
fry in oil
fry
full of (eating)
full
fullmoon day
funeral
prossession
funeral rites
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murkhd
p0itala
peTi
nidhar
bidesko
bAn

fighter
fill ink
fitl
filter
find
finger
finish
fire place
fire wood
fire
fire-fly junky
fish hook
fish
fit
five
fix target
flame
flatten
flee
flesh
float
flood
flow (wind)
flower
flowering
t-[ute
fly
foe
fog
fold
follow

ardn
bhulae, bhule
maphd gare
phulTin
car
phyaura
mOrke
jarqe
ala, taja
sukdbar
bhuT0lo
sakfia
Ddrae
bhyagta
bhi, dekhi
aghuko
dhunda
phar
chOfike
pdkae
69hae
bhari
purnya

gamble
gambler
garden cress
garland

mdlami
kriy6, kam
G

juwd khele
juwaDe
cdfisur
mala
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garlic lasun
gastric gana, gano gele
germinate umre
get down ugghre
get share dqs0 pae
get up uThe
get pae
gibbon DheDhywa
ginger dduwa
giraffe jiraph
girl chuDiya
give birth biyae
give up chaDe
give dehe
glove pAnja
gnad lai
gnass dAT kice
go jae
goat bakra
goat's dung bakrako l6Dd
god iswor, deflta
goddes devi
goiter gaD
gold sono, sun
good narmo, dsdl
goose berry ?rrrfira
grain dawa, }rrn1
gram c0na
grand daughter natini
grand father bajya
grand mother b?jya
grand son nati
grass hopper phtyaqra
grass ghds
gravedyard giTi
gravel giTi ochyala
gravelled murdar

graze
greed
green crops
green
greet
grind
grinded
grinder stone
grinder
groundfloor
groundnut
grow up
grow
gruel
guest room
guide
gully
gun

cOrae

lobh
bali
hdriyo
nOmOskar gare
pise
dalla
silduTi
jhat
dharti TaN
badam
bdDhe
umare
golthi
pdhund koTha
doryae
kholsi
bdnduk
H

ara
kes, jheT, bar
siTiha
adha
krokhyelo
ghan :

jhola
haT
dparya
hothwas, bET

TAte
jhunDyall
sukhi, khusi
kakta
harmoni
d6Te
he:la
baja

hack-saw
hair
hairclip
half
halted
hammer
hand bag
hand
handicapped
handle
hang
hanging
huppy
hard
harmonium
harrow
hate
hawk



he
head
headache
healer
health
healthy
heap
hear
heart
heavy

u:
k@ar
k@ar bethlar
gurai g0rl7 m8nish
swasthe
ndrnOdyailo
dhuski, Dhiska
sune
muTuk
gdDhungo
bakhri
khOsi, boka
sdhQyog dehe, gare

hornet
horns
horse gram
horse
horsefly
horse's dung
hospital
hot
hotel
how many

how
hump
hundred
hunt
hunter
hurricane
hurt
husband
hut
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bacha
sin
gahdt
gh6Dha
D5s
gh6Dako guhu
Ospdtal

tato, gdrfim
hoTol
kaita (-human),
kaijana ( + human)
katka, kdske,kdsnd
kum
saye
sikar
sikari
edhi
coT lage, ghautya
dulha, budhor
jhupr0, kuTi
I

m0i
yadi
0gyani
mOdyailo
soce
n0rnill6
thune
aghu paTi
ffia, bhiTro
bhaji
ntgha
siu lae
cot, ghau
mosik8 dharlahar
masi
pagdl

help
hemispherical
drum(small)
hen

he-goat
heifer

a

herbs
herbs
herd (cattle)
hiccough
hide
high sounding
high
highway
hill dweller
hill
hillock
hit
hole
hollow pipe
home/house
honest
hook
hope
horizontal
hornbill

Timkuli
kukhuroko pothi,
pothi
jari buTi
jhar
gai bhaisi cdhe
badki
lokae
corkd
upro, dlgo
rajmarg0
pahaDya
DdDa
Dhik
hirkae
Dulko
Dhoqgrd
ghar
agyakOri
hup
as gdre
terso
dhdnes

I
if
ignorant
ill
imagine
imbalance
imprison
in front of
in
Indian mustard
influenza
inject
injury
ink pot
ink
insane

(

j
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msamty
insect
inside
insult
intercourse
interesting
intirnate
invitation
invitee
iron (press)
iron
it
itch

sankai [dhar
kira
bhiTrd
bijet gare (v)
cike (v)
rdrnailo
rndn millar
nimta
pdhuna (han)
istri
phdlam
ise
cilae
J

katAhar
syal
bo4ra
DaD
jarsi gai
jorni
ThATha g1re

rdsilE
uphdre
sdnpaT

K
dhdrlo
kiTli
c0bi
khukuri
l6ttyae

mtpaInl
paTha
mOre

daya
raja

kitchen

knee
knife

knit
knot
know
known

laborious
labour
labourer
lace
ladder
ladyfinger
lama's drum
lamp
land
landlord
language
lap
large clay pot
large pot
large round
plate
large
last
latch
late
later
latrine
laugh
lay out ear
lay
lazy
leaf,

bhat pdkalahar
Thau
ghlDa
cdkku (sm.),
khurpa(bi.) churd
bune
gITha
jane
Thaha

L
kajailo
kulli
meh0nti
tEnni
sSdhd

bhenDi
Dhyagrd
Dhiwori, bATTi
jaggha jamin
jimdar
bhasa
kora
ghdita
bh0DDu

jack fruit
jackal
ja*
jealous
jersey cow
joint
joke
juicy
jump
jute

keeping
kettle
key
khukuri
kick
kid (fem)
kid (male)
kill
kindness
king
kiss mohikhae
kitchen garden karesabari

thal
bdDko
pachu
cukul, cheskini
Dhilo
pachu
carpi
hase

phAl niske
pdlTe

pat
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learn
leave
leech
left
leg
legume
lemon

like
limb
lime
lion
lips
lipstick
listen

litchi
tittle
live
living
lizard
lock
locked
loin cloth
long drum
long
iook after
look
loom
Eoose

leak
leaking
lean
Iean

kagdti
lengthening DhEqo hoklo
lentil mdsuri
leopard citwa
leprosy Tholu dukhum
letter (syllabe) schir
letter ciThi
Ievel sdrnmyae

karja
phaalar
caTe
caTe
Thdkana
sute
phdtae , jhuTo
jiban
jerae, sdlkae,
haluqo, ujalo
ciDdka, ciDka
mEn pdrae , usne
goDha
cun
serbagh
Thebrd
libisTi
sune

khukulo
pAre
lute
lutaha
Ddphe
bhulae
juqra
jSrvsino
prem
mdsinO
h6ci
tAr

phokso
M

machete khoDa
machine misin
mad bOhula
mail Dek
make (s.b.) sit bisae
make hot t8tae
rnake thatch
roof chaul
rnake banae
man m&ris, beta mdrnis

lici

lever
liar
lick
lick

loot
looter
tophophorous
Iose
louse
lovage
love
low soundlng
low
lower
lungs

down
tid
lie
tie
life
light

lightening

:

l',

I
T

I

(
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mango
many
marasmus *
kwashiworker
margossa tree
marigold
market
marriage
arTanger
marriage
marry
mask
massage
rnat of hay
match
mattress
rnature
rneasure
meat
medal
nnedicine
meeting
melt
memor1r29

message
metalled
mew mew
rniddle
milk giving
rnilk
milking
millet beer
enillet
mirror
miser
mist
rnistake

am
dhere

ruikyd
nim
sEyepdtri
b0jar

p0ithyar
biha
biha gare
mukhEnDa
malis
gundri
s0lai
ochyalahar
chippe
nape
masu
Tdkma
birurl, uruq, birun
baiThak
g8le, gale, pOgOle

kanThd sunae
khabar
picg8rl0
myau myau
majhd
dunulo
v. duhg, [. dud
duhul
jeDo
kodo
dina
lobhi
dhundha
galti

rnlx
rnobile
nnodel
rnole
Monday
money lender
monkey
monster
month
moon
more salty
more
morning
mortar
(circular)

mortar
mortuary
mosquito
mother
mother-in-law
nnotor
motor-cycle
moulmain
cedar
mound
mounel
mouth
move
moving
unconscious
mud
muddy
muffler
mule
murderer
rnushroom
snusieian

mise
cDllo
nOmuna
chucundro
sombar
mahajan
bdn8r
raches
mdhina
jun
cdrk0
dhere
bihan

jh6to
okh6li
murdar ghfr
gdrlra
ama
sasu
motdr
bhaTbh0Te

Tuni
ali
ali
mukh
cdlae, cOle

chOTpOTae
hila, mati
maTya
galbandi
khdcc0r
katlahar
chato
sOrlgitkar



musk deer

mustache
mustard
mute
my/mine

nail
name
narrow bridge
naITow
national
navel
near
nearer
neck

kdsturi
juqha
tori
khOccdr
moro
N

kila, nsq
nau
sano

sdrluri
rastriy0
grdi
najik
ndjikko
ghughya,
ghec0ro
har
siu
wastha nag0re
lapOrbahi
gaughar
n0sa
jul
sisna
kana pani
ausi
trOuTha

khabar
wDlld
jibhi
rati, rat

r0t0ndho
ndu
dr:dko Tuppo
likha
n0
glaumiar

of aluminum
of bronze
of copper
of glass
of gold
of iron
of silver
of soil
of steel
office
oil
oily
old sister
old
one third
one
onion
only
open
opposite
or
orange
ornament
other
otherwise
our/s
out
oven
owl
own

o
haluqgya
kEsdk
Tamak
kac0k
sundk
phalmya
cEdik
rnaTdk
isTilak
karydl}yA
tel
ci116

didi
purano
tihai
ek
pvaj
mdtr&i
khull6, khole
ulTa
y0, Othdiwa

sunt0la
g0h0na

arko
bAru, n0trd
hann-ro

bahir0
culha
urrwa
aph:eo
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noon mdjhan
north UTTEr
nose nak
not understand nabujhe
nothing kya pani naTi
now ana

E

necklace
needle
neglect
negligence
neighbours
nerve
net
nettle
never
new rnoon
new
news
next
nib
night
nightblind
nine
nipple
nit
ilo
nomadic
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ox goru
oyster sneil sithwa
oyster sithwa

P
paddy planting ropdi
paddy dhan
page pana
pain 'bethOlo

painted nipla, (Ne.lipnu)
pair joDa

hat
pndca(r)
t@kye, tAn/A

dahil
penT
newa
kajaT
kondr0
suga
peNi
gelo
mdidan
Tale, TaTa
Talha ghalld
bat
rogi, mddeilo
TuDikhel
jdriwana tire
rin tire
kerau
sunn0
ghurluk
mdJcr
cucco
bddam
rnoti
kalij

pea sant( farme r) kis san

peck khope
pen cover birka, khol
pen kAlam, khor
pencil pinsil
penetrate ch6de
penis gula
people janta
peppers m8ric
perhaps saydd
pestle lohAa

(sm.)musara(lo.)
pet patre

petticoat peTikoT
pick Tipe
pickle f,car

pig suqur
pigeon p0rewa
pill skin chala kaTe
pillow surdhan
pinch cirlte
pioneer dguwa
pipe Dhoqgrd
pit kh0lTa
place ThAU

placenta sal
plain sdmmd, cdur
plan[inst] r0nda
plant v. rope
play with horns sirl cokhyae
play bajae, khele,

khelae
player kheladi
plot gharghOderi
plough handle pdredi
plough share phali
plough n. halo, v. jote

palm
pamphlet
pan
panet
pant
papaya
paper
parlor
parrot
passage
past
pasture
patch
patched
path
patieut
pavilion
pay (frne)
pay(credit)
pea
peace
peach
peacock
peak
peanut
pearl
peasant



plum bQyer
plural marker han
poacher sikari
pocket goji, khalti
pointed cuccO, TikhA
poison bikh
poisonous bikhalu
pole (wooden) kheb
police station Thana, cauki
polish palis
pomelo bhogtya
poor gArib
porcupine dumsi
porter bhdriya
post office hulakya
postman hulaki
pot with handle k0suDhi
pot bh6Dya
potato alu
pote
powder
pregnant
president
press down
previous
prey
priest
print
prison/jail
private house
proprietor
prostitute
protect
proud
pubic hair
pull
pulse

pote
pauDEr
gabhina
s0bhapdti
kdde
aghuko
sikar khelae
pAnDit, pujhari
chape
jel
aphdn ghar
malik
r0nDi
bdcaye
ghamanD g8re
jheT
Tane
nari

pulses
pumpkin
punish
puppet
pus
push
pushing cart
put dust
put into
python

queen
quick
quilt

rabbit
radish
rafter
rail
rain
rainbow
rainshield
rainy
rapid
rarely
rasp berry
rat
rat's feces
raw house
raw
read
recognize
recover n
rectangular
red clay
red deer
red
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dali
kabli
j0riwana Tirae
kaThputdli
pip
Thekle, Thele
Thela gaDhi
dhulo ghale
ghale, pisae
s6pd

a
rani
chito
bhokTa
R

khdrayd
mula
DANi
rel
pani pore, jhari
indr0ini
syagu
bdrsa
chito
thordi
disyalu
musa
musako IED
kOcci ghar
kdcce
p0Dhe
cinhe
amro hokhe
car konya
r0kTar maT
rDkTard hdrin
rOkTaro

I
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reduce
release
rely
remember
remove
renderpest
rendezvous
rented house
repair
reply
resemble
reservoir
rest
return
revenge
revise
rhino
rhino's horn
rhododendron
ribbon
ribs
rice broth
rice pudding
rice
rich person
rich
ride
ridge
right
ring
ringwofln
ripe
ripen
rise
risen
river
road

gh0Te
chaDe
bh0rosa,,gdre
sOmje

pOnchae

khur lagl?
cdutdri
bhard ghA"

bEnae
jabaph dehe
osne hoke
pani Tyanki
th0kai
phorke, phirta dehe
bddDla lehe
dohoryae
goiDa
khag
gur6s
ribin
karAt
maDd
khir
caur, bhat
dhanik manis
dhanik
cdDe
dhuri
daine, dahiya, Thik
athi
dad
pake
pakla
niske
niskalo
khola
baT, s6Ddk

roar
rob
robber
rock
rocky hill
roof
root
rope
rose
rot
rotten
rough
round botton
round clay pot
round drum
round
rub
rug
ruin
run
rupee
rural
rust

sacred thread
sacrifice
(animal)
sad
saliva
salt
salty
same
sand
sandal
sari
Saturday
save

guDguDae
dakiti gare
daku
sil
bh0skdl
chani
jara
dora
gulaph
serae
serail
khdstrd
pan kdhrai
heDi
Dholdk
Dolo
ghosnu
rag
bigare
dugure
rupya
g6uk, gluko
khiyae

S
janai

bhog dehe
dukhi
lar
nun
nunyalo
j0sne, usne
balo
cdpp1l
sari
s0nibar
bdcaye, rOchya g0re
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t saw ara lflgae, cire
say kahe
scabies khauso, khausya
scale (of trsh) ,kilila
scar TaTa
scarp khurke
scented gArdA auld
school iskul
scissors koi ci
scorpion bichchhi
scratch kere
scrub khurke
search khoje
season ritu
seasoned chd[kDld
seat siT
secretary sdcib
see cahe, rlekhe
seed bija
seldom kana kan
self aphi
seller beclar manis
semen phusi
send pdThdae
ssrvants nok0r
serve nokdri g}re
served pdske
set budelalo, bude
seven sat
sew sie
sewer DhAl
shaman guruwa
share drlsO

sharp cokho
sharpen cokhyde
sharpen udhyde
shave khdure

ghalyak, p0ch0ura
bakra
u
biTa
khol
bhEDha
kh@Ta
cOruwa
Tilke
Tilkal
panijahaj
bhoTd
sibalayd
cdrrar
juTTa
dokan
dokanya
ctr6ti, hdci

kurnd
dekhae
khumcae
dahil
ldjailhar
h?ssya
calani
cldi
jdsne
dekhi
gae
git galar
siswa
buhari
bise
sitar
chau
kere

shawl
she goat
she
sheat
sheath
sheep
shell
shepherd
shine
shining
ship
shirt
shiva's temple
shoemaker
shoes
shop
shopkeeper
short
shortening
shoulder
show
shrink
shutter panel
shytul
sickle
sieve
silver
similar
since
sing
singer
sisam
sister-in-law
sit down
sitar
six
sketch
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skill
skin
skull
sky
slap
slave
sleep
sleeve
stender
slip
slippery
slit
slow
slowly
slug
small canal
small cup
small leaf cup
small
smell
smile
smoke

snacks
snake gourd
snake
snapping
sneeze
snout
snow
so that
soap
socks
soft
soggy
soil
solar eclipse

chdlha
chala
kopddi
akds

.mprle
k0maro, kamdiya
sute, sutye
bahulya
dherlgo
ciple
ciphila
udhre
ohilo
bistare
ciplokira
kula
boTdk
dona
birjhin
surlhe, gand8 ae

muskaermuskurae
dhuqa, dhuna, dmdl
khae
cdT0ni
cicinda
sap
cuTkela
chike
thotno
hifl
osi gffie
sabn
moja
kom6lo
gilla
maT
garh0n khdilo

solid waste
some
son
son-in-law
soot
sorghum

louP
sour
sourGe
south
sow
soya bean
spade
sparkle
sparrow
spatula
speak
spear
spectacle
spherical
spices
spider
spill
spin
spinach
spins
spit
splint
spoil
spoon
spread
spring
sprinkled
sprout
squeeze
squirrel

phohor, mdila
alikari
bhaiya, babu
juwai
dhwEs
junela
jhol
amil6
mEtthar
dakkhin
ch0re
bhaTmas
kodari
cOmk0e

bhdrrera
panyAI
bole
bhala
cdsma
Dolo
mds0la
m0kdra
murryae
kate
pdluggo
bote
thuke, thuk
OgulTd
bigre
cOrnca

phailehe
bdsant6
chinkdlE
p0lae
nicdre
tokharkya
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stable

stair
stale
stamp
stand
star
steal
steam
steel
step down
step
stick
stick
still
sting
stir
stomach
stone

gh6Dha bislar
Th0[ri
s&1

basi
TiKAT
Theide
tara
corae, corae
baph
stil
oghre
Teke
laThi
Tdse
ajhai
dara
pheTe
pet
dadra (small),
pathar (big)
hage
roke
bhdkhari
th0nkae
bdkula
dhudhhi
TaN
cula
sojha
pdral
khola
TaTepaTe
Tharr, bdliyo
adhdhyan gare
namro
cuse
gumse

suggestion
suit
sufllmer
summit
sun
Sunday
sunflower
sunrise
sunset
support
surprise

survrve
suspect
swallow
swallow(n)
sward
sweater
sweep
sweet
swell
swim
swing
symbol
syphilis
syrup

sdlla
suhae
gdrmi
culi
gham
aitabar
surydrnukhi
jhilkyae
bude
ThAsk, sdhithape
udek mane,
6cfuma
jive
sdrlkha gfire
lile, nile
ga[thali
tdrwal
suiTar
baDhare
guriyd, miTho
phule
p6h[re, pdude
ping
cina
bhireqge
sdrbdt

T
Tebul
puchchi
phukale
jhike
lehe
bole
6[go
Ddrnphu
p0mpha
namle

stool
stop
store room
store
stork
storm
story
stove
straight
straw
stream
stripped
strong
study
success
suck
suffocate

table
tail
take off
take out
take
talk
tall
tambourine
tap
tape worm
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tar
taste
tasteless
tasty
tea
teach
teacher
tear
tear
teat
teeth
tell
temple
ten
terrace
terrain dweller
testicles
than
that
thatch house
thatch
theft
then
there
therefore
these
they

thick
thief
thigh
thin
think
this night
this
thorn
those

kdtora
cakhe
namiTho
miThd, miTho
ciya
sikhae,p0Thae
mastdr
Ssujhare, 6su
cyate
thun
dEt
kdhe
mdndir
das

byaD
mddhydsyd
ddfrlo
k0te
'u, use
kharak ghar
khar
cordlar
ona
ute, thi
osi gOrti
inyan
unhyan, tahan,
inyan
motyaila, bdDko
cor
saphera
dubro, patri
soce
ajrati
ise
klto
u

three
throw
thumb
thunder
thunderbolt
Thursday
tick
ticket
tie
tiger
tight

tighten
tile
till
timber
tin box
tiny
tire
to be over
to comb
to pill
to
toast
tobaco
today
toe
together
tomato
tomorrow
tongs
tongue
tool

kuTe, jhare
dhago
dhAmki, dhAmki
dehe
tin
huryaye
dudho 6uri
cidka pare

cidka
bihibar
kirna
TikeT
bSdhe
bagh
kasseld , kasyelo,
Timik
kdse
Tay0l
sdmm0
kaT
Tin
birjhin
thake
bite
kore
tache
ke
seke
surti
aj
edl
s&lge
golbhEDa, tdrratd'r

kallhek
cimTa
jibhi
muN

thrash
thread
threat



tooth
toothache
torn
tortoise
total
touch
town
track
transplant
transport

trap
trap(v)
treat
treat, cure
tree
trench
tricycle
trim
trouble
trunk
tuberculosis
Tuesday
tug
tumbler
tumpline
turban
turkey
turmeric
furmeric
turn over
tusk
twelve
twenty
twist
twisted
two days

deT
det bethdlar
cyathel
kdchwa
jammai
choe
sdhor
baT
sare
osar pdsar,
Dhuwani
khor
dabe, phdsae
birum gare
biarl
rukh
khOlta
riksa
chITe
dukhd
sfrD
Tibi
mtugDlbar
tanatan
gilas
namla
pdguri
ciftA, tin tara titrik
hardi
hardi
pOlTae
'dara

barha
bis
baTare
barlgel6

aftertomorrow

udder
ugly
umbrella
uncastrated
uncle
uncle(elder)
under
understand
underwear
uneducated
unhealthy
untie
until
up and down
up
upper house
urban
urinate
urine
usually
utensil

vagma
vegetable
vermilion
vertical
vertically
rotable shutter
vest
village
villagers
visit
vomit
vulfure
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nikdrsu
dui
U

dudh
nOnamro
chata
nakuTala
kaku
Thulba
tArA, muni
bujhe
kdTTu
napdhdrlo
dswasthe
phukale, phuke
dekhi, sdmmd
awdt jawdt
upro
uproko ghdr
sdh0r
mute
mut
barambar
bhediya
v

mtji(a)
tihun
sidur
ThaDo

ghopTd
ganji
gau
gaule
ghume
ch6de, ch6d
gidda

two

6r
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wait
wake up
walk
watl
wash
washed
wasp
watch house
watch
water,,fall
water:pitcher
water v&se
water
watery
way
we
weak
weakness
weapon
wear
weard
weave
wedding
Wednesday
weed
week
weep
weeping
weigh
weigh
weight
welcome
well
west
wet
what kind

w
pOrkhe
jage
bh6ye, ghume
bhiTTa
dhue
dhaula
baruli
TED
ghaDi
jharlo
loTa
g0g0ra
pani
pdnnyd
baT
hamijan
k0mjor
kQmjodi
hathohdtiyar
ldgae
khiyald
bune
biha
budhbar
gode
h@ta
roe
rOulo
jokhe
jokhe
Dhak
swagdt
idar
p6scim
bhije, bhijalo
kdsno

what
wheat ear
wheat
wheel
when
where

kya, kun, jya
gahtko bala
gdhii
cdrkha
jana, kdnaho
kana , kahe, kate,
jarfi
udhyae
kun, jun
korra
kanekhusi gdre
sutkeri
ujrd maT
ujr8ro, goro
woilae
kun ko
Dole
kuni
kya gare
bai
cduDa, pharakilo
budhiyar, dulhi
0rna
bAn birald
cahalo, icchya
batas
jhokhi, suppa
phaDkald
jado, hemdnt
poche
boksi
sin
6lune
bina
bw6so
betimanis
kaTh

whet
which
whip
whisper
whistle
white clay
white
whither
who
whole
whom
why
wick
wide
wife
wild buffalo
wild cat
wills
wind
window
winnowed
winter
wipe
witches
with
without satt
without
wolf
woman
wood



bobi
toro
Z

cen
&s
:. Ttl*t
{'

.,*

r"

woodcutter
wooden house
wooden sandal
wool
work
world
woiln
worn out
worship
wound
woven
wrap
wrappel
wrinkle
wrinkled
wrist
write

l6hSchya
kaThako gh0r
kharau
uni
dhdnda g0re
s0nsar
jil, j6ki
jhutrd
puja gare
ghau
binls
behae
hoNLahra
caure

. 
^ 1^cflrrl pfflc,

kanmar
lekhe
x

eksrya
Y

cODri

brother
younger
sister of wife
younger
sister
your

zrppet
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bhOiya

sali

x-ray

yak
yam
yarling
year (this)
year ,coming
year
year, after
(two year)
year, last
yellow
yesterday
(day before)
yesterday
yoke
you
young
younger

esal
aghulek
barsa

p0raghulek
porka
pEhelo, hdrdyaro

udino
kal
juwa
tfr , frhan
tdnyari

960
jhulani

*
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